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ABSTRACT

Ruth F. Taylor

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Creating Connections: an investigation into the first year

experience of undergraduate nursing students

This thesis is a study of the experiences of first year undergraduate nursing

students. Whilst the first year at university is a much researched field, that

of nursing has received relatively little attention. In part, therefore, this

work seeks to redress this imbalance.

An evaluative case study approach is utilised to investigate the

phenomenon of the first year experience, and to make comparisons

between two groups of nursing students one following a ‘traditional’

curriculum and the other one based on enquiry-based learning (EBL). The

use of multiple sources of data enables the phenomenon (the first year

experience) to be described holistically. Diaries, experiences interviews,

and questionnaires are used in the research. Data are gathered and

analysed in the same way for both the groups.

This research suggests that the first year is an important aspect of the

student experience for undergraduate nursing students and impacts on the

likelihood of success. It also suggests that nursing students have

expectations that the curriculum experience will be connected across a

range of factors. However, there is some evidence that the participants’

expectations did not match their experiences in aspects of the curriculum.

While it is not possible to place a value judgment on the match, or lack of

it, between expectations and experiences, the discrepancy is important in

itself and an emphasis is placed on the importance of dealing with

expectations. Additionally, the research shows that students who ‘connect’

across a range of areas – with people, with the classroom, with practice,

and with professional education – are more likely to have a good



experience and to complete first year successfully1. A ‘Connections

Continuum’ is developed from the findings and this is guided by social

capital theory. In essence, student nurses who develop greater

connections, and therefore social capital, are more likely to be successful in

their first year at university than those who do not.

This thesis is an original contribution to the study of the first year

undergraduate experience specifically in the field of nursing education. It

builds on the concept of social capital as a key construct in ‘creating

connections’, which in itself is central to the understanding and

enhancement of the educational experience of first year undergraduate

nursing students.

Keywords: First year, student experience, expectations, empowerment,

engagement, social capital, nursing, education, enquiry-based learning,

retention, case study.

1 Successful completion of first year is defined as those students who completed

the requirements for progression into second year. There is no implication that
students who choose to leave are not successful.
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OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

The aim of the research is to explore the first year experiences of two

groups of undergraduate student nurses. The research takes a holistic

approach to the investigation of the first year experience. In part, a

curriculum change is used as a way to find out about the first year

experience, with the research looking at how the introduction of enquiry-

based learning (EBL) into a curriculum impacted on the first year. The

curriculum change is described in detail in chapter 1. The objectives of the

thesis were to:

1. Examine the first year experience of nursing students.

2. Describe the curriculum change, the rationale for the change and the

context within which this occurred.

3. Compare the demographic profiles of two groups of students one

following a ‘traditional’ curriculum and the other using ‘EBL’; to

compare students who chose to leave the courses with those who

successfully completed first year.

4. Compare experiences with expectations of first year between nursing

students undertaking a ‘traditional’ and an ‘EBL’ curriculum.

5. Propose strategies to enhance the student experience and rates of

retention in first year undergraduate nursing students.

The context for the research is described in chapter 1 – the literature

review. This chapter explores the literature on the first year experience

from both national and international perspectives. Inevitably, it reviews

issues relating to student retention, which is the focus for much of the first

year experience literature. The literature review argues that the

contemporary context of nursing education requires nurse educators to

consider the whole first year student experience when developing curricula

that are fit for purpose. While the content of a course is important, the

approaches to teaching need to facilitate learning within a diverse student

population and need to prepare students to continue to learn in an

increasingly dynamic healthcare environment. The chapter goes on to
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argue that the issues that impact on the students’ first year experiences

(e.g. relationships with peers and with academic staff, external domestic

and personal circumstances) can be mitigated through curriculum

development and other means (such as the availability and effectiveness of

student support). The context of the particular nursing course along with

the curriculum change and the rationale for the change are described.

It can be argued that the retention literature takes a deficit approach to the

improvement of the first year experience. Such an approach can be viewed

as one that emphasises the factors that cause people to leave (or puts

them ‘at risk’), and attempts to address these. On the other hand, a

positive approach to the improvement of the first year is one in which

measures and interventions aim to enhance the overall experience for all

students, not just those who are seen as ‘at risk’. That said, the policy

drivers for improving retention cannot be ignored and are discussed within

the context of HE and nursing education. Finally, it is contended that the

first year experience has not been widely explored within nursing literature

and merits attention for a number of reasons, including the policy context

and the need to determine whether student nurses have differing needs

from students within other specialities.

In chapter 2 the research methodology and research methods are

described. An overview of case study research is provided and the

approach taken within this thesis is described, along with a rationale for its

use. The philosophical perspective is discussed with particular emphasis on

the relationships between the methodology and the methods used to

investigate the first year experience of students. It is argued that case

study research is an appropriate methodology to investigate a complex

area and provides an opportunity to utilise a number of methods so as to

get to a ‘thick’ description of the phenomenon (the first year experience).

All students in the two groups under investigation were asked to complete

an expectations questionnaire, and an experiences questionnaire. Everyone

who chose to leave the courses was asked to undertake an in-depth

focused interview, although not all agreed. A sample of students who

successfully completed first year was also asked to undertake an in-depth
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focused interview. Finally, a sample of students was asked to complete a

diary for the duration of the first year. The use of multiple methods is

fitting, given the case study approach and the aim to create a ‘thick’

description, and an in-depth understanding of the first year experience. The

use of the same research methods across the different groups of students

allows for some comparisons to be made between the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’

curriculum students, and between leavers and stayers. The chapter also

describes the approaches to data analysis.

Chapter 3 presents the findings from the two questionnaires. Relevant

demographic variables are reported, and the quality of the educational

experience is measured in relation to the ways in which experiences meet

expectations. This chapter shows that the two groups (‘traditional’ and

‘EBL’) are similar in terms of demographic variables. It also shows that the

participants appeared to expect a ‘connected’ curriculum experience, but

that the experience did not always match expectations.

In chapter 4 the findings from the interviews and diaries are presented.

Four themes are identified, with a number of categories in each. The

themes (and categories) are: relationships with people (broadening

horizons, knowing self and others, being supported and valued); the

classroom experience (feeling inspired, becoming empowered, engaging

with the learning experience); the practice experience (feeling inspired,

becoming empowered, engaging with the learning experience); and

professional education (motivation, preparedness, making adjustments).

The chapter demonstrates the differences and similarities between the

groups of students, before introducing the links to the quantitative findings,

and to relevant research findings from the literature.

Chapter 5 – the Discussion - brings together the findings from the

qualitative and quantitative data as the case study. A conceptual

framework is presented as a way in which the findings can be framed and

through which future research can be organised. The assertion is made that

the better the relationships, and the closer that experiences meet
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expectations, the more likely it is that the student will have a ‘good’

experience and therefore be successful.

The first year is seen as the foundation for future experiences on a course.

While there are some areas that are particularly relevant to nursing

students, it seems that the first year experience of student nurses is similar

to that seen in other disciplines. Similar issues are identified within the

thesis as within the wider literature, although nursing students’ issues may

manifest themselves in slightly different ways (e.g. issues with practice

placements/learning).

In chapter 6, a number of conclusions are drawn that may enable future

curriculum development to take a more holistic view of the student

experience. Recommendations for practice are made and a focus for future

systematic research is proposed. It is asserted that the conceptual

framework that has been developed from the findings has allowed for a

contribution to be made to the theoretical debate that relates to enhancing

the first year experience and, in particular, to propose policy changes

within the HE sector that may improve retention rates.

This opening section has provided the reader with the context from which

the ideas and focus for the thesis have developed, and has provided an

overview of the aim and objectives of the research. It provided signposts

for the full thesis and its component parts. Chapter 1 – the literature review

– aims to describe the context within which the research is situated.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 begins by providing an overall context for the thesis with an

overview of Higher Education (HE), nursing education, and the focus for the

research. These matters are important to the thesis as issues such as the

massification of HE and nursing’s place within it provide a contextual

starting point for the reader from which he or she can begin to draw

conclusions about the usefulness of the findings to his or her own context.

The first section provides a general context for HE and discusses its

meaning in relation to developing graduates within contemporary society.

The section also presents an overview of the context of nursing education

and its current relationship with HE. The first year student experience is an

area in which national and international attention is focused (Quality

Assurance Agency (QAA) 2008a), and which feeds into the key issues of

increasing student diversity and the need to improve retention rates.

The literature review goes on to focus on the first year experience and

retention in higher education. Following this, the review examines the local

context for the research and the curriculum change. It is argued that, while

there is a wide literature relating to student retention in nursing education,

there has been little focus on the first year student experience specifically

for nursing students2.

The literature review points towards the importance of the first year, both

in terms of improving the overall student experience (a positive, proactive

approach), and in terms of improving retention (a deficit approach). There

is a wide national and international literature and this is utilised to develop

2 The nursing literature is different from that of the wider international literature

because of its focus on student retention probably because retention is a major
political driver for nursing education (SGHD 2007), and the approach to dealing
with the problem of attrition has been one of quality assurance rather than quality
enhancement (SGHD 2007). For these reasons, it seems likely that a more general
enhancement of the first year has, until now, been perceived as being of secondary
importance.
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the argument that enhancement of the first year can improve student

engagement (initially) and empowerment (in the longer term). Engagement

and empowerment are defined, and relevant educational issues discussed

demonstrating that curriculum developments can also have an impact on

the overall student experience by providing a means towards academic and

social integration. Nursing education is the primary context within which

this research is situated, and the review explores why student retention is

an important issue for nursing.

The literature review goes on to consider learning theory and teaching

methods that are designed to enable students to engage and become

empowered learners. As the focus for curriculum change within this

research is the introduction of an enquiry-based learning (EBL) strand to

the whole curriculum, EBL is discussed in relation to the goals of

engagement and empowerment. A comparison is made between the

‘traditional’ curriculum in which EBL does not feature, and the ‘EBL’

curriculum.

The assertion is made that it is useful to investigate the first year so as to

determine whether the nursing student experience is similar or different

from that of the wider student body. As well as this, the first year

experience is so important in terms of student retention and attrition, and

the political drivers so intense for improving retention that this aspect of

the student experience is therefore worthy of investigation. With the

assertion that curriculum development through the use of EBL can have an

impact on the first year experience, it is necessary to investigate this

further and determine whether it is, in fact, the case.

1.2 The general context of Higher Education

There has been a marked change in HE from an elite system to one in

which there is widening access (Jarvis et al. 2004). It was not until the

1980s that widespread debate took place around the need to move to a

mass system of HE, as opposed to the continuing elitist approach (Jarvis et

al. 2004). In 1962, only 6% of the under 21-year old age group in the UK
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entered HE. In 2003, the figure approached 50% of 18-30 year olds

(Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) 2008). The National Audit

Office (NAO) (2007) reports that in session 2005/06, there were 1.3 million

undergraduate students with 87,000 studying full time (figures for

England). In Scotland, the total number (full time equivalent) of students

who undertook a first degree in 2004/2005 was 115,170 (HESA 2008).

There is recognition of the demand for the development of skills for the

‘information age’, and the need to narrow the social class gap of those

coming into HE (Department for Education and Skills (DfES) 2003). The

Dearing Report of 1997 (Report of the National Committee of Inquiry into

Higher Education: Higher Education in the Learning Society – National

Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education (NCIHE) 1997) was seminal in

terms of advocating widening participation and the development of skills. It

was important, at the time, in providing an overview of the wider context in

which HE found itself. Technological and political drivers continued to

impact on the way in which world economies functioned with ‘knowledge’

becoming an increasingly valuable commodity. The report discussed the

way in which the changing nature of work demanded that students were

prepared with skills for change and lifelong learning, along with a values

base that makes for a civilised society. It went on to emphasise the

importance of creating appropriate learning environments for students to

actively engage in the learning process and to develop the skills for lifelong

learning. The report asked that we enable all students to achieve their

potential whether they are the high flyers, or those who have struggled to

achieve the requirements for entry into HE. The skills for lifelong learning

that Dearing (NCIHE 1997) advocated included the development of

independence in learning so as to enable individuals to meet the rapidly

changing needs of society (Leathwood 2006).

In 2008 The Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills (DIUS)

produced a policy document called ‘A New University Challenge’ (DIUS

2008) with the aim to work with HEIs to continue to widen participation,

and to put learners at the centre of provision. It argues that HE is

increasingly important to national economies, and to this end the UK
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Government aims to have 40% of the population with degrees. In order to

achieve this aim, local solutions are required, which is why the Government

intends to establish more than 20 new HEIs. The policy underlines the UK

Government’s intention to achieve the 40% target, and shows how its

approach is instrumental in changing the nature of the student population,

and thus the issues that impact on universities (Houston et al. 2007).

Inevitably, as the Government works to achieve its target, the student

population will become ever more diverse bringing with it particular

challenges, including social and cultural issues. Gone are the days of the

“traditional” student who is seen as the white middle class school leaver.

Universities are working with students from across the social spectrum,

across the age range and from diverse cultural backgrounds. These

changes can be seen by universities either as opportunities or as threats

(Haggis 2004).

In Scotland, The Framework for Higher Education (Scottish Executive (SE)

2003a) sets out the country’s direction for HE for the next 10 years. It

focuses on teaching and learning, research and knowledge transfer, and

governance and management. As with The Future of Higher Education

(Department for Education and Skills 2003), the policy puts the learner at

the centre, with the aim of creating environments in which people can

achieve their potential and, thus, contribute fully to society and the

economy. Its overarching framework is that of lifelong learning and is

supported by The Lifelong Learning Strategy for Scotland (SE 2003b).

Working in partnership with the Government, The Scottish Funding

Council’s (SFC) vision is for a Higher Education sector that produces

graduates who can contribute to a “dynamic, entrepreneurial and

internationally competitive Scotland” (SFC 2005). This goal may require a

development of the learning culture with higher education generally. This

section has provided an overview of some of the issues affecting HE

generally. The next section considers nursing education in particular and

begins by providing a historical perspective.
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1.3 Nursing education

At the beginning of the twentieth century, nursing was under the auspices

of the hospital as an apprenticeship (Tompkins 2001). It was in the 1930s

that it became clear that nurse training as it was would soon be

inappropriate for the modern nursing roles at the time. Tompkins (2001)

argues that nursing curricula began to develop beyond medical knowledge

to include social sciences at that time. Whilst some did not agree that a

strengthened theoretical base was the way forward, by 1941 it had been

documented that attitudes were changing (Green 1995). Green cited the

1947 Report of the Working Party on the Recruitment and Training of

Nurses which recommended that nurse training should be of 2 years

duration as a full time student, followed by a year of supervised practice.

Following the inception of the National Health Service (NHS), student

nurses were legally employees of the NHS, and provided most of the

workforce requirements in hospitals. Some of the problems associated with

their employee status included a lack of supervision and ward teaching, and

a dissonance between what students saw in practice and what they were

taught in the classroom. This contrasts with the present day where the

status of students is viewed differently and students are considered

supernumerary. However, there is still much in the literature that describes

the problematic issue of the theory practice divide (Carson and Carnwell

2007; Barrett 2007).

In 1963 The Report of the Committee on Higher Education made it clear

that nursing should not be considered part of HE (Baly 1995). The focus of

HE at that time was not on practical techniques, and nursing was not seen

as an intellectual area of study. This was, in part, due to the apprenticeship

style of training, with the focus on the ‘how’ rather than the ‘why’ of the

tasks assigned to the role of the nurse (Roxburgh et al. 2008). The needs

of the service continued to take precedence over education (Green 1995).

The Platt Report (A Reform of Nursing Education) (1964) was

commissioned to look into nurse training and recommended that two levels

be introduced. First level students were required to meet the entry

qualifications of 5 Ordinary levels whilst second level (enrolled nurse)
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students were not required to achieve the same level. There remained

conflict between what was expected of the students in practice, and their

education. However, the Platt Report led to more academic candidates

being attracted into nursing (Platt 1964).

Concerns about the status of nursing students and their levels of

responsibility continued to be expressed into the 1970s. The Briggs Report

(The Report of the Committee on Nursing) (1972) was instrumental in

shifting the way in which nurse training was viewed. Its recommendations

included:

 An age on entry of 17 years;

 The introduction of an 18 month foundation for all, leading to a

certificate in nursing practice;

 A subsequent 18 month course leading to registration for students

who were more academically able; and

 The introduction of one statutory body.

By 1980 the United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery and

Health Visiting (UKCC) had been set up, with four national boards. Colleges

of Nursing were formed from the amalgamation of Schools of Nursing that

had formerly been associated with NHS teaching hospitals (Watson and

Thompson 2000).

Latterly, the UKCC was asked to look at the reform of nursing with the aim

of completing ‘Project 2000’ (as it was known) by the autumn of 1986

(UKCC 1987). The aim of Project 2000 was to produce autonomous

practitioners educated to diploma or degree level. Following its

recommendations and subsequent consultation phase, changes were

introduced as follows:

 The introduction of a Diploma in Higher Education, consisting of an

18 month common foundation programme and an 18 month branch

programme;
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 The introduction of specified branches of nursing – adult nursing,

children’s nursing, mental health nursing, and nursing the mentally

handicapped;

 The phasing out of enrolled nurse training;

 The introduction of supernumerary status; and

 The development of links with HE.

With these changes came developments in the way in which nursing

education was delivered, from a mandatory curriculum concerned with

outcomes rather than processes, to curricula designed within the context of

general principles and competencies (Thomas and Davies 2006).

In 1999, the Department of Health (DoH) published ‘Making a Difference:

Strengthening the Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting Contribution to

Health and Healthcare’ in which further changes to nursing education were

proposed and which resulted in the Fitness for Practice curriculum of the

late 1990s. ‘Fitness for Practice’ (UKCC 1999) focused on the importance of

developing improved outcomes for pre-registration nursing within a

competency framework, so as to ensure that newly qualified nurses were

better fit for purpose. The aim of the Making a Difference curriculum was to

provide wider access to nursing and greater flexibility, enhanced

competencies (Scholes et al. 2004), and the ability of nurses to respond to,

and initiate, change (Williamson et al. 2008). In both the ‘Fitness for

Practice’ and ‘Making a Difference’ documents, the use of student-centred

approaches to learning (e.g. the use of enquiry-based learning) was

advocated as the means by which these aims could be achieved. The UKCC

(1999) acknowledged at that time that the preparation of newly qualified

nurses was a complex task and that there was not a single successful

formula for undertaking this task (Mcilfatrick 2004). It was widely accepted

that healthcare was becoming more complex, and with it the preparation of

practitioners (Plsek and Greenhalgh 2001). The Nursing and Midwifery

Council’s (NMC 2004) Standards of Proficiency for Pre-registration Nursing

Education specify the requirements for programmes of study leading to

registration with the NMC. In particular, programmes are required to be

comprised of 50% theory and 50% practice.
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In Watson and Thompson’s (2000) opinion, though, the recommendations

from the Department of Health in Making a Difference (DoH 1999) have

replaced nursing education with training in clinical competence. The

discourse relates to that of apprenticeship versus autonomy (Kotechu

2002). Within the apprenticeship discourse, learners become ‘doers’

through training. The process involves the transmission of practical

knowledge and skills within a hierarchical structure which facilitates

socialisation into the discipline. Autonomous discourse, on the other hand,

is academic knowledge as education within a process that facilitates

empowerment and the development of the knowledgeable doer. Research

has long focused on newly qualified nurses’ technical skills and the need to

keep pace with a continually evolving healthcare system (Kenny 2004). It

appears that the implementation of competency based education has led to

increased confidence for students in clinical skills delivery (Farrand et al.

2006). Most recently findings from the National Review of Pre-registration

Nursing and Midwifery Programmes in Scotland (Lauder et al. 2008) have

shown that the programmes are meeting competence needs from the

perspective of the students.

Watson (2006), in writing about the role of HE in preparing nurses,

discusses the nature of education versus training. He argues that nursing

education should aim to enable practitioners to master technical skills, but

that this should take place alongside the ability to “give an account” of the

skills (Watson 2006, p. 623). In other words, nursing education needs to

prepare students with the ability to base their practice on appropriate

evidence in its widest sense. In fact, Watson asserts that nursing education

should be taught by research active staff who are leaders of the field. If

true, it may be the case that traditional approaches to nursing education

may not prepare students with the skills to function autonomously (Mooney

and Nolan 2006). Further discussion of approaches to education takes place

in section 1.7.2 where empowerment and its relationship to the aims of

education are explored.
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Tompkins (2001, p. 1) asserts the need to prepare future nurses for the

changing face of nursing – “the technological, demographic, intellectual,

moral and economic complexities”. It is her view that student nurses should

be prepared to become critical questioners who make enquiries into the

challenging circumstances in which nurses live and work. This view of

nursing provides a clear rationale for the need for education rather than

training.

Today, nursing sits firmly in HE, working in partnership and collaboration

with the NHS. Both HE and the NHS are subject to change and

development (Quinn and Hughes 2007) and nursing education must be

prepared to not only move with the times, but to lead and influence the

path of nursing in general. To do this, nursing students will need to be

enquiring problem-solvers with graduate attributes alongside personal and

professional characteristics that are suitable for the profession.

1.3.1 Drivers for nursing education

The drivers for HE overall are reflected in those of nursing education. These

include widening participation, increasing flexibility and diversity, and

enhancing quality (Clouston and Whitcombe 2005). Jarvis et al. (2004)

emphasise the fact that universities have historically provided lifelong

learning opportunities for the communities that they serve. In the context

of the massification of Higher Education, there has been a shift from elite

access to HE, to wider and diverse access to HE. As Jarvis et al. (2004) go

on to say, this has an impact on the demographic of the student body and

their entry characteristics. They argue that universities have a

responsibility to actively participate in taking forward a lifelong learning

culture within society. The influence of the diversification of the student

population is widespread including the impact on student retention. In later

sections, retention is explored and links are made with the ways in which

widening access affects the student experience.

As we have seen, nursing education is a dynamic field of study that sits

within HE. Its shift to the HE context has changed the face of nursing

education, bringing with it issues relating to nursing itself and to HE
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(Watson 2006). The first year experience at university is particularly

relevant to nursing education where policy drivers such as achieving

targets for student recruitment and retention are so important (Scottish

Government Health Directorates (SGHD) 2007). While there is much

literature available on the first year experiences of undergraduate students

(as evidenced in Harvey et al. 2006), there is relatively little that

investigates the first year experiences of nursing students.

1.4 Investigating the first year undergraduate experience and

curriculum change in pre-registration nursing

My interest in the first year for the particular undergraduate nursing

courses under investigation resulted from a number of factors:

 Nursing students’ first year experiences are little described in the

literature;

 Concerns relating to retention of students, particularly in first year,

that led me to believe that further attention is required;

 An appreciation that the first year is important in terms of preparing

students for subsequent study, and for persistence; and

 Curriculum changes are made with, sometimes, little evidence

gathered as to their impact.

While the interest was in the whole first year student experience (social and

academic, practice and university), I was in a position in which I could

influence the university experience through curriculum development. As a

programme leader for pre-registration nursing, my area of responsibility lay

in leading the development of the curriculum. This led to the

implementation of enquiry-based learning (EBL) as a strand of learning

through the pre-registration nursing curriculum. The focus of the thesis,

therefore, is on the first year experience of undergraduate nursing

students. The curriculum is the vehicle with which some aspects of the first

year experience is explored.
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1.5 Literature searching process

The literature search was conducted systematically utilising search engines,

databases and key words as identified in appendix 1. The following

inclusion and exclusion criteria were identified:

 Written in English (as it would not have been possible to translate

works for the purpose of the thesis);

 Current materials (historical data and seminal works accessed);

 Peer reviewed materials including research;

 Other key reading/relevant sources/background materials;

 Policy documents;

 University websites; and

 Other relevant websites.

Phase 1 of the literature search was undertaken using the terms that had

been generated through key reading. This phase produced a wealth of

literature with some key words providing higher rates of return than others

(e.g. ‘education’ and ‘retention’). Phase 2 refined the searches and enabled

a more focused approach to be taken where the relevant sources were

identified. With the internet providing an excellent resource, particularly

through the newer search engines such as Google Scholar, the process for

searching became rather more fluid than had been expected. With this

fluidity and improvisation came sources that may not have been identified

previously (particularly some of the searches for specific authors).

Hand searches of relevant journals were undertaken to ensure that the

most recent articles within those journals (e.g. Journal of Further and

Higher Education, Nurse Education Today) had been accessed.

Some comparisons were made with other literature searches that have

recently been undertaken to ensure that this review captures those areas

that are seen as important by contemporary thinkers (e.g. Harvey et al.

2006). Finally, just prior to completion of the research, a further trawl of

the literature revealed most recent papers.
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1.6 The first year undergraduate experience and retention in

Higher Education

This section provides a description and analysis of the national and

international first year undergraduate experience literature. It is structured

in such a way so as to enable the reader to take a systematic journey

through the first year as follows: the issues that affect first year students

generally (and nursing students in particular) and can cause them to leave;

and the phases of the first year experience including transition to

university, induction and orientation into the university environment and

culture, and integration and engagement as ongoing features of the first

year. Where the terms ‘traditional’ student and ‘non-traditional’ student are

used, it is generally held that a ‘traditional’ student is one who is white, has

a family background in HE and is a school leaver. It is perhaps no longer

appropriate terminology given the increasing diversity of the student body.

However, it remains within the literature and is useful in bringing attention

to the complex make up of the student body. Laing et al. (2005) define

non-traditional students as those who do not have recent experience of

education and study, and are under-represented in terms of social class,

ethnicity or age.

In Scotland the QAA identified the first year as a national enhancement

theme (QAA 2008a)3. The First Year is defined by the QAA (2008b)

Enhancement Theme as being the first year of study, whenever that may

occur (e.g. direct entrants). For the purpose of the thesis, the first year is

that of two undergraduate nursing courses. The focus of the First Year

Enhancement Theme is on the nature and purpose of the first year and the

ways in which students can become engaged and empowered. The

importance with which the first year is viewed by Government and HE is

reflected in the fact that it continues to be a priority for HEIs and the

sector.

3 I was a member of the QAA First Year Enhancement Theme steering committee

when it was in place and am the University’s institutional contact for the theme.
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The first year is the year in which students are most likely to leave (and the

time when HEIs must work with students to encourage persistence) (Yorke

and Longden 2008). The focus on improving retention rates across HEIs

(Prescott and Simpson 2004), and in particular, in pre-registration nursing

courses, is high on the agenda for the Government in Scotland and the rest

of the UK (Vere-Jones 2008; SGHD 2007). The Scottish Executive (SE) set

up a Facing the Future Group in 2006 of which one of the subgroups was

Student Retention (see appendix 2 for remit). The aim of the subgroup was

to come up with ways in which the problematic issue of student nurse

attrition could be resolved. With action being taken at governmental level,

HEIs have been working towards improvements in retention with the aim of

achieving the SGHD 15% target for attrition (SGHD 2007). However, the

attrition rate for nursing and midwifery in Scotland ranged from 23.4%

(1999/2000 intakes) to 28.9% (2002/2003 intakes). The work is currently

being taken forward by a High Level Delivery Group that aims for Scottish-

wide solutions to the challenge of student retention4. Stakeholders need

assurances that student nurse attrition is being taken seriously because of

the major political and financial implications caused by students who leave

nursing programmes (Chaterjee 2005; Glossop 2002; Yorke 2000a) which

in turn affect the public (the tax payers). While money is not the only issue,

the Scottish Government has been explicit about the burden that attrition

places on the taxpayer (SGHD 2007). It is partly for this reason that the

first year experience is worthy of investigation as the general first year

experience shows.

The first year experience in HE has been the subject of investigation and

interest for a number of years, although less so in the UK than in the US

and Australia (Yorke and Longden 2008). For example, in 1985 Baker et al.

presented the findings of a study relating to student expectations and

experiences in their freshmen year. While the work is not recent, the issues

remain familiar. The authors investigated the differences between student

expectations and their adjustment to college. They concluded that student

4 I was a member of the original Facing the Future Retention Group and chaired

the pre-course and selection sub-group. I am a member of the SGHD High Level
Delivery Group. In particular, I chair one of the sub-groups the aim of which is to
develop a national approach to data collection.
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and institutional characteristics impacted on student adjustment, and that

interventions prior to university admission could play a positive role in

facilitating adjustment. They asserted that the reality of being a student

needed to be addressed in its fullest sense. These, and other, issues are

discussed in more recent research (Yorke and Longden 2008). Yorke and

Longden (2008) reveal that, overall, students who took part in their

research were very positive about the first year experience. As others have

identified, Yorke and Longden found that the first year is the most critical

phase of the student experience in relation to persistence.

Harvey et al.’s (2006) literature review for the HEA reveals a broad range

of literature addressing the first year experience across a considerable

timeframe (1950-2007). Their review is an important piece of work that

gathers much of the published and grey literature together and provides a

summary for the reader. They note that the literature includes a

considerable number of small scale studies, rather than longitudinal multi-

centred studies which may have enabled greater generalisation from the

findings. However, it appears that while there is some disagreement on

theoretical perspectives across the cited literature, there is much

agreement about the issues that are important to address for the first year.

They note that there is not a single first year experience. Rather there are

a multiplicity of first year experiences all depending on student and

institutional characteristics. The first year is complex and evolves over time

and is affected (both positively and negatively) by a number of matters as

described in the next section.

1.6.1 The issues that affect first year students and can cause

them to leave

Retention is a widely researched and debated area both nationally and

internationally (Tinto 2005a). While the review draws on a wide range of

literature, the work of Vincent Tinto (distinguished University Professor at

Syracuse and Chair of the Higher Education Program) is of particular

interest and relevance. Much of the international analysis of student

attrition is firmly based on his theory of integration (Krause 2005). His is a

leading voice in the world of the student experience and a summary of his
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work on theories of departure is provided in appendix 3. While he takes a

retention perspective, he does so through a sociological lens that advocates

the enhancement of academic and social integration for all students, not

just those who are seen as ‘at risk’ (Tinto 2005a; Tinto 1993). This

provides us with an insight into the means by which we can work towards

taking a holistic approach to enhancement of the student experience. His

main argument continues to centre on the fact that a complexity of

variables come together to cause student attrition. Importantly his guiding

principle was that where universities worked together to ensure that

education provided students with opportunities for social and intellectual

growth, students were more likely to choose to stay (Tinto 1993). The

aspects of the student experience that he described included social and

intellectual adjustment to university, preparedness for HE, integration into

university, and the matching of experiences with expectations. Tinto

therefore stressed the need for integration, though not conformity, into at

least one community within university for support, with students being

active participants in the development of membership of such communities.

Individual dispositions were also important within Tinto’s theory of student

departure (expectations, intentions, motivations and commitment).

Since Tinto’s early work, there has been a growing understanding of social,

cultural, psychological, economic and institutional forces, and how these

impact on the student experience (Knox and Wyper 2008). However, the

key aspect of the initial work remains rooted in much of the subsequent

work on student retention and the student experience: namely that

engagement or involvement is critical, particularly in the first year.

Understanding the context of the institution and the particular student body

remains important particularly given that Tinto’s work focused on

traditional, white, young, North American students in private residential

institutions (Harvey et al. 2006; Brunsden et al. 2000). Despite this, the

ontological premise is still sound and the essence of his research is evident

within much of the literature that attempts to identify ways of engaging

students holistically (Krause 2005; Laing et al. 2005; Wharrad et al. 2003).
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There are some differences in approaches across countries surrounding the

important concern of retention. However, there seems to be general

agreement on the issues that affect students who choose to leave a

programme of study. First year students have a variety of experiences that

are dependent on their background, attitudes, motivations and external

personal circumstances. Each of these can impact in a positive or negative

way on the student experience and can contribute to students’ decisions to

persist with, or leave, a programme of study. The circumstances that cause

students to leave in first year are not necessarily any different to those that

affect them in later stages of study. However, first year is critical in

providing the foundations for persistence and anything that adversely

affects those foundations can lead to attrition.

Christie et al. (2004) provide three ‘explanations’ for non-completion linked

to the policy that drives the context for HE in the UK:

 Widening participation resulting in students who are ill-prepared for

the HE environment;

 Widening participation resulting in HEIs failing to include and support

students appropriately; and

 Changes to funding arrangements making financial difficulties more

likely for some students.

While they acknowledge that these explanations go some way to helping

universities to understand the factors that affect retention, their study

develops the explanations further by making comparisons between the

experiences of students who leave, and those who stay. They report that

students who leave do so because of “a series of interconnected factors”

(Christie et al. 2004, p. 622) including poor course choice, lack of

motivation, isolation, and financial difficulties (Yorke and Longden 2008;

Krause 2005; Prescott and Simpson 2004; Hall 2001). The problems also

affect those who stay, and Christie et al. (2004) do not draw any firm

conclusions that there are any differences between leavers and stayers.

Socioeconomic variables (class, employment and previous education) have

been found to have a bearing on the student experience and to impact on
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retention and persistence (Yorke and Longden 2008; Harrison 2006; Quinn

et al. 2005). Academic culture is not uniformly accessed or experienced by

students (Read et al. 2003), although Yorke and Longden (2008) found

that there were only small differences in experience between social groups.

With widening participation in Higher Education generally and for nursing

education in particular, fewer school leavers and more non-traditional

students are coming into nursing through more and more flexible entry

pathways thereby impacting on reasons for leaving (Neilson and Lauder

2008). Associated with socioeconomic variables is the issue of first

generation university students who may lack support from family and may

not have realistic expectations of university (Yorke and Longden 2008).

Part-time work can impact negatively on the student experience resulting in

physical and psychosocial strain (Yorke and Longden 2008; Humphrey

2006; Curtis and Shani 2002; Lee et al. 1999) which can influence both

academic and social integration into university. Humphrey (2006)

concludes that structured inequalities, (based on the finding that students

who worked came from state rather than independent private schools), are

firmly established within UK higher education, with financial issues being a

source of difficulty for some students, and having serious consequences

(Gerrard and Roberts 2006). However, Hunt et al. (2004) conclude that

while attainment can be significantly affected by employment, there are

some positive aspects to working (including keeping borrowing down).

Demographic characteristics (age, entry qualifications and gender) form

part of the overall picture for the first year student experience and for the

likelihood of persistence or attrition. In terms of academic engagement,

older students tend to see the learning experience as more engaging than

their younger peers (Yorke and Longden 2008; Lowe and Cook 2003).

However, they rate social engagement much lower than younger students,

possibly because of the external factors that impact on their lives (such as

child care). Students who spend more time on campus engage more with

other students in relation to academic work, have a greater sense of

belonging to an academic community and are more likely to develop

friendship networks (Smith and Wertlieb 2005) and thus it is likely that
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younger students have more opportunities to engage socially and have

more potential to engage academically. Yorke and Longden (2008, p. 8)

refer to “commuter students” who are less likely to engage with the whole

student experience than others who can become more involved in all

aspects of university life.

There is a lack of agreement across the literature in relation to the impact

that entry qualifications have on retention (Harvey et al. 2006). For

example, McKenzie and Gow (2004) and Lowe and Cook (2003) report that

academic qualifications are the most useful predictor of success in school

leavers. Conversely, a recent study by Houston et al. (2007) suggests that

entry qualifications are not a predictor of student performance except

where this is mediated by other factors such as course workload and the

subject discipline. However, Lauder et al. (2006) caution against the

prevailing attitude in nursing education that entry qualifications are not

related to attrition or to success with the implication that entry

qualifications are likely to be helpful in improving the chances of success.

The prediction of student performance is complex, particularly with the

relatively recent shift to mass education at a tertiary level (Kantanis 2000)

which has created a greater diversity of the student population (in terms of

ability, motivation, commitment, age and social skills). McInnis (2001a,

2001b) claims that an apparent lack of student commitment is an everyday

feature for many academics although this is not reported widely across the

literature. Previous relevant study or experiences have been found to be

useful predictors of academic performance (Madigan 2006; van Rooyen et

al. 2006; Haggis 2004). Unsurprisingly, students who perform well

academically in their first year have been shown to be more likely to persist

into second year with the successful students taking a higher level of

personal responsibility for their progress (Gifford et al. 2006).

As previously noted, student preparedness for university and motivation for

course choice and for learning impact on their ability to engage with the

educational experience (Yorke and Longden 2008; Byrne and Flood 2005;

Tinto 2005b; Lowe and Cook 2003; Graham and Caso 2002). Intrinsic

motivation (learning for interest, engagement, curiosity and self
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actualisation) is more desirable than extrinsic motivation (towards the

achievement of an external goal whether it relates to reward or

punishment). Extrinsic motivation is more likely to result in surface learning

as opposed to deep learning in the intrinsically motivated (Byrne and Flood

2005). High self-belief and commitment are also important in influencing

motivation and students’ willingness to engage with the learning process

(Beekhoven et al. 2003).

Additionally, when students’ expectations do not match their experiences,

disengagement from university life may result (Lowe and Cook 2003). This

can be associated with dissonance between expectations and the reality of

the academic work, unrealistic aspirations relating to social activities, and a

lack of preparation for the move to HE in terms of the cultural changes.

Universities therefore need to work with students prior to entry and on

entry to a course to ensure that they are adequately prepared for the

realities of university life. The issues affecting student retention generally

have been explored. These and other factors are relevant to nursing

education.

Student nurse attrition is not a recent phenomenon (Glossop 2001), nor is

it an issue that only affects the UK (Mashaba and Mhlongo 1995). In fact,

attrition has been a long standing problem going back at least sixty years

and has been attributed to hierarchical structures, restrictions on student

behaviours, poor communication with trained staff, homesickness, shift

patterns, financial concerns and low academic ability (Glossop 2001). The

Department of Health (D0H 2006) calls attrition of student nurses a wicked

problem. This term seems to demonise the issue although the DoH (2006)

goes on to advocate that a holistic and systematic approach should be

taken to addressing the complex risk factors.

The literature explains that the contributory factors for attrition of nursing

students are similar to those of the wider student population and include

reduced entry qualifications, personal reasons, academic failure,

disillusionment, wrong career choice, financial problems, travel difficulties,

poor course organisation, negative staff attitudes, health, inadequate pre-
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course information, and lack of support (Glossop 2002; Glossop 2001).

Additionally, some mature-age students face particular issues including

managing their work-life balance alongside a lack of confidence in their

abilities to achieve (Royal College of Nursing (RCN) 2008; Cuthbertson et

al. 2004; Osborne et al. 2004; Kevern et al. 1999).

The key area in which nursing students’ experiences differ from those of

other students is clinical practice. The gap between the learning that takes

place in the university and what happens in reality in practice (theory-

practice gap) can impact negatively on students’ confidence and knowledge

(Melia 2008; Last and Fulbrook 2003; Kramer 1974). Being ignored, facing

open hostility, negativity from staff, and a feeling of imposing on staff are

all factors that have been reported as features of some students’ clinical

experiences (Jackson and Mannix 2001). Socialisation into nursing can be

challenging with students not always knowing what to do when they are on

placement (Higginson 2006). In fact, Mackintosh (2006) argues that the

effect of socialisation is sometimes negative because of the ways in which

staff demonstrate caring. Students expect to work in a caring team. When

they experience conflict in practice this can impact on their decision to

pursue their chosen career (Brammer 2006a; Henderson et al. 2006;

Midgley 2006). Once again, when experiences do not meet expectations,

the reality shock can have a negative impact on the likelihood of success.

Section 1.6.1 has explored the reasons that students leave a course and in

particular nursing. While there is a lack of literature relating to the first

year experience in nursing, this does not detract from the literature that

focuses on retention and attrition of nursing and other students. Except for

the issues associated with clinical practice, the reasons that student nurses

leave are very similar to those of other students. Lessons can be learned

that will have an impact on all students’ experiences and may lead to

enhancement of the first year (RCN 2008). Students are individuals, and

universities tend to view attrition as an issue affecting a population rather

than an individual. The importance of determining the reasons that

individuals leave cannot be over-emphasised. At the same time, institutions

must look at the whole student body, identify trends and draw conclusions
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relating to the ways in which the institution can work with students to

enhance the likelihood of success. It seems from the literature that

individuals’ characteristics do have an impact on their first year

experiences. However, it cannot be said with certainty that one can predict

a student’s experience based on his or her characteristics. The first year

experience relates to an intermeshing of variables within particular

situations. It is true that external influences can induce changing reactions

to experiences of the first year (for example, access to relevant support

may make the difference between leaving or persisting). However,

prediction of experiences of first year cannot always be made, particularly

when some students will choose not to confide or seek help.

In summary, the key issues that affect the first year experience and

student retention in pre-registration nursing are:

 Adjustment to university

 Academic and social integration

 Student commitment and attitudes

 Preparedness

 Match between experiences and expectations

 Appropriateness of course choice

 Family circumstances

 Socioeconomic background

 Financial issues

 Personal issues

 Experiences in practice

Proactive intervention is essential, but it may be that the notion of

‘optimum retention’ (Smith and Beggs 2003) is more realistic. There are

simply some situations that universities cannot address. What can be

enhanced, though, is the quality of the learning experience for students

and this should be undertaken from a variety of perspectives with a focus

on enhancing academic and social integration. Curriculum development is

important for the enhancement of the overall student experience and can

put in place support for developing study and other transferable skills,
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dealing with the wide range of academic ability, assisting students to work

through stressful experiences and develop stress management skills,

developing student confidence and motivation for learning in university and

practice, preparing students for the realities of the course, and providing

the opportunity to develop strong supportive relationships (Bovill et al.

2008). Approaches to working with students that attempt to enable these

aspects of the learning experience to be transparent could be termed

‘personalisation’ of the first year (Knox and Wyper 2008) and this involves

the development of academic and social integration for all students by

being responsive to individual and group needs with the aim of engaging

with students and facilitating empowerment across the phases of the first

year undergraduate experience.

1.6.2 The phases of the first year experience

Transition to HE and integration into HE are seen as vital to success for the

first year experience (Harvey et al. 2006; Yorke 2000b; Tinto 1993).

Generally the literature focuses on the transition that students make from

school to HE, although it is widely acknowledged that a more diverse

student population with varied backgrounds is accessing university

education, and that this will impact on the needs and expectations of

students in the transition phase (for example, transition from college to

university – Foster et al. 2002). Transition is the period of time when

students make the move into university and the new cultural, social and

academic environment. Lowe and Cook (2003) tell us that the move into

HE can be a challenging hurdle or a leap into the unknown. For some it is a

positive and exciting experience, while for others anxiety rather than

excitement is the primary emotion.

Transition should not be seen as a particular moment in time when the

student walks through the door to the university. Rather, it must be seen

as an ongoing process that can last from pre-entry and for the whole of

first year (before leading into a new transition phase in the second year)

(Whittaker 2008; Blackhurst et al. 2003; Jeffreys 2001; White 1999; Tinto

1994). Transition must take account of the students’ individual

characteristics as previously described, and the institutional context within
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which the experience of first year takes place. The best transition

programmes will be part of the student’s whole learning experience and will

enable their integration both academically and socially into their new

environment (Harvey et al. 2006).

A number of key areas are identified as being important for effective

transition to higher education and are closely linked to the issues that

affect the first year and student retention (Moore et al. 2008; Scheja 2006;

Grayson 2003; White 1999; Booth 1997):

 effective academic orientation (induction);

 access to subject/course information; orientation to the learning

environment to allow students to stay in phase with their learning

experience;

 integration of academic and social activities and attendance at

lectures;

 availability, approachability and enthusiasm of academic staff;

 level of student preparedness and confidence;

 appropriate course choice.

Issues that have been identified as detrimental to transition include

(Kantanis 2000; Peel 2000):

 heavy workload;

 anonymous and daunting environment;

 uncaring staff;

 sense of apprehension and loss;

 worry about letting self and others down; and

 homesickness.

Student expectations influence transition and are important to the student

learning experience (Olsen et al. 1998). Where expectations are not high,

experiences of engagement are lower. Students’ most common

expectations of first year include:

 meeting new people;

 having fun;

 enjoying less regimented styles of learning; and
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 being mentally stimulated (Kantanis 2000).

In Kantanis’ (2000) study, the experiences did not always match the

expectations with students not always finding it easy to make friends, and

university not being as exciting and fun as expected. Workload was heavier

than expected and staff were not as accessible. However, while results are

relevant and should be taken into account, other research has shown that

lower than expected workload can lead to demotivation (Jarvis et al. 2004).

Additionally students expect lecturers to know them but often find that due

to large class sizes they sometimes do not get to know students’ names

(Darlaston-Jones et al. 2003).

Harvey et al. (2006) note that adjustment is a common theme across the

literature and relates to the support of first year students. Adjustment is

the process by which students make the necessary changes (academic,

social, emotional, geographical etc.) so as to feel a sense of familiarity with

the environment and with the expectations of the university. Sources of

support are an important component of the process of adjustment.

Transition programmes (or induction/orientation programmes) should

provide the means through which students can start to develop friendship

groups within the university as additional support on top of the existing

support networks available to them outside of the university.

There is great agreement across the international literature that the

transition to university is an important phase in the first year student

experience. Tinto’s (1993) integration theory supports this and links to the

sociological perspective in which supported movement from one community

to another is vital for a person to fit in. Therefore, transition for all students

needs to be managed in a way that accounts for the different cultures,

backgrounds, expectations and student characteristics. Pitkethly and

Prosser (2001) advocate for a co-ordinated, informed, university-wide

(holistic) approach to transition as a way of improving the learning

experience of all students. It is likely that changes to university and

organisational culture will be required to embed an integrated holistic

approach to transition where this does not already exist. Their primary
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assertion is that by enhancing the student experience for all students, some

of the issues that lead to withdrawal and poor performance can be

alleviated. Tinto’s (1993, 2005a) work is highly relevant to these

assertions.

Learning communities are much discussed in the literature (Tinto 2003;

Beaudin et al. 2002; Crissman 2001; Clulow 2000) as a means of assisting

with some of the issues that impact on student engagement, transition and

retention. Learning communities began to be widely used in 1969 in

California where modules were clustered around interdisciplinary themes

(Chesebro et al. 1999). Within this context, learning was seen as a social

process. Learning communities are a means through which links can be

made between theoretical learning components with students benefiting

from increased academic and social involvement, increased collaboration,

enhanced success and better retention rates (Beaudin et al. 2002; Clulow

2000). Beaudin et al. (2002) argue that academics and students must work

collaboratively in a way that fosters student success and social connection.

It is likely that increased formal and informal contact between academics

and students encourages student commitment and persistence (Cotton and

Wilson 2006; Peel 2000). Additionally, the development of peer

relationships is thought to enhance academic and social integration (Black

and MacKenzie 2008). Pascarella and Terenzini (1991), amongst others,

believed that a student’s university experience was not just about the

development of cognitive skills (and other skills directly relevant to the

outcomes of a course, such as psychomotor skills in nursing). It was also

about the development of their worldview through learning and

interpersonal interactions and the opportunities for engagement and

empowerment of the learner. These matters are discussed in the next

section.

1.7 Engagement and empowerment for learners in Higher

Education

In this section, definitions of, and some discussion around, the concepts of

engagement and empowerment are presented. Relevant educational issues
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relating to the concepts are discussed, as well as the relationship between

curriculum development through enquiry-based learning and its potential

impact on the overall student experience, especially as a means of moving

towards greater academic and social engagement.

Fanghanel (2007) cites the paucity of research on HE teaching until the

1980s, but goes on to tell us that in the current climate of the massification

of HE, the complexity of the student population and flexibility of learning

environments within a managed context, there is more and more need to

provide evidence to support teaching approaches. The investigation into the

first year experience of nursing students within ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’

groups allows for some comparisons to be made, and thus aims to enhance

the evidence-base for teaching.

1.7.1 Definitions: engagement and empowerment

Nurse educators are required to produce practitioners who are fit for

purpose for an NHS that demands safe, up-to-date, person-focused care.

We are challenged, therefore, to educate for capability as well as

competence (Fraser and Greenhalgh 2001). The development of capability

derives from learning that takes place through engagement and

empowerment, which in turn leads to the development of the behaviours

for professional practice and changing perspectives.

One definition of empowerment that relates to education is that of a

collaboration between lecturer and student so that the student develops the

skills to take responsibility for his or her own learning (Leyshon 2002).

While empowerment theory originated in radical politics, the term has

entered popular language, and is often raised as a goal of education. It

relates, not just to the acquisition of disciplinary knowledge, but also to the

transformation of individuals. Implicit within this discourse is that it is of

benefit to the individual and to society and this is highly relevant to nursing

education which aims to benefit society through the act of nursing (Leyshon

2002).
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According to Coates (2005), student engagement is based on constructivist

learning theory where active individual participation in learning is the

essence. Although the environment (in its broadest sense) is important in

the process of learning, it is the student’s own activity and involvement

that is most likely to lead to quality learning. Institutions, however, must

develop the environments where the enhancement of student learning is

the goal.

Section 1.7.2 explores educational issues and associated engagement of

the student in the learning process and empowerment of the learner

through the learning process.

1.7.2 Educational issues relating to engagement and

empowerment

Learning is a complex process that is affected by internally and socially

constructed processes (e.g. motivation) (Walker 2006). The aim of

education is traditionally to impart relevant knowledge and skills to the

learner. Within this traditional discourse, education leads to the production

of individuals who conform to the existing cultural norms and who will fulfill

pre-existing roles within society (social control) (Jarvis et al. 2004).

However, other views of education encapsulate the educator as a facilitator

of learning where knowledge and roles are less certain and subject to

changing conditions. Facilitative approaches aim to engender engagement

and empowerment within the learner so that ‘deep’ learning can take place.

As Jarvis et al. (2004) assert, deep learning is more likely to occur when

students engage with the curriculum. Deep learning is that which enables

students to develop their understanding of concepts, to make links between

theories, and apply theory in a meaningful way (Rosie 2000). Surface

learning, on the other hand, is when students accept information and

remember it within only the immediate context of learning (rather than

making links with other learning experiences) (Houghton 2004). By helping

students to think about their own thinking through reflection and other

methods, lecturers can transform the ways in which students approach

their learning (Bulman and Schutz 2004).
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There are a number of approaches to learning including: behaviourist

(where learning is said to take place following changes in behaviour

resulting from experience); cognitivist (where learning relates to human

development); and social learning (where learning relates to the social

context within which it takes place). Each has much to offer, and in

different ways they relate to engagement and empowerment (and thus to

the transformation of the individual). Jarvis et al. (2004) discuss Vygosky’s

view of a developmental process through which individuals move to achieve

their learning (cognitive learning). He asserted that the social processes

and the dynamics of the learning situation were important as ways of

supporting learning (through scaffolding) (social learning). Vygosky’s work

is inherent within the need to support students to become engaged in

learning so as to achieve transformation and empowerment through

learning (Yorke 2003).

Taking these ideas of engagement and empowerment further (so as to

achieve potential and transformation), one school of thought is that

education can be used as an “instrument of liberation” (Freire et al. 1994,

p. 27). Freire focused on power relationships within education and was

optimistic in his thinking that education was the means by which one could

question the traditional balance of power through student-academic

interactions (Freire et al. 1994). For example, when a lecturer teaches, he

or she strives to convince the student of the value of the knowledge or the

worldview imparted. This act of convincing can be seen as an act of power

on the part of the lecturer, depending on the approach taken to convince.

Freire was ambitious in his desire to achieve social change through

education, though he acknowledged the naivety within these expectations.

He asserted that what actually happened within education was the

reproduction of the ideology of the dominant class so as to perpetuate that

power and thus sociocultural conformity (Jarvis et al. 2004). Freire

reasoned, though, that the opposite was possible and desirable, though

solutions within one context may not be transferable to another. He used

the term ‘revolution’ in his discussions about the changes required in

universities and wider society. Although based within a Latin American
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context, his writings are still highly relevant particularly in today’s world of

education where political needs are becoming more of a focus for activity.

Many academics are tied to professional and other requirements that

impact on the curriculum, and may not allow for the empowerment and

emancipation that Freire and his colleagues advocated for. They asserted

that rigorous self criticism, and the scrutiny of others, allowed for the

possibility of, what they termed, revolution, but what could be seen as a

continuing journey towards intellectual empowerment that will impact on

students, academics and wider society.

Freire et al. (1994) held strong views on the use of the term

‘empowerment’. They were concerned that its frequent use within

educational circles had “depleted” and “diminished” (p. 164) it as a

meaningful concept. They challenged the reader to revisit and reclaim it by

conceptualising it as follows: “A (the subject, for example the first year

student) is empowered in respect of B (some aspect of the discursive

structuring of power, for example the first year student experience)

by/through C (a process of quality, for example a transition programme)

such that D (a valued end or outcome, for example academic and social

integration) ensues” (p. 166). Enabling greater understanding of the power

relationships, the learner and the circumstances, they asserted that

academics were more likely to help learners to become truly empowered

individuals.

It could be that there is some conflict between the concepts of engagement

and empowerment, where engagement is used by the educator to achieve

the learning that has been dictated, rather than truly allowing for the

development of autonomy in learning. However, for empowerment to take

place, the student must be engaged in the learning process. The aim should

be to enable people to develop into critical thinkers who are autonomous

and able to identify their own learning needs. Empowerment should deliver

increased confidence in a variety of situations, enhanced assertiveness and

decision-making skills (Chan 2001; Fazey and Fazey 2001), plus skills that

allow for being public about views and being able to advocate change

where this is seen as appropriate. In nursing, this could be as simple as
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being able to deal with bad practice where this is highlighted, to increasing

knowledge about the ways in which the caring role of the nurse should

develop within the current political context.

The aim of education within the context of the first year experience and the

curriculum development in this research was to enable students to develop

into empowered autonomous lifelong learners prepared for the realities of

evolving practice. Students welcome the opportunity to develop in this way

(Chan 2001) and educators need to facilitate the development of the skills

required for this way of learning through empathy, approachability and by

providing a safe environment in which students can take control of their

own learning (Mann 2001).

1.7.3 The relationship between curriculum development through

enquiry-based learning, and engagement and

empowerment

Academic engagement can be facilitated through teaching and learning

approaches (Kuh et al. 2004). Additionally, social integration can be

facilitated within the learning environment and academics can utilise

particular teaching techniques so as to enable this to happen. Harvey et

al.’s (2006) literature review notes that teaching techniques, approaches to

learning and conceptions of learning, autonomous learning and learning

communities all feature in the literature as being important in consideration

of pedagogical approaches to first year. Overall, the conclusions that can be

drawn from this collection of literature are that: students are more likely to

engage with active creative teaching approaches where assessment is

meaningful to the overall learning experience (Yorke 2001); students

generally want to develop as autonomous learners but need help to do so;

and where help is available and appropriate, cognitive growth can be quite

significant within first year and acts as a strong building block for

subsequent learning.

In the context of this thesis, the pre-registration nursing curriculum moved

from a ‘traditional’ approach where coverage of topics was seen as

important, to an approach where further emphasis was placed on helping
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students to learn how to learn (cognitive/social interactionist approach) and

students developed responsibility for their own learning that was of

relevance to the real situations and experiences they faced in practice. The

use of EBL as an integral component of the curriculum was also seen as a

way of enabling students to develop attitudes and behaviours that could

lead to the transformation of practice. It was deemed to be the

responsibility of lecturers to provide a structure in which students could

learn to learn independently and collaboratively for the development of

critical thinking abilities (Kleiman 2003; Loving and Wilson 2000). It was

therefore important to ensure that, as well as covering content, active

student involvement in the learning process was of primary importance

(Levett-Jones 2005).

One of the ways in which the process of learning was emphasised, and the

skills for lifelong learning were developed, was through the use of EBL

(Ousev 2003; Morales- Mann and Kaitell 2001; Rideout and Carpio 2001).

The ‘EBL’ curriculum utilised enquiry-based learning alongside more

‘traditional’ modes of delivery (e.g. lectures, tutorials) to deliver the

curriculum. One of the requirements was that students were always placed

in the same learning groups so as to facilitate continuity and the

development of peer relationships (Chapman 2006; Fraser and Greenhalgh

2001). Further description of the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ curricula is provided

in section 1.8. This current section deals with EBL, its relationship to

engagement and empowerment, and its use in nursing education.

Enquiry-based learning is a form of learning driven by enquiry (Jackson

2003) rather than by problems as with problem-based learning (PBL). EBL

does, however, have its origins in the problem-solving US medical

programmes of the 1960s (Price 2001) where PBL was used to promote

independent learning and problem solving (Bebb and Pittam 2004). So far,

much of the PBL literature has focused on medical education, although this

situation is changing and more has been published in other health-related

fields (Bebb and Pittam 2004). EBL and PBL share many characteristics

including: the use of group working to investigate problems or undertake

enquiries; the focus on the student as an active participant (and leader) in
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the learning process; and the development of skills for contemporary and

future practice (Bebb and Pittam 2004; Price 2003). The key difference is

EBL’s enquiry, rather than problem, focus.

EBL is a way in which one can make use of real-life situations as a focus for

the exploration of relevant issues. For nursing students this would usually

relate to patient or client care. Complex situations can be explored through

a process of discovering information and going on to make meaningful links

between theory and practice. The issues that nurses grapple with in

practice are not always clear, and so skills of investigation, enquiry,

interpretation and problem-solving are essential for practice (Mantzoukas

2007; Margotsen 2001). EBL facilitates exploration of the meanings of

situations and enables students to investigate the options that are available

to the professional within that context. For nursing students, EBL is a way

in which students can be encouraged to scrutinise the role of the nurse, the

issues that arise in practice, and the decision-making processes that go on

at all times (Horne et al. 2007; Price 2003).

EBL has a number of advantages similar to those of PBL. Alexander et al.

(2002, p. 249) assert that it is a “promising way of providing students with

the characteristics needed for contemporary practice”. Some of these have

already been alluded to and include the development of autonomous

learning skills (Horne et al. 2007), critical thinking, communication skills,

problem-solving, and understanding of group processes and dynamics, the

enhancement of student mood, class attendance and academic progress

(Morales-Mann and Kaitell 2001). Pang et al. (2002) explore the idea that

feedback from other group members can be helpful and assert that learning

together can broaden a student’s horizons. The debates that arise within

the groups enrich the learning process (Bebb and Pittam 2004), enhance

social skills, and can create positive attitudes (Hwang and Kim 2006)

through engagement and empowerment (Arpanantikul et al. 2006).

In the ‘EBL’ curriculum described in this thesis, there were a number of

stages through which the students and facilitators moved when undertaking

EBL activities. These are shown in figure 1.
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EBL has the potential to facilitate student engagement with the learning

process and to enhance the empowerment of the learner. The skills are

reflected in those required for nursing and for lifelong learning – attributes

that are pre-requisites for nurses who are working in an evolving

healthcare environment.

Figure 1: The stages of EBL in the ‘EBL’ curriculum

Stage of EBL process Activities

1. Explanation, discussion and
planning of activity

2. Group/self-directed activity

3. Facilitated EBL session(s)

4. Final facilitated EBL session

5. Presentation and consolidation

1. EBL facilitator/group
brainstorming; division of
learning activities

2. Collation of information
relevant to enquiry

3. Collate, evaluate, synthesise
the information, and
determine further
requirements and plan its
presentation

4. Prepare findings for
presentation (written, verbal,
etc) to the whole class

5. Individual group
presentations, question and
answer session, reflection on
group work (led by EBL
facilitator), identification of
further learning needs

1.8 The local context of the first year undergraduate experience

The purpose of this section is to provide a description of features of the first

year experience for the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups so as to position the

context for this research. In particular, the curriculum change is described

as it supplies the vehicle for aspects of the investigation of the first year

experience for the two groups.

1.8.1 Broad contextual issues

The Scottish Subject Benchmark Statements for Nursing (QAA 2002)

provided a framework for ensuring that the content of the ‘EBL’ course was
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appropriate and met Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) standards. NHS

Education for Scotland (NES) also played an important role in the

maintenance of quality standards for pre-registration nursing education at

the time of the curriculum change. All programmes of study had to be

validated by this organisation and subsequently monitored for the NMC.

Pre-registration nursing courses are subject to a number of professional

requirements set out within the NMC’s Standards of Proficiency for Pre-

registration Nursing Education (NMC 2004). Pre-registration nursing

programmes differ from other university courses in a number of ways. One

of the important differences is that nursing students are required to

undertake 2300 hours theory and 2300 hours clinical practice within their

course through a 45 week academic year. There are four ‘branches’ of

nursing: Adult, Mental Health, Children’s and Learning Disability Nursing.

Except for the latter, all branches were offered in the university in question.

Mental Health and Children’s branch were smaller in size to Adult branch by

a considerable number (Adult branch had approximately 6 times as many

students as each of the other branches).

The next sections describe the ‘traditional’ curriculum, the requirement and

rationale for change, and the ‘EBL’ curriculum. These descriptions provide

further context for the case study research.

1.8.2 The ‘traditional’ curriculum

The students in the ‘traditional’ curriculum group undertook a Diploma of

Higher Education/Bachelor of Arts Nursing (DipHE/BAN) course. One of the

key curriculum drivers at the time was the Peach Report (UKCC 1999). The

Peach Report recommended that at the point of registration, students

should be capable of contributing to the planning, assessment and

development of services, particularly within primary care. Theory and

practice were to be integrated, and the programmes had to focus on

outcomes-based competency principles through collaborative and

partnership working.
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In year one of the ‘traditional’ course students undertook the following

modules:

 Weeks 1-8: Foundations of Care; Introduction to Behavioural

Sciences.

 Weeks 9-15: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

 Weeks 16-23: Foundations of Human Anatomy and Physiology;

Theory and Practice of Nursing.

 Weeks 24-30: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

 Weeks 31-37: Theory and Practice of Nursing; Foundations of Health

Promoting Practice.

 Weeks 38-45: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

The clinical module (Initial Nursing Practice) encompassed all the practice

placements (of which there were three) in year one of the course. The titles

of the modules reflected their nature and the fact that disciplines5 other

than nursing were the primary focus for some of the modules. For example,

Introduction to Behavioral Sciences was a module in which students learnt

about sociology and psychology.

The Definitive Course Document (DCD) (The Robert Gordon University

(RGU) 2001) outlines the course philosophy, programme aims and

teaching, learning and assessment strategies. The DCD is a university

document that all courses are required to have and each one provides full

details of a particular course. Extracts from the DCD for the ‘traditional’

course are provided in appendix 4. It is not clear how the curriculum

development process was organised and on what evidence it was based.

There is no public documentation available with this information, and the

then course leader is unable to provide further information.

In essence the DCD for the DipHE/BAN course informs us that the course

was designed with a view to encouraging personal and professional

development through the acquisition of lifelong learning skills (e.g. problem

5 For example: sociology, psychology
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solving, personal effectiveness). The importance of a sound knowledge

base for practice was emphasised. The student was seen as an adult

learner who would actively contribute to the learning process. The course

aim reflected the need to prepare students for entry to the Professional

Register.

The teaching, learning and assessment strategy aimed to enable students

to develop into autonomous lifelong learners through the use of a variety of

teaching and assessment approaches. The use of a portfolio throughout the

programme was seen as a way to facilitate structured reflection on learning

that had taken place, and the identification of future learning needs.

1.8.3 Rationale for curriculum change

In 2003, the School of Nursing and Midwifery began to prepare for re-

approval of the pre-registration nursing course for May 2004. The process

that the School had gone through in the development of the DipHE/BAN

curriculum, and the lessons learned from its implementation, culminated in

the need for further development of pre-registration nursing education in

the School. A decision was taken to offer a Bachelor of Nursing (Hons) (BN

(Hons)) programme. The course titles at the time (i.e. BA Nursing, BSc

(Hons) Nursing) implied that nursing was either a science or an art. There

is ample evidence that this dichotomy is false, and the notion of nursing as

a science and an art is well supported by a wealth of literature (Rolfe and

Gardiner 2006; Corri 2003; Doane 2002; Wynne et al. 1997; Torrance and

Jordan 1995). Furthermore, nursing education has amalgamated theory

derived from a number of disciplines (e.g. psychology, sociology,

physiology) for application to professional practice (Sredl 2001). Therefore

it was logical that the title of the academic award conferred on graduates of

the nursing course should fit the purpose and explicitly describe the nature

of the qualification.

The curriculum development work focused on a number of philosophical

underpinnings which linked to the aims of the use of EBL and to

engagement and empowerment of the learners:
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 The wish to develop each person’s capacity to achieve their potential

(Walker 2006).

 The development of a curriculum model that enabled students to

come to know the subject (nursing) and to participate actively as

individuals and with their peers in a way that helped them to engage

with the academic curriculum.

 To prepare students for an uncertain world in which their education

enabled them to deal with change, and make changes (Ironside

2004).

 An acknowledgement that people came into the course with beliefs,

attitudes, understandings and self-identify, and that the process of

education should cause academics and others to look at these and

support students to flourish.

 The development of a learning environment in which relationships

between learners and academics supported the learning process. The

need to provide lecturers with an environment in which they could

demonstrate that they cared.

 The development of a learning environment in which friendship

networks developed so that students did not feel alienated.

 The development of a learning environment in which previous

experiences, knowledge, skills etc were valued.

The need to enhance the student experience and to improve retention was,

and remains, important in the process of curriculum development (Taylor

2005).

1.8.4 The ‘EBL’ curriculum

Mooney and Nolan (2006) assert that nurse educators must work creatively

to provide students with learning experiences that are empowering and

engaging. Freire et al.’s (1994) work presented a view on learning that

advocated for engagement and empowerment. As such, the curriculum

model for the curriculum change described within this thesis was designed

to enable students to develop the skills for lifelong learning, among other

things.
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The ‘EBL’ group of students undertook a Diploma of Higher

Education/Bachelor of Nursing programme. In year one of the programme

students undertook the following modules:

 Weeks 1-8: Nursing Theory; Nursing Skills; Health Improvement in

Nursing/Midwifery.

 Weeks 9-15: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

 Weeks 16-23: Human Sciences in Nursing/Midwifery; Dimensions of

Nursing; Human Dynamics in Nursing.

 Weeks 24-30: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

 Weeks 31-37: Consolidation of learning/EBL.

 Weeks 38-45: Initial Nursing Practice (Clinical module).

The practice module spanned the whole year (Initial Nursing Practice) and

encompassed all practice placements.

The modules had a nursing focus with theory from other disciplines

underpinning nursing as an integral part. The final contact time in the

university with students in year one was given over to a seven week period

of consolidation of learning and enquiry-based learning activities with the

aim of enabling further development of independent learning skills. EBL

was a strand of learning that ran throughout the first year. It was linked to

each of the theory modules and the enquiry activities that students were

asked to undertake provided them with the opportunity to:

 Make links between theory across modules;

 Make links between theory and practice learning; and

 Develop relationships with their peers and with their facilitator.

Appendix 5 is an extract from the Definitive Programme Document (DPD)

and provides the programme overview and philosophy, aim, and teaching,

learning and assessment strategy (RGU 2004). Figure 2 provides a

summary of key aspects of the ‘traditional’ curriculum and the ‘EBL’

curriculum for comparison.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the ‘traditional’ curriculum with the ‘EBL’

curriculum

‘Traditional’ curriculum ‘EBL’ curriculum

Time per
week

35 hours 35 hours

Length of
first year

23 weeks theory; 22
weeks practice

23 weeks theory; 22 weeks
practice

Teaching
approaches

Lectures; tutorials;
seminars; clinical skills;
directed study; private
study

As ‘traditional’ curriculum
EBL strand attached to each
module (equivalent of 40 hours
EBL from each module)

Curriculum
focus

Discipline specific Nursing specific

Clinical
skills

Mandatory sessions only:
moving and handling, CPR,
hand washing

One 15 credit module at the
beginning of first year;
mandatory sessions

Student
support

Personal tutor; academic
tutors for each module;
mentor in practice

As ’traditional’ curriculum; EBL
facilitator (who was also the
personal tutor) for academic,
clinical and pastoral support

1.9 Conclusion: The quality of the first year student experience

The quality of the first year experience is composed of a complex range of

inter-relating factors which impact on the likelihood that a student will

persist or withdraw. As discussed in this chapter the following are

important to the quality of the first year student experience:

i. Pre-entry experiences

Preparedness, match between expectations and experiences, high priority

of course choice, previous family at university.

ii. Transition arrangements

Adjustment, academic and social integration, student commitment and

attitudes, self-esteem, preparedness, match between expectations and

experiences.
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iii. Support

Adjustment, academic and social integration, teaching quality and

approaches, course organisation, match between expectations and

experiences.

iv. Expectations

Adjustment, academic and social integration, student commitment and

attitudes, self-esteem, teaching quality and approaches, preparedness,

match with experiences, high priority of course choice, previous family at

university.

The factors that are known to cause attrition are wide ranging and

complex. The quality of the first year experience can have an impact on the

likelihood of someone leaving, as well as the social and personal factors

that have been discussed. The issues that affect first year are inter-related

and can have a positive or negative impact on the student experience:

financial, personal, role conflict, academic, practice, support, course choice,

health, pregnancy, course organisation, staff attitudes, commitment,

student attitudes, self-esteem, and teaching quality.

The argument is thus that enhancement of the first year can improve

student engagement (initially) and empowerment (in the longer term).

Curriculum development can assist in the enhancement of the first year to

enable student engagement, and ultimately empowerment, and that the

use of enquiry-based learning can assist in this process. EBL, within the

context of the research, was used to enable students to develop particular

skills as previously described. It was also used as a means to develop

relationships between peers and with academic staff. In other words, its

use in this context could be termed a ‘learning community’.

Therefore it is essential to investigate the first year experience of nursing

students to establish whether it is similar or different from that of other

students. Whilst retention literature seems to support that the experiences

of nursing students are similar, the lack of literature relating to the first

year suggests that further investigation is warranted.
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In chapter 2 case study research is explored as the methodology of choice

for the research. An overview of case study research, an analysis of its use,

and a rationale for its appropriateness for the research are provided. The

chapter goes on to describe the methods utilised for the investigation of the

first year experience.
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH

METHODS

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research is to investigate the first year experience of

student nurses within the context of curriculum change from ‘traditional’ to

‘EBL’. The first year experience is a complex and multifaceted area of

study, as has been demonstrated within the literature review. It

encompasses phases, features and factors that affect individuals and

institutions in different ways. As will be argued, case study research is an

appropriate approach with which to investigate such a phenomenon given

the range of the research objectives:

1. To examine the first year experience of nursing students.

2. To describe the curriculum change, the rationale for the change and

the context within which this occurred.

3. To compare the demographic profiles of two groups of students one

following a ‘traditional’ curriculum and the other using ‘EBL’; to

compare students who chose to leave the courses with those who

successfully completed first year.

4. To compare experiences with expectations of first year between

nursing students undertaking a ‘traditional’ and an ‘EBL’ curriculum.

5. To propose strategies to enhance the student experience and rates of

retention in first year undergraduate nursing students.

2.2 Research Methodology

This chapter provides a description of case study research from a number

of perspectives. Philosophical approaches to research and their application

to this study are debated, and the chapter goes on to provide a rationale

for the choice of the research methodology and its application within the

context. Finally, the research methods that were used are identified and

discussed with an emphasis on their relationship to the methodology. This
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chapter commences by defining case study research, describing a number

of approaches with reference to seminal authors, and arguing for the choice

of case study research for this research.

2.2.1 Definition: Case Study Research

Case study research has been described and defined widely in the literature

(Cohen et al. 2003; Yin 2003; Gillham 2000; Gomm et al. 2000; Bassey

1999; Merriam 1998; Stake 1995). A succinct definition that captures the

essence of case study research is provided by Robson (2002 p.178) as: “a

strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a

particular phenomenon within its real-life context using multiple sources of

evidence”. Robson (2002) asserts that case study research (CSR) is a

flexible approach that allows for the use of quantitative data within a

qualitatively designed study. There is a need, though, to ensure that CSR is

carried out rigorously in terms of its design, data collection and analysis,

and in the development of the ‘story’ of the research. A case can be one of

many things including an individual or a group, an institution or a

community. It can be single or there can be multiple cases (Gillham 2000).

Case study research is likely to have been born from the case study

approaches used in fields such as social work and medicine (Gomm et al.

2000). The term ‘case study’ is not used consistently in the literature and

its meanings can overlap with others such as ‘ethnography’, ‘qualitative

research’ and ‘participant observation’ (Hammersley and Gomm 2000).

However, the literature base for case study research succeeds in clarifying

the terminology while recognising the differences in viewpoints among

researchers. Keeves’ (1997) perspective was that the case study is a

generic term describing an approach that enables the researcher to

investigate the phenomenon in a holistic way so that the characteristics of

the parts, which are largely determined by the ‘whole’, reveal patterns. As

Rosenburg and Yates (2007, p. 1) state, “Case study research is an

appropriate and flexible approach to research in nursing and the social

sciences … and is most commonly applied where the phenomenon of

interest is complex and highly contextualised.” Thus, the use of case study

research to investigate the first year experience of student nurses enables
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the gathering of information across the dimensions outlined within the

objectives of the research.

2.2.2 Approaches to case study research

As suggested, there are a number of different approaches to case study

research discussed in the literature. While there is some agreement, there

are differences in the nomenclature utilised which reflects some differences

in the nature and purpose of case study research.

Merriam (1998), whose seminal text gathered together information on CSR

to that point in time, listed it as being one of three types. These were:

descriptive (a way of describing a phenomenon in depth), interpretive (a

way of examining initial assumptions) and evaluative (a way of explaining

and judging). She went on to provide more detailed information about

evaluative case studies and described them as involving ‘thick’ description,

being holistic and lifelike, and illuminating meaning. ‘Thick’ description is a

term that means a complete description of the inquiry context and enables

the reader to make judgments about the conclusions drawn by the

researcher. Yin (2003, 1994) is also widely referred to in the literature (e.g.

Tellis 1997). The three types of case studies discussed in his work were:

exploratory (as a pilot to other studies or research questions), descriptive

(as a way of providing a complete description of a phenomenon within a

particular context), and explanatory (as a way of testing theories).

Stake (1995) argued that researchers undertake case studies for a variety

of reasons. Intrinsic case studies are carried out so that the researcher

gains a better understanding of a particular case with no real expectation

that the findings will be of use outside of understanding the case: the case

is important. Instrumental case studies are used to enable the researcher

to refine theory or gain insight into identified issues: the issues are

important. Cohen et al. (2003) describe case studies as offering an

opportunity for the researcher to utilise a specific instance to illustrate a

general principle. The single instance must be that of a ‘bounded system’

where the phenomenon (the case) is bounded by time and activity

(Parahoo 2006). Case study research enables the researcher to study the
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particular through the identification of commonalities, and through the

illumination of the uniqueness of the case (Stake 2000a). The latter is done

by exploring its nature, its context, and by relating the case to others

through which it can be recognised. The researcher must therefore gather

data on all these aspects. In this research evaluative case study research

was used to investigate the phenomenon (the first year experience of

undergraduate student nurses). The ‘bounded system’ in this research was

the first year (time) experience (activity).

There are some fundamental characteristics of the methodology that were

useful in providing a focus for approaching this research (Cohen et al.

2003, p. 182):

i. “It is concerned with a rich and vivid description of events relevant to

the case.

ii. It provides a chronological narrative of events relevant to the case.

iii. It blends description of events with analysis of them.

iv. It focuses on individual actors or groups of actors, and seeks to

understand their perception of events.

v. It highlights specific events that are relevant to the case.

vi. The researcher is integrally involved in the case.

vii. An attempt is made to portray the richness of the case in writing up

the report.”

So, for this research, the aim was to let the reader begin to understand

what the first year experience was like for the participants through the use

of ‘thick’ description. It is hoped that readers will be able to interpret the

findings for use within their own context. The philosophical perspective of
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the research is discussed later, and emphasises the importance of the

researcher’s involvement in the process.

2.2.3 Advantages and limitations of case study research

There are a number of advantages and limitations to case study research

as discussed by Robson (2002) and Merriam (1998), among others. These

relate to the previous discussion of the characteristics of case study

research. The advantages are as follows:

i. ‘Strong in reality’ because of the use of a variety of methods within,

overall, an interpretive paradigm.

ii. Allows for generalisations from one instance to another through the

communication of the findings in a plausible and convincing manner

and with the findings related to relevant research in the literature.

iii. Pays attention to the complexity of the phenomenon through the use

of a number of methods, the grounding in the context (the bounded

system), and the careful interpretation of the findings.

iv. Enables others to make subsequent reinterpretations given the

nature of interpretation and the acknowledgement that there are

multiple realities. In particular, CSR enables readers to interpret the

findings in relation to their own context (thus the importance of

providing detailed contextual information).

v. Insights gained may be put to use in the researcher’s own context,

and in other contexts.

vi. Presents the findings in an accessible form for all so that the findings

can illuminate others’ experiences.

vii. Highlights differences while recognising similarities. In particular,

case study research provides opportunities for comparisons to be

made.
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viii. Provides insights into similar situations for others working in similar

contexts.

ix. Is flexible and versatile enough to hold on to the discovery of

unexpected variables and to ensure that the uniqueness of the

findings does not get lost in the analysis and subsequent writing up

of the research.

The disadvantages include:

x. The undertaking can be time consuming and expensive with the

scope of the research, and the use of a number of methods.

xi. The product can be deemed too lengthy or detailed and therefore

requires the researcher to produce the findings in an accessible way

for the particular audiences.

xii. Danger of over simplification or exaggeration leading to erroneous

judgments where careful interpretation does not take place. The use

of an audit trail makes the process of interpretation transparent if

done well.

xiii. Expertise of the researcher in a variety of methods and their ethical

utilisation.

To summarise, a case study is a way of investigating a contemporary

phenomenon. The investigation must take place within a real-life context.

The context is thickly described for the benefit of the reader. Multiple

sources of evidence are utilised to converge and verify the findings. Case

study research is a comprehensive and flexible way of investigating a

phenomenon.
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2.2.4 Generalisation, transferability and fittingness in case study

research

A discussion on generalisation, transferability and fittingness for case study

research necessarily pulls together the characteristics of good CSR. The

issues relating to the generalisability of the findings of case study research

are widely discussed in the literature (e.g. Gerrish and Lacey 2006; Cohen

et al. 2003; Robson 2002; Bassey 1999). Cormack (2000 p. 27) tells us

that, “generalisation involves extending the implications of the findings

from the study sample to the larger population from which that sample is

drawn”.

The view of generalisation from the positivist perspective enables

researchers to confidently generalise their findings from the methods used.

However this is not the case within the interpretive paradigm. Donmeyer

(2000) argues that there are two challenges to the traditional view of

generalisability, namely the complexity challenge and the paradigm

challenge. The complexity challenge is that human action is constructed

and not caused so that innumerable investigations of human behaviour,

even within similar contexts, will produce dissimilar findings. Thus the use

of large representative samples does not enable the researcher to apply the

findings to a particular person or situation. Rather, it simply relates to the

likelihood, or probability, of the findings being significant to other similar

situations.

Researchers are influenced by a priori theories (the paradigm challenge).

Donmeyer (2000 p. 50) states:

“As Kant concluded long ago, it is impossible to talk of the nature of

reality with any sense of certainty because we can never know the

nature of reality independent of the cognitive structures that

influence our perceptions”.

Within the interpretive paradigm, the existence of multiple realities is fully

accepted. Donmeyer (2000) concludes by suggesting that CSR is a way of

expanding and enriching understanding of phenomena as definitive answers
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cannot be found for complex social phenomena. Therefore all research

findings should be viewed as being tentative but as being helpful in

developing a better understanding of phenomena. As Schofield (2000)

asserts it is necessary for the case study researcher to come up with a

conception of the way in which generalisability can be utilised in an

appropriate manner in order to enhance the likelihood that others will be

able to see the relevance of the research to situations other than the one

under study.

Stake (1995) asserted that through naturalistic generalisation, a case study

should enable the reader to transfer the findings from the case context to

another context on the basis of what seems to fit properly. Naturalistic

generalisations are those conclusions that are drawn through a process of

current engagement with past experiences in a way that allows the reader

to make personal conclusions about the fit of the research within different

contexts. Stake (1995 p. 87) stated:

“To assist the reader in making naturalistic generalisations, case

researchers need to provide opportunity for vicarious experience.

Our accounts need to be personal, describing the things of our

sensory experiences, not failing to attend to matters that personal

curiosity dictates. A narrative account, a story, a chronological

presentation, personalistic experience, emphasis on time and place

provide rich ingredients for vicarious experience”.

The researcher, therefore, has to provide the user with the information in a

familiar form if the aim is to enable people to extend their understandings.

Naturalistic generalisations are derived from tacit knowledge (as discussed

in the next section on the philosophical perspective of the research) and

can lead to expectations (although not predictions) therefore acting as a

guide for future action. The reader applies aspects of the case study to his

or her own experiences of similar cases and develops his or her own

understanding of the phenomenon. In this research it is hoped that readers

will engage with the experiences of the first year students through the

narrative. The ‘thick’ description of the context, the ‘story’ of the first year
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experiences, and the assertions made in light of the interpretive process all

aim to provide readers with the opportunity to determine the transferability

of the findings to their own context.

Transferability is the ability to utilise the findings in a different context

based on ‘fittingness’ (Donmeyer 2000). Fittingness is the degree to which

the context within the research is congruent with the reader’s context. The

reader is the only person who can make a judgment of transferability as

the researcher is not in a situation to do so. The reader’s judgment is the

key to determining whether the researcher has made an experience

accessible, and whether the research is seen as a vicarious view on

another’s experience. Seeing the world through someone else’s eyes allows

for the reader to broaden their horizons and expand their worldview. New

perspectives can either be accepted or rejected by the reader. This will

depend on whether the findings are congruent with the evidence presented

in the research.

A number of key aspects of the arguments laid out in this section are

synthesised to produce a mode by which generalisation is clarified within

the context of this CSR and relates to its characteristics as described

earlier. Case study research:

i. Provides a ‘thick description’ of the context in which the research is

carried out in an appropriate, recognisable and systematic way. This

provides the reader with a ‘bounded system’ from which he or she

can make judgments about the similarities of the researcher’s and

his or her own situation, and the transferability of the findings. In

this research, the thick description includes the demographic

information relating to the whole population group and that of the

sample, the temporal boundaries, the international literature, the

context for curriculum change, a description of the curriculum

change, and descriptions of the experiences of the participants.

ii. Offers a description of the philosophical perspective or paradigm

from which the researcher is working. It highlights the assumptions
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made within the research, and in this research is within the

interpretive paradigm. Along with this, information about the

prejudgments that have been brought to the research is provided.

iii. Provides suggestions as to ways in which the reader may be able to

judge the ‘fit’ of the findings from the research to his or her own

context. This is done through the use of other research and

literature, the conclusions and recommendations and acts as a guide

to the ways in which the findings from one case study can be

transferred to other contexts.

So, generalisation in CSR cannot be ignored. In fact, making opportunities

for generalisation transparent is an important part of the process. It adds

value to the thesis and enables the reader to critically evaluate their own

practice in light of others’ experiences. In this way, learning takes place,

and practice enhancements can begin.

2.2.5 Philosophical perspective

According to Rosenburg and Yates (2007, p. 1) CSR can act as a

“paradigmatic bridge” because it is not fixed to a particular philosophical

perspective. It has been argued that CSR can add to existing experience

and enhance the humanistic understanding of the way we see the world

(Stake 2000b), and thus create knowledge. Propositional knowledge is the

knowledge of reason made up of the observation of objects and events

(Stake 2000a). Positivists assert that propositional knowledge, by providing

explanations, comes closest to a true expression of ‘Truth’. On the other

hand, tacit knowledge is gained from experiences with objects and events

and reflections on these experiences. Tacit knowledge leads us to make

sense of metaphors, and know ourselves through discovery and by

acknowledging that knowledge is not value-free (Polanyi 1966). Non-

positivists assert that tacit knowledge comes closest to the ‘Truth’ by

enabling us to understand phenomena. If the aim is to understand, extend

experience and increase truthfulness of what is already known, CSR is a

useful way of going about this and enables the researcher and the research

user to increase both propositional and tacit knowledge relating to a
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phenomenon. The process of determining the form of knowledge that is

created through research provides one with a focus for considering the

philosophical perspective.

Stake (1995), Bassey (1999) and Cohen et al. (2003) all agree that CSR

should be carried out within an interpretive paradigm although an

argument will be made that the use of multiple methods (including

quantitative methods) enhances the development of a ‘thick’ description of

the phenomenon. In fact Merriam (1998, p. 28) asserted that “Any and all

methods of gathering data……….can be used in a case study.”

For this research, working within an interpretive paradigm supports a belief

in multiple realities with the role of the researcher being important to the

interpretative process (Silverman 2006). The aim was to create a plausible

interpretation of what was found, and from there to convincingly create a

worthwhile argument from the interpretation of the first year experiences

of the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups (Cresswell 2007; Huberman and Miles

2002). There was a focus on participants’ subjective experiences, and an

acknowledgement of the importance of context (Parahoo 2006) thus

facilitating exploration of the significant features of the case. In other

words, the purpose was to understand the subjective world of the research

participants. Although this research is qualitatively focused it benefits from

quantitative investigation within the broad interpretive framework. The

quantitative findings have been reported within the interpretive framework

of the case study research and allows for additional exploration of

significant features of the case.

The research methods are discussed in later sections and are expectations

and experiences surveys (quantitative methods), and experiences

interviews and diaries (qualitative methods). As has already been

emphasised, the use of questionnaires within the research enabled aspects

of the phenomenon to be investigated which could not readily have been

accessed through the qualitative approaches. The findings from the

questionnaires allow for a contextual backdrop to be presented that aims to

enable the reader to determine, in part, the usefulness of the findings to
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their context. This also allowed for comparisons to be made across and

within the groups under investigation. The context for CSR is of the

greatest importance, and the findings from the questionnaires contribute to

its ‘thick’ description. Additionally, the focus of the questionnaires was on

expectations and experiences of the first year thus adding an additional

layer of description to the findings of the experiences interviews and the

diaries. The flexibility of CSR and the ability to use multiple research

methods, albeit within an interpretive paradigm in this research, offered an

opportunity to explore many aspects of the first year experience that as

stated before might otherwise not have been evident through the use of

qualitative research methods only.

Hermeneutic phenomenology is utilised as a means to uncover the meaning

of the experiences of the participants within the interviews and diaries

(Streubert Speziale and Carpenter 2007; Benner 1994). This philosophy

links in to the use of CSR as a means of exploring phenomena and

contributing to the ‘thick’ descriptions of cases. Phenomenology is an

extensive philosophical framework described by European philosophers,

notably Edmund Husserl, in the early twentieth century (Troy et al. 2007).

Husserl aimed to gain an understanding of the human experience as it was

lived and thereby to get to the essence of the phenomenon.

Phenomenology was further developed by Martin Heidegger who took

Husserl’s work a stage further through the use of hermeneutics to answer

the question of the meaning of Being (Elliott 2004). Hermeneutic

phenomenology considers the problem of ontology (what it is to be a

human being) before considering epistemological concerns (how do we

know what we know?) (Troy et al. 2007). By asking what it means to be a

person, it is possible to come to some understanding of the way in which

we know the world. The use of hermeneutics within this research

emphasises the importance of language in allowing the participants to

express particular feelings and ways of relating. Its use made possible the

blending of narratives through listening to gain a deeper understanding of

the phenomenon. Understanding of the first year experience is conveyed

through written interpretation by entering the ‘hermeneutic circle’

(Geanellos 2001). The hermeneutic circle is a metaphor for the way in
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which the researcher moves towards an understanding of the phenomenon

through a series of partial understandings. Each partial understanding leads

to further interpretation, moving backwards and forwards, and never

completing the circle – there is always room for further interpretation.

I took my prejudgments of the world into this circle so that my values,

attitudes and biases (my worldview) informed the interpretive process

(Koch 1999). The aim was to come to a fusion of horizons between the

participants and myself. Where Husserl bracketed experiences to be free

from biases (Elliott 2004), Heidegger used the worldview to inform the

interpretive process. Sayer (2006 p. 17) tells us of hermeneutic circles

that:

“[they] imply a two-way movement, a ‘fusing of the horizons’ of

listener and speaker, researcher and researched, in which the latter’s

actions and texts never speak for themselves, and yet are not

reducible to the researcher’s interpretation of them either”.

This paragraph provides the reader with a brief overview of what I see as

the important issues that impacted on my interpretive perspective. As a

nurse and now a nurse educator, I have a good understanding of the

components of pre-registration nursing education. In particular, I am the

programme leader and (at the time of the research) was responsible for the

development of the curriculum. Additionally, I am a student who works full

time, and have undertaken previous degree and further degree courses

while juggling full time work and bringing up a family alone. These personal

circumstances, do, I believe, allow me to empathise with others who

experience similar life situations.

In summary, the use of hermeneutic phenomenology within this thesis has

allowed me to stay true to the interpretive paradigm by embracing the view

of the existence of multiple realities and the possibilities for further

interpretations to take place by the reader. The philosophical perspective

and the methodology lead one to the tools with which to investigate the
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phenomenon, and the data analysis process that facilitates the coming-

together of a ‘thick’ description of the phenomenon.

2.2.6 Summary: Case study research for the research

In order to investigate the first year experience of two groups of student

nurses (‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups), a case study approach has been

utilised. The purpose of the research is to describe, interpret and explain

what happened so that the researcher and the reader can make judgments

about the usefulness of the case. The expected outcome is that others will

use the findings to make decisions as to whether or not to induce change

within a similar context (Bassey 1999). This research seeks to provide a

‘thick’ description of the context of the first year experience within the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, provide a holistic and lifelike picture of the

phenomenon (the first year experience), enhance understanding and

illuminate meaning, and make judgments (Merriam 1998). Judgments

relate to the commonalities and uniqueness of experiences within and

between groups.

Case study research has enabled comparisons to be made between the two

different groups of students studying nursing in different contexts. The two

‘bounded systems’ provided the focus for the context. The cases are: the

first year student experience in the ‘traditional’ group, and the first year

student experience in the ‘EBL’ group. The temporal boundaries are the

first year of the course for each group of students. The activity within the

bounded system is the social group. The ‘thick’ descriptions of the contexts

are vital for comparisons to take place and involve the description of the

particular situation for each group where the context of learning and

teaching activity was different. The illumination of meaning within the

contexts aims to enable the reader to make a judgment on the use of the

research for his or her own purposes. Judgment is the final and ultimate act

of evaluation (Merriam 1998). The intention is to make the results easily

understood by a wide audience (other lecturers both in nursing and other

disciplines, mentors in practice settings, policy makers and others) so the

findings of the research must speak for themselves.
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The next section describes and discusses each of the research methods that

have been utilised within the research. The research objectives are listed

and the research methods that contributed to their achievement are noted

as follows:

1. To examine the first year experience of nursing students.

Experiences interviews with those who successfully completed first year

and those who chose to leave before the end of first year; diaries.

2. To describe the curriculum change, the rationale for the change and

the context within which this occurred.

The literature review and description of the local context in chapter 1; the

expectations questionnaire which provides demographic details and offers

an overview of the characteristics of the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups.

3. To compare the demographic profiles of two groups of students one

following a ‘traditional’ curriculum and the other using ‘EBL’; to

compare students who chose to leave the courses with those who

successfully completed first year.

The expectations and experiences questionnaires which provide

demographic information about the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups.

4. To compare experiences with expectations of first year between

nursing students undertaking a ‘traditional’ and an ‘EBL’ curriculum.

Expectations and experiences questionnaires allow for comparisons to be

made between expectations and experiences and some conclusions to be

drawn in relation to the quality of the educational experience for the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups.

5. To propose strategies to enhance the student experience and rates of

retention in first year undergraduate nursing students.

The findings from all aspects of the research inform the conclusions and

recommendations.
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2.3 Research Methods

The rationale outlined in the previous section provides justification for the

use of the research methods within the overall research. Attention now

turns to examining each of these methods in detail with particular reference

to data collection, data analysis, ethics and other associated issues.

2.3.1 Questionnaires

The use of questionnaires contributed to the building of the case study by

providing information relating to demographics and to the expectations and

experiences of first year.

Data collection

Students were asked to complete two questionnaires. The first,

‘expectations’ questionnaire, is an adaptation of the College Student

Expectations Questionnaire (CSEQ) (Kuh and Pace 1998a) and was

completed during the first week that students commenced the course. The

second, ‘experiences’ questionnaire, is an adaptation of the College Student

Experiences Questionnaire (CSXQ) (Kuh and Pace 1998b) and was

completed during the first week of year 2 of the courses. See appendices

10 and 11 for CSEQ and CSXQ questionnaires. Permission was sought from

the authors, and granted, to use the questionnaires.

The use of questionnaires is a common method for data collection. It is a

method in which responses are sought from the participant in either written

or verbal form in order to provide answers to research questions or

objectives (Murphy-Black 2006). In this research the questionnaires were

written. Questionnaires are usually quantitative in nature because they are

predetermined, standardised and structured (Parahoo 2006). They can be

used to gather wide-ranging information including facts, attitudes,

knowledge, expectations and experiences. The CSEQ and CSXQ

questionnaires allowed for the collection of some demographic facts and

information on expectations of the course or experiences of the course. The

information was gathered so that the expectations and experiences in

relation to first year could be explained through the use of statistical tests.
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So, although expectations and experiences do not naturally appear in a

quantitative form, they were collected and analysed quantitatively (Muijs

2004) through the use of rating scales.

The questionnaires were developed to focus on process indicators (such as

study skills) rather than on outcome indicators (such as student

achievement) (Kuh and Vesper 1997). The questionnaires relied on self-

reports and Kuh and Vesper (1997) highlighted that the self-reports

relating to ‘gains’ were consistent with results achieved from academic

tests and validity had been thoroughly examined with excellent

psychometric properties reported (Ewell and Jones 1996). According to Kuh

and Vesper (1997) the CSEQ satisfied the following conditions: the

information that was requested was known to participants; the questions

were phrased clearly and unambiguously; the questions related to recent

activities; participants were likely to think that the questions were relevant

and worthwhile answering seriously; and participants should not have felt

threatened or embarrassed by the questions, and should not have felt

obliged to answer in a socially desirable way.

The CSEQ required students to reflect on their experiences, to consider

what they put into the experience, and what they got out of their

experience. The assumption within the questionnaire was that if students

were facilitated to take responsibility for their own learning, they would

learn more, and that this would take place through student-academic

contact, cooperation amongst students and active learning activities,

prompt feedback on activities, investing time in tasks, and respect for

diversity in learning and talents (taken by Kuh and Vesper (1997) from

Chickering and Gamson’s ‘Seven Principles for Good Practice in

Undergraduate Education’). Student engagement theory originated in the

work of Kuh, Pace and Astin (Pike et al. 2005) and the assertion is made

that student engagement is positively correlated with test scores and

persistence rates. The quality of effort that students put into the courses

was measured through the CSEQ which had previously been adapted from

the CSXQ.
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The CSXQ measured the students’ expectations and motivations at the

start of the university experience. Expectations are said to provide clues for

the way in which students will interact with others and engage with their

learning. The use of CSXQ and CSEQ provided an opportunity to determine

the degree to which student expectations had been met. As Gonyea (2003)

points out, a student’s expectation of what university or college will be like

will be measured (consciously or subconsciously) against the actual

experience. Expectations can have an impact on the experience where

expectations act as a stimulant or deterrent to behaviour as represented in

psychological theory (e.g. self-efficacy theory or motivational theories)

(Olsen et al. 1998).

There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to the use of

questionnaires and these have been well documented in the literature

(Gerrish and Lacey 2006; Parahoo 2006; Cohen et al. 2003). The important

advantages within the context of this research included:

 The researcher did not need to be present, and this addressed

ethical issues within this research.

 They were used to reach a large number of people (the aim was to

reach all students in the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups).

 The questionnaires were cost effective.

 They were reliable (given that they were well constructed), and in

this case the use of a modified version of a widely used questionnaire

was helpful.

 Their use enabled comparisons to be made because the data were all

in the same form which was particularly useful for this research

given that one of the objectives aimed to compare experiences with

expectations.

 They kept participants anonymous which was important for ethical

reasons.

 Participants were able to complete them in their own time and in a

place of their choice.
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The disadvantages that were important to this research included:

 While there was space for participants to provide qualitative

responses, they chose not to.

 Participants could not seek clarification from the researcher and may

have interpreted questions differently, with this proving to be an

issue with a question (details provided in chapter 3).

 There was potential for a low response rate, although the response

rate for this research was satisfactory.

In this research, the questionnaires used had already been demonstrated

to be valid and reliable (Kuh and Vesper 1997) these being important

characteristics of questionnaire design (Cohen et al. 2003). The

questionnaires addressed the research objectives and participants usually

consistently understood the questions and responded to them appropriately

(Parahoo 2006). The questionnaires had been, and continue to be, widely

used within North American education, but this made it important to situate

them within the culture of UK education through some modifications. The

changes that were made reflected the language and context within which

students are taught in this country. Reliability of the adapted tool is

demonstrated through the use of Cronbach’s alpha test as described in

chapter 3.

The experiences and expectations questionnaires used rating and semantic

differential scales so as to build a picture of the issues under discussion

while still being able to generate numbers. The rating scales were made up

of statements that the participant was asked to rate so as to describe the

phenomenon, and to evaluate differences between participants. Semantic

differential scales measured the participant’s attitude or feeling towards a

concept, for example the attitude towards academic staff. These were

useful tools but do have limitations (Cohen et al. 2003). Where there were

intervals it was not possible to determine that the intervals were equal

between categories. Participants may have avoided the extreme poles

thereby reducing the actual choice. Participants may have also simply

chosen the mid point and, linked to this point, it was not possible to
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determine whether participants were offering their genuine viewpoint. The

CSEQ and CSXQ utilised a 4 point scale (very often, often, occasionally,

never) for a number of the questions and this was likely to lead participants

to consider their answers and to measure their expectations and

experiences appropriately.

The questionnaires asked the participants to provide information in a

number of key areas as follows: Background information, library and

information technology, experiences with academic staff, module learning,

writing, learning and teaching approaches, campus facilities, clubs and

organisations, student acquaintances, scientific and quantitative

experiences, conversations 1 and 2, reading/writing, opinion about

university and programme of study, university environment, and estimate

of gains. The questionnaires were utilised as a way of examining and

comparing the experiences and expectations of first year nursing students.

i. Background information

Participants were asked to provide background information in the

expectations questionnaire: age; sex; entry qualifications; where they

would live during their first year; what they expected their average grades

to be at the end of first year; whether either of their parents had graduated

from university; whether they expected to enroll on a higher degree on

completion of the course; how many hours per week they expected to

spend outside of a class on activities relating to the academic course; how

many hours per week they planned to work on a job; and how much of

their university expenses (on top of their bursary) for first year would be

provided by parents or family. In the experiences questionnaire,

participants were asked for related background information: what were

their average grades at the end of first year; whether they expected to

enroll for a higher degree on completion of the course; how many hours

per week they actually spent on activities related to the academic course;

and how many hours per week they actually worked on a job.

Both the expectations and experiences questionnaires were divided into a

number of subscales. For the purpose of the data analysis, some of these
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were conflated with reliability of the subscales demonstrated through the

use of the Cronbach alpha test as described in chapter 3. Each of the

subscales is described below so as to provide a full picture of the

information that participants were asked to impart.

ii. Library and information technology

Participants were asked to comment on their expectations and experiences

of the use they made of the library, databases, and recommended reading

materials. The subscale also asked participants to consider their use of

computers for completing assignment work, using email and discussion

forums, and searching the World Wide Web.

iii. Experiences with academic staff

This subscale explored participants’ expectations and experiences of

communications with academic staff relating to module work, course

selection, career plans and academic performance. It asked about

socialising with a member of academic staff. The experiences questionnaire

also asked whether participants had worked harder as a result of feedback

from a lecturer.

iv. Module learning

The subscale explored participants’ expectations and experiences of

activities undertaken within modules: reading recommended texts; taking

notes during class; participating in class discussions; application of

learning; summarising learning; using prior experience in class; explaining

module material to someone else; and preparing an assignment where

ideas were integrated from various sources.

v. Writing

This subscale related to participants’ writing expectations and experiences

to determine whether they sought support and help (through other people,

books, or lecturer) for writing.
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vi. Learning and teaching approaches

Participants were asked to measure their expectations and experiences of

the frequency with which they would undertake, or undertook, lectures,

tutorials, small group sessions and directed activities.

vii. Campus facilities

This subscale explored whether participants would, or did, attend activities

such as concerts, theatre performances, recreational facilities, additional

study skills support, and whether they played team sports.

viii. Clubs and organisations

This subscale related to participation in university and non-university

activities and organisations.

ix. Student acquaintances

The purpose of this subscale was to look at participants’ expectations and

experiences of meeting and talking with people from different social and

cultural backgrounds.

x. Scientific and quantitative experiences

This subscale asked about expectations and experiences of working with

scientific and mathematical theories and concepts.

xi. Conversations 1

Participants were asked to comment on how often they would, or did, talk

about issues such as current events, social issues, ideas of writers and

philosophers, the arts, science and computer and other technologies, the

economy and international relations.

xii. Conversations 2

Participants were asked to comment on how often they would, or did, talk

about issues such as knowledge and understanding gained in module

learning experiences.
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All of the subscales (ii to xii) were on a scale of 4 (very often, often,

occasionally, never.

xiii. Reading/writing

This subscale related to the time the participants expected to spend, or

spent, on reading and writing activities per week over the academic year.

The scale was none, fewer than 5, between 5 and 10, between 11 and 20,

and more than 20 hours per week.

xiv. Opinion about university and programme of study

In the expectations questionnaire, participants were asked to consider how

well they thought they would like university and placement experiences. In

the experiences questionnaire, they were asked to consider how well they

liked university and placement experiences, and whether they would go to

the same university if they could start again.

xv. University environment

Participants were asked to rank their expectations and experiences in eight

categories from strong emphasis to weak emphasis on a 7 point scale on:

academic, scholarly and intellectual qualities; aesthetic, expressive and

creative qualities; critical, evaluative and analytical qualities; developing an

understanding and appreciation of human diversity; developing information

and literacy skills; developing vocational and occupational competence; the

personal relevance and practical value of the modules; and developing

group and team working skills.

Participants were then asked to rank their expectations and experiences in

three categories on a 7 point scale for relationships with other students or

student groups, relationships with academic staff, and relationships with

administrative and support staff.

xvi. Estimate of gains

Finally, participants who completed the experiences questionnaire were

asked to rank gains on a 4 point scale (very much, quite a bit, some, very

little).
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Pilot

The questionnaires were piloted with a group of twenty first year students

from a group who would not be involved in the study. A student group was

chosen randomly and asked to participate. Piloting this questionnaire

served several purposes, namely: to ensure that the students were clear in

terms of layout, instructions and questions, and to deal with any

ambiguities; to determine how long it took to complete; and to see whether

any of the questions were inappropriate or misunderstood (Cohen et al.

2003). Questionnaires are also piloted for other reasons such as to gain

feedback on the use of question format (e.g. scales) although this was not

necessary in my research as the questionnaire had been so widely used.

The students were asked to complete the questionnaire, and then to

complete a short feedback sheet seeking their views on it. All students

completed the questionnaire within the specified time frame. The students

were comfortable with the format and with the questions that were asked.

All questionnaires were completed successfully. Following the pilot, it was

determined that no changes were required.

Data analysis

Data analysis was undertaken using the software Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS). The use of SPSS enabled the recording of data in a

database from particular statistical tests which were performed as

described in chapter 3. The SPSS environment also allowed for the

production of graphs to illustrate the findings (Field 2005).

2.3.2 In-depth focused experiences interviews

The findings from the in-depth focused interviews contributed to the case

study research through the development of the ‘thick’ description of the

participants’ experiences of first year.

Data collection

Data were collected from students who chose to leave the course, and

students who had successfully completed first year within both the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups. The interview process with students who
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successfully completed first year mirrored that of those who had chosen to

leave. The topic areas for the in-depth focused interviews were: reasons for

coming into nursing; experiences in university; experiences in practice; and

reasons for successfully completing first year/leaving before the end of first

year.

The purpose of the interviews was to find out about the participants’

experiences within the context of first year. It was therefore appropriate to

utilise in-depth focused interviews to enable the discussion of particular

issues, while still allowing participants to discuss their experiences in their

own way (Tod 2006). The aim was to build up a picture of what it was like

for the participants to be first year nursing students, and from there, to

develop themes and categories that reflected the nature of those

experiences. There was a loose agenda with topic areas for exploration.

However, the cues that the participants gave determined the flow of the

conversation. For example, a number of students focused quite quickly on

practice experiences so these were discussed prior to experiences in the

university. Lankshear and Knobel (2006) point out that what a person says

in an interview is said at a particular time and within a contrived set of

circumstances, and may not be the full picture of a person’s attitudes,

beliefs, perceptions and experiences. However, the interviews did enable

exploration into the lived world of the participants as required in order to

achieve some of the research objectives, and in congruence with the

philosophical perspective of the research.

A number of skills are required to enable a researcher to interview

participants well. I had used in-depth focused interviews for previous

research (Taylor 2004), and found that my skills at interviewing continued

to develop over the two years of data collection for this research. The aim

was to ensure that participants were as comfortable as possible in the

interview situation. Participants chose the venue and the timing of the

interview. All that was required was a venue where external distractions

would not interrupt the interview. I strove to convey a genuine interest in

the participants by using active listening skills, not interrupting, and

providing plenty of time for participants to respond to questions (Lankshear
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and Knobel 2006). As the researcher it was my responsibility to consider

the dynamics of the interviews which, in essence, were social interpersonal

encounters (Cohen et al. 2003).

Questioning techniques were used to facilitate descriptions of experiences

and feelings and to enhance the flow of the interviews. Questions were also

used to clarify issues and to move the conversation on to another aspect

for discussion. While the general focus of the interview had been

determined in advance (as described), I was open to new avenues of

enquiry where these were relevant to the research objectives.

Each interview lasted between 45 and 90 minutes depending on the

participant. The interviews were audio recorded and this enabled the

transcription of what was said, and how it was said, accurately. The

transcribed interviews ensured that, when it came to reporting the findings

of the research, the ‘voices’ of the participants could be used to assist in

the telling of the case study. This enabled a ‘thick’ description of the text

(Tod 2006) consisting of my interpretations, the literature, and the

participants’ voices.

Data analysis

The data analysis began at the time of the interviews (Koch 1999). As I

actively listened to the participant, an initial phase of interpretation took

place as I strived to understand the experience. As an active participant in

the research process I was able to take into the analysis process my

worldview and use it to inform the interpretive process. As previously

described, I had experience as a student nurse, as a learner in different

contexts, and as a single mother who had worked full time while studying. I

felt that I was coming to the process with some understanding of the

possible experiences of some of the participants. This coming together is

said to reduce researcher and participant social and cultural differences and

therefore the problems of interpretation where there is a huge divide in

experiences (Miller and Glassner 2004). However, although bringing

attitudes, knowledge and beliefs into the research process is important, it is

also essential that the researcher remains open minded and willing to be
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surprised (Holstein and Gubrium 2004), and that it is remembered that the

interviews are situated in the participants’ social worlds (Miller and Glassner

2004).

So, in this research, as data were gathered comprehension began through

listening, transcribing, reading the transcripts and reflecting in my journal.

The data analysis approach taken within this study is based on the work of

van Manen (1990), Burnard (1991) and Koch (1999) and I had used it in a

previous study (Taylor 2004) (see ‘Bound-in publications’ for article). The

focus on the hermeneutic circle was important throughout the process

which was as follows:

1. Verbatim transcription of the interviews took place as soon after the

interviews as possible (Burnard 1991). Not only did this allow for

greater accuracy in the transcription, but enabled me to become

quickly immersed in the words of the participant. To establish that

the transcription of the interviews was accurate, the transcripts were

sent to the participants so that they could determine whether the

interviews had been transcribed appropriately. It also gave the

participants the opportunity to make changes, add further thoughts,

or choose to withdraw from the study. In fact no one made any

changes, added anything or chose to withdraw.

At this point the transcripts were coded with each of the pages and

each of the lines numbered so as to provide a means to recording

the occurrence of categories and themes. The categories were the

key concepts that formulated the themes – the commonalities found

during the interpretive process.

2. From the transcription phase onwards, I made notes on the

emerging categories and themes (Burnard 1991).

3. I read and re-read the transcripts to come to an overall

understanding of the phenomenon. Headings were noted for all
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aspects of the interviews (van Manen 1990; Burnard 1991) until

categories were formed.

4. As the researcher, I had to believe the stories, accept them as the

participants’ realities and then compare them with what I already

knew (Koch 1999).

5. Similar issues were grouped together to form emerging categories.

For example, I initially identified a number of issues as follows:

 Experiences relating to significant others

 Experiences of caring prior to course

 Career aspirations and reasons for being on the course

 Support and attitudes of significant staff

These issues combined to form the category ‘motivations’ as these

factors contributed to the ability of a participant to engage with the

course and with nursing.

6. Following the identification of the categories, they were then grouped

into themes that encompassed their essence and that focused

broadly on similar areas of the students’ experiences. In order to do

this, I continued to revisit the texts to clarify my understanding. For

example, all of the participants discussed their learning experiences

in the university. As I read and reread the transcripts I began to

recognise that all of the participants had significant contributions to

make about the experiences they had in the classroom, as well as

the experiences that they had with people in the university

environment. All of them talked about relationships with people

although these crossed boundaries between home, classroom and

practice. Thus, I identified two of the themes as: ‘relationships with

people’ and ‘the classroom experience’.

This moving backwards and forwards between the texts and the

interpretive process facilitated interpretation and reinterpretation
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where partial understandings developed until no new interpretation

unfolded. This was where a fusion of horizons occurred so that the

worldview of the participants was incorporated into that of the

researcher following this reflective process (Elliott 2004). For

example, I had come into the research with some understanding of

what it was like to juggle study with work and other commitments.

However, I was surprised by the impact that managing the clinical

practice placements alongside the other responsibilities had on some

participants.

During this time relevant literature was introduced into the

interpretive process to enhance understanding and interpretation. It

served to provide new ways of looking at the issues that were

coming out of the data.

7. By this stage the themes and categories were established and the

participants who had discussed them were clearly identified. At this

point all participants were sent an overview of the identified themes

and categories with an explanation and request for comments

(member checking). The purpose of this process was to enhance the

rigour of the study to determine whether the themes and categories

were recognisable to the participants. Those participants who

responded indicated that the themes and categories were identifiable

to them.

8. The next step involved comparing and contrasting the texts to

identify common meanings and/or differences from others’ accounts

(Benner 1994).

To summarise, the hermeneutic circle is a metaphor for the way in which

participants’ descriptions, the researcher’s interpretations and the relevant

literature findings can combine to facilitate the overall interpretation of the

phenomenon (in this case the first year student experience).
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2.3.3 Diaries

In addition to the interviews, the findings from the diaries add to the ‘thick’

description of the first year experience for the case study research.

Data collection

The diaries were useful as a way of finding out about the participants’

experiences where other methods were not available. A book chapter has

been written for a Romanian textbook that encapsulates their usage in

educational research (In translation: Taylor and Wimpenny, awaiting

publication). The diaries provided a first hand account of experiences that

might not otherwise have been accessible (Robson 2002). They were

records of events relating to the first year experience that participants

completed over a specified period of time. They were used as a way of

capturing the ‘particulars’ of the experiences within their context (Bolger et

al. 2003) and were then collected and analysed (Clayton and Thorne 2000).

The diaries served a similar purpose to the interviews in that they were a

way of finding out about people’s experiences, perceptions and feelings at

the time, or soon after, the event occurred. For ethical reasons, the School

Ethics Research Panel (SERP) felt that it was not appropriate for me to

interview the participants due to my role as Programme Leader. Therefore

another way had to be found to uncover the lived experiences of the

student nurses. Diaries were an appropriate method. Used well, diaries

have the potential to make explicit to others what is implicit to the

participant and can lead to an understanding of the experiences for others

(Clayton and Thorne 2000). In addition, it was anticipated that their use

would assist the participants in the development of reflective and other

learning skills (Bulman and Schutz 2004; Rolfe et al. 2001). It was

therefore felt that the participants in this study could potentially gain much

from their participation in terms of their learning experience on the

courses.

Diaries can range in style from unstructured to structured. Unstructured

diaries leave the interpretation of what is being asked of the participants

very much to the participants themselves (Robson 2002). However,

structured diaries can potentially lead to the data being biased in favour of
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the researcher’s agenda rather than enabling participants to describe their

experiences as they see them. In this research, semi-structured diaries

were utilised as a way of enabling participants to have some sort of focus

for their writing while also offering them the opportunity to write about

their experiences as they wished. As Clayton and Thorne (2000) state, the

use of semi-structured diaries addresses the balance between the

participant’s and the researcher’s agendas.

There were a number of areas that were acknowledged as being potentially

problematic in the use of diaries as one of the data collection tools. There

may have been issues associated with literacy (being able to write clearly

about a given topic) (Gibson 1995). However, all participants were student

nurses and were required to be literate before commencing the nursing

courses. Deciphering handwriting may have been a problem so the

guidance to participants asked that they considered their handwriting and

that they try to make sure that their diaries were easy to read. Participants

may have misreported events and experiences, perhaps as a way of trying

to please the researcher and as a way of trying to show the diarist in a

good light (Robson 2002). It is hoped that this issue did not arise because

all participants were informed that the researcher would never know the

identity of the diary writers. This should have enabled them to be open and

honest without fear of repercussions. Although the diaries were semi-

structured, there were differences in the ways in which diarists completed

them in terms of depth and detail and this could have made it difficult to

make comparisons. However, the use of semi-structured diaries went some

way to addressing this issue and allowed for some comparisons to be made

(Clayton and Thorne 2000). Over time there tended to be a decline in diary

entries particularly during stressful events (Bulman and Schutz 2004).

It was important that the diaries did not take too long to complete so as to

enhance the possibility of completion. Participants were asked to complete

a diary entry once per week, preferably at the same time each week to aid

memory, and that entries were to be around one A5 page in length (the

diary was given to the participant). Guidance was also given relating to the

types of issues that participants could write about while also offering the
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diarist the opportunity to write about other aspects of their experiences. It

was also suggested that participants might wish to use a critical incident

approach as a way of considering reactions and feelings about specific

happenings. Robson (2002) supports this as a way of helping participants

to notice events. It is a method that was used within the pre-registration

nursing courses under investigation and it was hoped that by completing

the diary a participant could enhance their awareness of critical incident

reporting and the subsequent reflection that takes place.

Data analysis

Analysis of the diaries enabled the development of themes and categories

that reflected the experiences of the participants. The process reflected the

approach to data analysis taken with the interviews (Taylor 2004). Analysis

also incorporated recommendations from Clayton and Thorne (2000) (who

also utilised Burnard’s work for analysis) and Astedt-Kurki and Isola (2001)

and was as follows:

1. Transcription of the diaries.

2. Checking for accuracy (go back to participants).

3. Immersion in the data by reading and rereading the diaries to obtain

a sense of the whole.

4. Note taking and continued systematic reading of the diaries.

5. Generation of sub-categories through content analysis.

6. Noting of similarities and differences.

7. Generation of broader categories.

8. Establishing that categories cover all aspects of the diaries.

9. Finalising categories.

10.Generating themes and deciding under which theme the categories

belonged.

11.Guarding against bias.

12.Checking trustworthiness (going back to the participants with the

themes).

The analytical processes for the interviews and diaries took place over a

period of time and worked in tandem. This enabled the development of
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themes and categories that were appropriate for both data strands. In fact,

one data collection method and analytical process enabled confirmation of

themes and categories to take place with the other data collection method

with this process being of great consequence for case study research

(Merriam 1998). The process of data analysis was an ongoing iterative

process that led towards the formulation of themes and categories, and

interpretation of the underlying meaning of the experiences. Should

another researcher undertake the analysis process, it is not considered

necessary to replicate the themes and categories for the research to have

meaning (Brammer 2006b). Rather, the reader should recognise the

categories of description.

Each of the research methods have been described in relation to data

collection and analysis. The remaining sections of this chapter explore the

trustworthiness of the research, the ethical issues associated with the

research, and the sampling strategy.

2.3.4 Trustworthiness of the research

While validity and reliability are vital concepts when undertaking surveys

and experiments, they do not take the same focus for CSR (Merriam 1998).

Reliability refers to the extent to which a research finding can be replicated

given the same circumstances. Validity refers to the extent to which a

research method measures what it sets out to measure. These concepts

pose some problems for CSR where a particular case may be chosen for

investigation because of its intrinsic interest and not because it is a ‘typical’

example (Bassey 1999). A variety of research methods (diaries, interviews,

questionnaires) were utilised within this research so as to provide a holistic

view of the first year experience. It was important to address issues of

validity and reliability where appropriate to the research methods.

However, in terms of the whole case study, it is useful to think about the

trustworthiness of the finished product. Trustworthiness was a term coined

by Lincoln and Guba in the 1980s (Bassey 1999) and is focused on

highlighting the ethic for respect of truth.
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Much has been written in relation to establishing the rigour of qualitative

research (Silverman 2006; Robson 2002; Slevin and Sines 1999). The main

thrust of the argument is that the product should be understandable and

recognisable to the reader, that the reader can see the decision trail, that

the end product is useful to the reader, and that the research question has

been answered. As Robson (2002) asserts, the trustworthiness of a study is

ascertained through the presentation of faithful descriptions recognisable to

its readers. The use of multiple methods of data collection in this thesis

enabled the investigation of the case from a variety of perspectives leading

to a convergence of information (Stake 1995). Through the process of

convergence, and the telling of the story of the case study, the reader can

make a judgment about the trustworthiness of the thesis.

Stake (1995, p. 131) provided a checklist which is a tool that researchers

can use to verify the trustworthiness of research:

i. “Is the report easy to read?

ii. Does it fit together, each sentence contributing to the whole?

iii. Does the report have a conceptual structure (i.e. themes and

issues)?

iv. Are its issues developed in a serious and scholarly way?

v. Is the case adequately defined?

vi. Is there a sense of story to the presentation?

vii. Is the reader provided with vicarious experience?

viii. Have quotations been used effectively?

ix. Are headings, figures, artifacts, appendices, and indexes used

effectively?
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x. Was it edited well, then again with a last-minute polish?

xi. Has the writer made sound assertions, neither over- nor under-

interpreting?

xii. Has adequate attention been paid to various contexts?

xiii. Were sufficient raw data presented?

xiv. Were data sources well chosen and in sufficient number?

xv. Do observations and interpretations appear to have been

triangulated?

xvi. Is the role and point of view of the researcher nicely apparent?

xvii. Is the nature of the intended audience apparent?

xviii. Is empathy shown for all sides?

xix. Are personal intentions examined?

xx. Does it appear that individuals were put at risk?”

Throughout the whole of the research process I worked hard to achieve the

requirements for trustworthiness. The ‘story’ of the research developed

through the large amount of data from which I determined what should be

included within the thesis so as to contribute to the ‘thick’ description. The

context was described both from the perspective of the participants and

from the wider more general context of the national and international

literature. The ethical issues relevant to all the participants were seriously

considered and much was done to ensure that they were not put at risk

(see section 2.3.5). However, it is the reader who will be in the best

position to judge the trustworthiness of the research.
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Two other tools were used to enhance the trustworthiness of the research:

member checking and a case record. Member checking is the procedure by

which participants could determine the accuracy of the initial data (for the

interviews), and the interpretations of the researcher (for the interviews

and the diary writers). Parahoo (2006) and Robson (2002) advocate the

use of member checking as part of the whole approach to demonstrating

trustworthiness of the research. In this research, each interview participant

was asked to review the transcriptions of the tape-recorded interviews and

to provide feedback on their accuracy. At this point they were also given

the opportunity to make changes and add information where they thought

this appropriate. All participants signified that the transcripts were

accurate, and no-one asked for changes to be made. Participants were sent

an overview of the early interpretations of the data (see appendix 6) and

asked to feedback with their views on the preliminary interpretation. Two

people responded positively by saying that the document reflected their

views of their experiences.

A case record is referred to by Stenhouse in the 1980s as a substantial

collection of information from which the case study derives (Bassey 1999).

The case record for this research includes: the literature which provided the

context, informed the interpretive process, and related to the findings;

interview transcripts; completed questionnaires; recordings of the

development of the themes and categories; a diary recording thoughts,

processes and ideas; and records of supervisory meetings and discussions.

These serve as an audit trail. Appendix 7 provides extracts from my

reflexive diary.

2.3.5 Ethical Issues

Ethical issues relating to the undertaking of a research project are well

documented in the literature (Gerrish and Lacey 2006; Lankshear and

Knobel 2006; Parahoo 2006; Butler 2003; Bassey 1999). Bassey (1999)

cited respect for truth and respect for persons as being umbrella terms that

encompass key aspects of ethics for research. Respect for truth relates to
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the approach to data collection, analysis and reporting and the previous

discussion on trustworthiness dealt with this.

Respect for persons relates to the participants and the need to recognise

that their dignity and privacy were respected, and that the interests and

well-being of participants were not harmed (Lankshear and Knobel 2006).

Lankshear and Knobel (2006) provide a useful checklist for areas for

consideration and these are listed and discussed in relation to this thesis:

i. The researcher must have a valid research design.

I was supervised in the process of developing the original research proposal

as part of the process of preparing for PhD study. As well as this, the

research proposal was presented to the School Ethics Research Panel

(SERP) for permission to undertake the research. The SERP provided

detailed feedback, and agreed that the research design was appropriate.

The Head of School supported the request to access the students.

In the initial research proposal I had wanted to undertake in-depth focused

interviews with a sample of students in the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups for

the duration of their first year. SERP did not allow me to do this as it was

felt that my role as Programme Leader at the time could have had a

negative impact on the students in terms of my ‘power position’ in relation

to the students. Diaries were therefore chosen as a data collection method

so that participants could remain anonymous. When my role changed from

its focus on dealing with assessment and student issues, I went back to

SERP to seek approval to undertake experiences interviews with students

who successfully completed first year. Permission was granted by SERP.

ii. Obtain informed consent and avoid deception

All participants were made aware of the general aims of the research.

Those who completed the questionnaires were given a brief written

overview of the purpose of the research. Those who took part in interviews

or who were asked to complete diaries were given detailed information

about the nature and purpose of the research (see appendix 8). They were

informed about the aims of the research, and the research methods that
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were utilised (Gerrish and Lacey 2006). Students who agreed to participate

in interviews or to complete diaries were asked to sign a consent form (see

appendix 9). The consent form stated that participants could withdraw from

the research at any time with no adverse effects. Participants were told

that they could contact me (in the case of interview participants), or

contact me anonymously through an administrator (in the case of the diary

writers) for further information or to clarify concerns. Usually participants

raised any issues with me on the telephone at the time of arranging the

interviews. Diary writers did not raise any concerns.

iii. Minimise intrusion

When a person participates in research their lives are going to be different

to some degree than if they had not taken part (Parahoo 2006). Intrusion

should be minimised. As the researcher I made sure that I was clear about

what information was actually needed from participants. When arranging

interviews, I met with participants at a time and a place that suited them,

and made sure that they could contact me should their circumstances

change. I did go back to interviewees for member checking, but kept this to

the minimum. When working with the diary writers, I wrote to them every

seven weeks to remind them and to provide guidance. In each letter I

stated that they should inform the administrator if they no longer wished to

take part.

iv. Ensure confidentiality and anonymity

Anonymity refers to when the identity of the participant is not revealed to

anyone (Gerrish and Lacey 2006). Confidentiality refers to when the

connection between the information provided and the participant is not

made public (Parahoo 2006). When the participants completed the

questionnaires, they were assured that the information gleaned would be

confidential. They were asked for their names and assured that the

questionnaires would be coded and the information in the database coded.

This ensured that data were anonymised.

Diary writers were guaranteed anonymity. As the researcher, I never knew

who was completing the diaries. The requests for participation were made
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through the student codes and an administrator sent all correspondence to

the diary writers.

Those who participated in the interviews could not be assured of

anonymity, but were assured of confidentiality. Participants were assured

that they would be kept anonymous from others. After discussion with the

chair of SERP it was agreed that it would be appropriate to inform

participants that if any issue of major concern was highlighted, I may have

been obliged to discuss it with a member of staff in the School of Nursing

and Midwifery. Such situations did not arise.

v. Minimise risk of harm

It was important to ensure that the research did not cause harm (non-

maleficence) and to ascertain whether the research could benefit the

participants (beneficence) (Cohen et al. 2003). I explained to the interview

participants that there was potential to benefit future student groups as the

findings from the research may inform future practice within the course

team. It was possible that the interviews or the diaries could have triggered

negative thoughts relating to particular experiences. If this had happened, I

planned to advise the participant to seek support from the personal tutor,

academic support tutor, or counsellor as appropriate. During the interviews

no issues arose that demanded such intervention.

vi. Demonstrate respect

Respect can be demonstrated through undertaking genuinely useful

research which is used responsibly to influence future practice in a positive

way. Respect also relates to maintaining trusting relationships and

respecting privacy. In all correspondence with participants I communicated

politely. When contacting students by telephone to follow up written

requests for participation in the study, I always ensured that I was calling

at an appropriate time. Where students did not wish to participate I

thanked them for their time, and did not contact them again. All interview

and diary participants were sent a letter thanking them for their

participation. Respect is also demonstrated by being very careful not to

misrepresent the views of participants (Parahoo 2006). I achieved this by
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going back to the interview and diary participants with my initial thoughts

on the themes and categories.

vii. Avoid coercion or manipulation

Where there are unequal power relationships, there is the potential that

participants may feel coerced or manipulated (Gerrish and Lacey 2006). It

is important to anticipate these issues and to put in place measures to deal

with them. Coercion and manipulation can result in people participating

where they do not wish to, and producing opinions that they think the

researcher wishes to see.

As Programme Leader for the pre-registration nursing courses, I was

acutely aware that my role could have an impact on students’ perceptions

and that it was important to ensure that they did not feel coerced into

participating in any aspect of the research. One of the strategies employed

was the use of good verbal and written communication skills when liaising

with participants. At all stages of the research process, participants were

told that they could withdraw at any time and that this would not cause

adverse effects.

A member of School administrative staff was asked to hand out the

questionnaires to students when they were attending a session relating to

practice placement documentation. The administrator was briefed to

provide an overview of the nature and purpose of the questionnaires, and

to inform the students that completion of the questionnaires was voluntary,

and that the questionnaire could be completed at a time that was more

convenient if preferred. The administrator handed the questionnaires out,

and provided a box at the front of the classroom for those who were happy

to complete them at that time. When the ‘traditional’ group was asked to

complete their second questionnaire, one student complained to their

personal tutor (who happened to be a member of SERP) that he or she had

felt obliged to complete the questionnaire at that time. I was approached

by SERP and after due consideration the panel agreed to allow me to utilise

the data from the questionnaires. I was asked to ensure that an academic

member of staff distributed the questionnaires and that, where students
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were willing, they should be completed at a time and place of their

choosing. Further emphasis was placed on ensuring that students knew

that they had the right to participate or not.

viii. Reciprocate

I was fully aware of the goodwill and generosity of those who participated

in the research. All participants were thanked for their involvement and the

value of their contribution was emphasised.

Overall, the research was undertaken in an ethical manner and where one

issue arose this was addressed immediately.

2.3.6 Sampling strategy

It was essential to ensure the suitability of the sampling strategy for the

research (Cohen et al. 2003). The first step was to define the population.

Parahoo (2006, p. 538) defines population as “all the possible participants

or items that could be included in the sample”. From the total population, a

sample was then selected. In this research the population consisted of all

year one pre-registration nursing students in the ‘traditional’ group in The

Robert Gordon University, School of Nursing and Midwifery (n=151) and all

of year one pre-registration nursing students in the ‘EBL’ group in The

Robert Gordon University, School of Nursing and Midwifery (n=171). The

population provided the frame from which the sample could be identified

and selected.

The nature of case study research is such that a number of methods were

utilised to gather data. In this research, questionnaires, interviews and

diaries were used. Each required a sampling strategy while recognising the

overall approach to the research was to gain an in-depth understanding of

the cases (the experiences of the two groups of students). Cohen et al.

(2003) suggest that the sample size, the representativesness and

parameters of the sample, the access to the sample, and the sampling

strategy to be used should be considered for a project. The sampling

strategy for each of the methods of data collection is discussed in the

following sub-sections.
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Expectations and experiences questionnaires

All students within each of the groups were asked to complete each of the

questionnaires so as to gain a full picture of the case and to ensure that

particular characteristics (i.e. age, entry qualifications, gender) were

represented in the sample. While it would have been possible to utilise

quota sampling (where relevant characteristics are identified and a number

of the population are asked to participate from each of the categories -

Merriam 1998), it was more appropriate to ask all students to complete the

questionnaires. This ensured that the pertinent characteristics were

represented and that the response rate was more likely to provide a useful

number of questionnaires with which to work.

The total number of students who returned the questionnaires is identified

in table 1 in chapter 3. For the purpose of the research it was important

that students completed both the questionnaires so that I could make

comparisons between expectations and experiences. The focus for analysis

was on those who completed both questionnaires. The response rates for

completion of both were 53.6% for the ‘traditional’ group, and 25.7% for

the ‘EBL’ group. The overall combined response rate was 38.8% which is

seen as satisfactory (Gerrish and Lacey 2006). Chapter 3 shows that the

profile of the students who completed both questionnaires within each of

the groups reflected that of the whole student group.

Diaries and experiences interviews

A total of forty students from each of the groups was asked to complete

diaries having acknowledged that it was likely that some of the participants

would not complete them. Ten people from each of the groups were asked

to participate in the experiences interviews.

A quota sampling approach was used in an attempt to represent significant

characteristics of the population (Cohen et al. 2003). Quota sampling is the

non-probability equivalent of stratified sampling and in the same way seeks

to ensure that certain characteristics (strata) are represented in the

proportions in which they are found in the wider population. For this
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research, these characteristics were age, gender, and entry qualifications.

While it is important to acknowledge that it would not have been possible to

represent every combination of characteristic, this was not felt to be a

barrier to the approach utilised. Judgment was used to choose the

participants for the particular characteristics that they brought to the

research alongside the need to make an attempt to capture some of the

characteristics within the population group.

Interviews with students who chose to leave the courses

A purposive sampling technique was utilised. The participants were

handpicked based on the characteristics that they brought to the research

(Cohen et al. 2003; Merriam 1998). In this case the required characteristic

was that the participants had chosen to leave the course. Therefore all

‘leavers’ were asked to participate in interviews. Although some of the

students chose not to be involved, those who did were similar to the overall

student groups in both the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups (as described in

chapter 3).

2.3.6 Summary

In summary, in line with case study research methodology, multiple

methods for data collection were utilised as a way to develop an in-depth

understanding of the cases (‘traditional’ group, and ‘EBL’ group). The

methods used were a mixture of a quantitative approach (questionnaires)

and qualitative approaches (interviews and diaries). Chapter 3 goes on to

describe the findings from the expectations and experiences

questionnaires.
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CHAPTER 3: FINDINGS: EXPECTATIONS AND

EXPERIENCES QUESTIONNAIRES

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 presents the findings of the expectations and experiences

questionnaires. A survey was undertaken employing two questionnaires

which enquired about multiple aspects of the students’ expectations for,

and experiences of, first year as described in chapter 2. Data analysis was

undertaken employing the software Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS). The questionnaires were utilised to address, in part, the

following objectives of the overall research:

1. To compare experiences with expectations of first year between

nursing students undertaking a ‘traditional’ and an ‘EBL’ curriculum.

2. To compare the demographic profiles of two groups of students one

following a ‘traditional’ curriculum and the other using ‘EBL’; to

compare students who chose to leave the courses with those who

successfully completed first year.

In relation to these objectives, the variables that were under investigation

included the quality of the educational experience, and various

demographic variables. The quality of the educational experience related to

the match between expectations and experiences of first year in relation to

each of the aspects of the first year that were investigated through the

questionnaires. The demographic characteristics under investigation were

sex of student, qualifications on entry to the course and age on entry to the

course. A number of other variables were investigated and these included

the place where the student lived during the first year, whether either of

their parents graduated from university, and the amount of expenses that

were provided by their family.

The chapter describes the data collection methods and analysis, and the

findings. The chapter explores a range of curricular variables including
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those that explore the connections between students, staff and other

aspects of the student experience. Finally the quality of the educational

experience is analysed and conclusions drawn in relation to the ‘traditional’

and ‘EBL’ groups.

3.2 Data collection

Data were collected by self-report questionnaires which comprised the

expectations and experiences questionnaires and demographic data as

described in chapter 2.

Table 1 provides an overview of the response rates to the questionnaires.

The total population of each of the groups was: ‘traditional’ (n=151) and

‘EBL’ (n=171). The table shows that the total response rate where both

questionnaires were returned (i.e. the expectations and experiences

questionnaires) was 38.8% (n=125). The response rates for the two groups

differed, with the ‘traditional’ group having a 53.6% (n=81) response rate,

and the ‘EBL’ group having a 25.7% (n=44) response rate, to both

questionnaires. Responders were defined as those who completed both

questionnaires. Non-responders were those who completed only one, or

neither, questionnaire. It is likely that the difference related to the way in

which students were asked to participate as described in chapter 2. Only

18% of those who were asked to participate did not return either of the two

questionnaires. Tests were undertaken to determine whether there were

significant differences between responders and non-responders. There was

no significant difference between responders and non-responders in terms

of gender (x = .015, df = 1; p = .902) and entry qualifications (x = 

11.506, df = 6, p = .074). There was a significant difference in the age of

responders with younger people being less likely to respond (U =

10731.000, p = .038). There was no significant relationship between age

and the quality of the overall educational experience (r = -.129, p = .248).
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Table 1: Returns frequencies for expectations and experiences
questionnaires for the ‘traditional’ group (group 1) and the ‘EBL’ group
(group 2)

Group 1
n(%)
151(100)

Group 2
n(%)
171(100)

Total
n(%)
322(100)

Both expectations and
experiences questionnaires
returned

81(53.6) 44(25.7) 125(38.8)

Only expectations
questionnaire returned

46(30.5) 37(21.6) 83(25.8)

Only experiences
questionnaire returned

14(9.3) 42(24.6) 56(17.4)

Neither questionnaire
returned

10(6.6) 48(28.1) 58(18)

The sample on which the findings are based is those who completed both

the expectations and experiences questionnaires.

3.3 Demographics

The demographic data that were collected included:

1. Sex of student

2. Qualifications on entry to the course

3. Age on entry to the course

The information on sex, qualifications and age was available for all students

as it had been accessed from the university student records database, and

then checked against the responses from the participants.

4. Did either of your parents graduate from university?

5. Where will you live during this academic year?

6. How much of your university expenses will be provided by your

family?

The information on living location, parents who had graduated and

expenses was only available if the participants had responded to the

relevant questions in the questionnaires.

Table 2 provides an overview of the descriptive findings, which

demonstrate that in terms of sex, age, entry qualifications, parents’
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university experiences and financial support, there was no significant

difference between the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups. Where there was a

significant difference, this related to the participants who left and those

who stayed and where participants reported that they would be living

during the academic year. The ‘traditional’ group had significantly more

leavers than the ‘EBL’ group.

For sex of student, the total number of males was 17 (5.3%) and females

was 305 (94.7%). In the ‘traditional’ group the number of males was 7

(4.6%) and females was 144 (95.4%). In the ‘EBL’ group the number of

males was 10 (5.8%) and females was 161 (94.2%) (x = .236; df = 1; p 

= .627). There was no significant difference between the gender

composition of the groups. The numbers of men within each of the groups

were small although this is not unusual for nursing courses.

The original codes for the entry qualifications were 1=Access; 2=5

Standard Grades, or equivalent; 3=6+Standard Grades, or equivalent;

4=1-2 Higher Grades, or equivalent; 5=3+Higher Grades, or equivalent;

6=Degree/Diploma; 7=Other. The variables were recoded as follows:

1=Access; 2=Standard Grades, or equivalent; 3=Higher Grades, or

equivalent; 4=Degree/Diploma; 7=Other. Qualifications could be packaged

in any number of ways and there was likely to be a compromise. While

conflation loses some discrimination, it was still possible to test whether the

groups were significantly different or not. The use of conflated variables

allows for comparison with national data (Lauder and Tilley 2008). While

conflation of variables can be controversial (Muijs 2004), in this case it

provides a succinct overview of the routes through which students came

into the courses.

For the total number of students the data for the entry qualifications was

Access 58 (18%), Standard Grades 85 (24.4%), Higher Grades 150

(46.6%), Degree/Diploma 18 (5.6%), and Other 11 (3.4%). For the

‘traditional’ group the entry qualifications were Access 34 (22.5%),

Standard Grades 38 (25.2%), Higher Grades 65 (43.1%), Degree/Diploma

7 (4.6%), and Other 7 (4.6%). For the ‘EBL’ group the entry qualifications
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were Access 24 (14%), Standard Grades 47 (27.5%), Higher Grades 85

(49.7%), Degree/Diploma 11 (6.4%), and Other 4 (2.3%) (x = 5.831; df 

= 4; p = .212). The composition of entry qualifications was therefore not

statistically significant. Additionally, despite the minimum entry

qualifications for the course, over half of the students had higher entry

qualifications than required.

The age range for the ‘traditional’ group was 17-50 years and for the ‘EBL’

group was 17-52 years. The mean, mode and median for the ‘traditional’

group were 24.75, 18 and 21 respectively, and for the ‘EBL’ group were

24.26, 18 and 20 respectively (U = 12506.00; p = .625). Age was

therefore not statistically significant.

Participants were asked whether either of their parents had graduated from

university. For the total number of students 158 (49.1%) responded ‘no’

and 47 (14.6%) responded ‘yes’ (117 (36.3%) – data missing). In the

‘traditional’ group, 94 (62.3%) responded ‘no’ and 28 (18.5%) responded

‘yes’ (29 (19.2%) – data missing). In the ‘EBL’ group, 64 (37.4%)

responded ‘no’ and 19 (11.1%) responded ‘yes’ (88 (51.5%) – data

missing) (x = 0.000; df = 1; p = .992). Parental graduation from 

university was therefore not statistically significant. The data indicates that

the majority of participants were first generation university students. This

is important in relation to students’ preparedness for university (Lowe and

Cook 2003).

Participants were asked where they expected to live during the academic

year. For the total number of students the results were as follows:

university accommodation - 33 (10.2%); residence in Aberdeen – 79

(24.5%); residence within 10 miles of university – 13 (4.0%); residence

over 10 miles from university – 80 (24.8%); missing – 117 (36.3%). For

the ‘traditional’ group the results were as follows: university

accommodation – 26 (17.2%); residence in Aberdeen – 40 (26.5%);

residence within 10 miles of university – 8 (5.3%); residence over 10 miles

from university – 50 (33.1%); missing – 27 (17.9%). For the ‘EBL’ group

the results were as follows: university accommodation – 7 (4.1%);
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residence in Aberdeen – 39 (22.8%); residence within 10 miles of

university – 5 (2.9%); residence over 10 miles from university – 30

(17.5%); missing 90 (52.6%). The results were significant (x = 7.926; df 

= 3; p = .047). This significance may have been due to the high numbers

of participants in the ‘EBL’ group who did not provide the relevant

information (52.6%, as opposed to 17.9% in the ‘traditional’ group). With

the information that was available, it was identified that few of the students

chose to live in university accommodation. This is likely to relate to the age

profile and the social circumstances of the students undertaking the

courses with many of the students living locally.

Participants were asked to state how much of their university expenses

would be provided by their family (including their own contribution and

excluding bursary). For the total number of students the results were as

follows: all or nearly all – 19 (5.9%); more than half – 22 (6.8%); less

than half – 31 (9.6%); none or very little – 125 (38.8%); missing – 125

(38.8%). For the ‘traditional’ group the results were as follows: all or nearly

all – 10 (6.6%); more than half – 17 (11.3%); less than half – 21 (13.9%);

none or very little – 67 (44.4%); missing – 36 (23.8%). For the ‘EBL’ group

the results were as follows: all or nearly all – 9 (5.3%); more than half – 5

(2.9%); less than half – 10 (5.8%); none or very little – 58 (33.9%);

missing – 89 (52.0%). The findings were not significant (x= 5.784; df = 

3; p = .123). It appears that only 12.7% of students expected to receive

financial support from their family. Although nursing students receive a

bursary from the Scottish Government, it may be that this statistic

indicates that student nurses may experience some financial difficulties

(Read et al. 2003).

The total number of students who successfully completed first year was 265

(82.3%) and who left was 57 (17.7%). In the ‘traditional’ group those who

completed first year were 116 (76.8%) and those who left were 35

(23.2%). In the ‘EBL’ group those who completed first year were 149

(87.1%) and those who left were 22 (12.9%) (x = 5.789, df = 1; p = .016 

and thus significant).
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics of the ‘traditional’ group (group 1) and ‘EBL’ group (group 2)

Group 1 n(%)
151(100)

Group 2 n(%)
171(100)

Total n(%)
322 (100)

Pearson Chi-
square value

Df Asymp.sig Significance

Sex of student

Male 7(4.6) 10(5.8) 17(5.3)

Female 144(95.4) 161(94.2) 305(94.7)

.236 1 .627 Not significant

Entry qualifications

Access 34(22.5) 24(14) 58(18)

SGs, no HGs6 38(25.2) 47(27.5) 85(24.4)

HGs 65(43.1) 85(49.7) 150(46.6)

Degree/Diploma 7(4.6) 11(6.4) 18(5.6)

Other 7(4.6) 4(2.3) 11(3.4)

5.831 4 .212 Not significant

Age7

Range 17-50 years 17-52 years

Mean 24.75 24.26

Mode 18 18

Median 21 20

Mann Whitney U 12506.000 .625 Not significant

Did either of your parents graduate from university?

No 94(62.3) 64(37.4) 158(49.1)

Yes 28(18.5) 19(11.1) 47(14.6)

Missing 29(19.2) 88(51.5) 117(36.3)

0.000 1 .992 Not significant

Where will you live during this academic year?

University
accommodation

26(17.2) 7(4.1) 33(10.2)

Residence in
Aberdeen

40(26.5) 39(22.8) 79(24.5)

Residence within
10 miles of
university

8(5.3) 5(2.9) 13(4.0)

Residence over 10
miles from
university

50(33.1) 30(17.5) 80(24.8)

Missing 27(17.9) 90(52.6) 117(36.3)

7.926 3 .047 Significant

6 Key: SG = Standard Grade or equivalent; HG = Higher Grade or equivalent
7 For age, a Mann Whitney U Test was carried out
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How much of your university expenses will be provided by family (including your own contribution and excluding bursary)

All or nearly all 10(6.6) 9(5.3) 19(5.9)

More than half 17(11.3) 5(2.9) 22(6.8)

Less than half 21(13.9) 10(5.8) 31(9.6)

None or very little 67(44.4) 58(33.9) 125(38.8)

Missing 36(23.8) 89(52.0) 125(38.8)

5.784 3 .123 Not significant

Stayed or discontinued

Stayed 116(76.8) 149(87.1) 265(82.3)

Discontinued 35(23.2) 22(12.9) 57(17.7)

5.855 1 .016 Significant
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3.3.1 Summary of demographic variables

For the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups there were two variables in which

there was some statistical significance. These were the numbers of

students who chose to leave the courses and those who successfully

completed first year. The significance can be explained simply by the larger

number of students who chose to leave the ‘traditional’ group. There was a

statistically significant difference as to where students had chosen to live in

first year between the groups, although the significance was marginal

(.047). The significance is not easily explained and may be a result of the

lack of response (52.6% did not respond) from the ‘EBL’ group. Section 3.3

demonstrates that, overall, the groups were not statistically significantly

different.

3.4 University Student Expectations/Experiences Questionnaires

The Codebook for the Fourth Edition of the College Student Experiences

Questionnaire (Pace and Kuh 1998) provided information about the

subscales derived from the initial questions. The subscales in this research

were developed in the same way (see section 2.3.1 for a detailed

description of the subscales and their component parts). In this research,

two of the subscales could not be deemed as reliable (learning and teaching

approaches, and campus facilities). Pallant (2001) recommends that scales

should have an alpha of .7 or above. It was therefore better not to

incorporate these variables into the analysis. Table 3 provides the Cronbach

alpha scores for the subscales. One of the other subscales was found to

have been answered differently to what was expected (reading) and was

not included for analysis. Most participants had answered the question

indicating that they had undertaken more hours of reading during the

week, than there were hours in a week. On reflection, the way in which the

question was presented was confusing.
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Table 3: Cronbach alpha scores for subscales

Subscale Expectations
Cronbach alpha

Experiences
Cronbach alpha

Library and information
technology

.784 .708

Experiences with
academic staff

.852 .815

Module learning .764 .749

Writing .734 .642

Learning and teaching
approaches

.572 .561

Campus facilities .590 .737

Clubs and organisations .732 .643

Student acquaintances .883 .870

Scientific and
quantitative
experiences

.831 .815

Conversations 1 .861 .883

Conversations 2 .837 .819

Reading/writing .762 .783

University experiences:
curriculum

.873 .852

University experiences:
relationships

.737 .676

Gains N/A .896

3.4.1 Analysis of the expectations and experiences

questionnaires

The following subscales were analysed and the findings are provided for

each of them:

i. Library and information technology

ii. Experiences with academic staff

iii. Module learning

iv. Writing

v. Clubs and organisations

vi. Student acquaintances

vii. Scientific and quantitative experiences

viii. Conversations 1

ix. Conversations 2

x. Gains
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xi. University environment: curriculum

xii. University environment: relationships

Table 4 provides the range for each of the variables, the mode for the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, and the differences between expectations and

experiences scores for the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups for each of the

variables. The range varied depending on the number of variables

contained within each subscale. For example, where a participant scored 10

on library and information technology, this indicates that a response of

‘never’ had been given to each of the parts of the subscale. All the items

had the same responses to each item (1=never, 2=occasionally, 3=often,

4=very often). The responses as represented here are the reverse order as

shown in the questionnaire. It was more intuitive to report the findings with

the numbers represented in reverse to those within the questionnaire. Pace

and Kuh (1998) did exactly the same thing. The mode was utilised as the

variables were non-normally distributed. For each of the variables, the

mode for both expectations and experiences are provided (respectively),

the range of scores for each of the subscales, and the differences between

expectations and experiences for the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups.

The results for library and information technology for the ‘traditional’ group

are: expectations mode = 27, experiences mode = 32; range = 10-40;

difference = +5. For the ‘EBL group, the results are: expectations mode =

29, experiences mode = 26; difference = -3. These results indicate that

there was a discrepancy between the experiences and expectations of both

groups of students with the ‘traditional’ group experiencing ‘more’ than

expected and the ‘EBL’ group experiencing ‘less’.

The results for experiences with academic staff for the ‘traditional’ group

are: expectations mode = 13, experiences mode = 10; range = 6-24;

difference = -3. For the ‘EBL’ group, the results are: expectations mode =

14, experiences mode = 9; difference = -5. There is a discrepancy between

expectations and experiences with both groups experiencing ‘less’ than

expected.
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The results for module learning for the ‘traditional’ group are: expectations

mode = 24, experiences mode = 28; range = 9-36; difference = +4. For

the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 28, experiences mode

= 27; difference = -1. In the ‘EBL’ group the discrepancy between what

was expected and what was experienced was essentially zero for both the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups.

The results for writing for the ‘traditional’ group are: expectations mode =

12, experiences mode = 9; range = 4-16; difference =-3. For the ‘EBL’

group the results are: expectations mode = 16, experiences mode = 10;

difference = -6. The ‘EBL’ group experienced ‘more’ than the ‘traditional’

group with both groups experiencing ‘less’ than expected.

The results for clubs and organisations for the ‘traditional’ group are:

expectations mode = 5, experiences mode = 5; range = 5-20; difference =

0. For the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 5, experiences

mode = 5; difference = 0. Both groups’ expectations and experiences were

congruent. However, both their expectations and experiences were low with

neither group expecting, or experiencing, participation in clubs and

organisations.

The results for student acquaintances for the ‘traditional’ group are:

expectations mode = 21, experiences mode = 16; range = 7-28; difference

= -5. For the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 21,

experiences mode = 13; difference = -8. The results indicate a discrepancy

between expectations and experiences for both groups with the ‘EBL’ group

experiencing ‘less’ than the ‘traditional’ group.

The results for scientific and quantitative experiences for the ‘traditional’

group are: expectations mode = 8, experiences mode = 7; range = 4-16;

difference = -1. For the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 8,

experiences mode = 7; difference = -1. The expectations and experiences

were effectively zero for both groups.
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The results for conversations 1 for the ‘traditional’ group are: expectations

mode = 20, experiences mode = 19; range = 10-40; difference = -1. For

the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 25, experiences mode

= 22; difference = -3. Again, the expectations and experiences were

discrepant and the ‘EBL’ group’s experiences were less closely matched to

their expectations than that of the ‘traditional’ group’s which was effectively

zero. However, the ‘EBL’ group’s experience was ‘more’ than that of the

‘traditional’ group.

The results for conversations 2 for the ‘traditional’ group are: expectations

mode = 16, experiences mode = 12; range = 6-24; difference = -4. For

the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode = 18, experiences mode

= 12; difference = -6. Both groups had the same experience score

although expectations and experiences scores are discrepant within both

groups.

The results for University environment (curriculum) for the ‘traditional’

group are: expectations mode = 48, experiences mode = 40; range = 8-

56; difference = -8. For the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode

= 46, experiences mode = 37; difference = -9. Once again, the scores

between expectations and experiences are discrepant with participants

experiencing ‘less’ than expected.

The results for university environment (relationships) for the ‘traditional’

group are: expectations mode = 18, experiences mode = 18; range = 3-

21; difference = 0. For the ‘EBL’ group the results are: expectations mode

= 18, experiences mode = 17; difference = -1. Although the score for the

‘EBL’ group is discrepant, for both of the groups the experiences scored

towards the higher end of the scale.

Overall, these results show that the participants’ experiences did not match

their expectations. In the ‘traditional’ group their experiences were ‘more’

than their expectations in the library and information technology and in

module learning variables. Additionally the experiences conformed with the

expectations for clubs and organisations for the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’
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groups and conformed for relationships for the ‘traditional’ group. Further

discussion takes place in the next section when discussing the quality of the

educational experience and the relationship between the expectations and

experiences of students to their first year experience.
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Table 4: Expectations and experiences differences for the ‘traditional’ group (group 1) and the ‘EBL’ group (group 2)

N:
group
1

N:
group
2

Minimum
–and
maximum
range for
subscales

Mode:
group
1

Difference
between
expectations
and
experiences8:
group 1

Mode:
group
2

Difference
between
expectations
and
experiences:
group 2

Libexpect
Libexper

115
91

82
88

10-40 27
32

+5 29
26

-3

Acstaffexpect
Acstaffexper

121
93

81
89

6-24 13
10

-3 14
9

-5

Modexpect
Modexper

116
91

78
87

9-36 24
28

+4 28
27

-1

Writexpect
Writexper

124
93

82
89

4-16 12
9

-3 16
10

-6

Clubexpect
Clubexper

125
95

82
87

5-20 5
5

0 5
5

0

Studexpect
Studexper

125
95

82
88

7-28 21
16

-5 21
13

-8

Sciencexpect
Sciencexper

115
90

70
85

4-16 8
7

-1 8
7

-1

Conv1expect
Conv1exper

118
87

81
88

10-40 20
19

-1 25
22

-3

Conv2expect
Conv2exper

122
90

80
88

6-24 16
12

-4 18
12

-6

Curriculumexpect
Curriculumexper

123
89

84
94

8-56 48
40

-8 46
37

-9

Relationsexpect
Relationsexper

120
89

82
93

3-21 18
18

0 18
17

-1

8
The difference between the expectations and experiences is calculated by subtracting the expectations score from the experiences score. Thus, a

positive score indicates that the experience ‘exceeded’ the expectation in relation to the score – see later section for discussion
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3.5 Quality of the educational experience

Chapter 1 described the complex array of factors that impact on the quality

of the first year undergraduate experience. Within this discussion the

importance of the differences between expectations and experiences were

noted. It is asserted that the quality of the educational experience can be

measured, in part, by measuring the difference between expectations and

experiences, i.e. by taking the experience score from the expectations

score within aspects of the questionnaire. The hypothesis is that where a

participant expects something different from that which is experienced,

issues relating to integration and assimilation can result. When a

participant indicates that the experience matches the expectation (whether

low scoring or high scoring), the experience is congruent with the

expectation. When a participant indicates that the experience does not

match the expectation (whether low or high scoring for expectation or

experience), this indicates a discrepancy between the expectation and the

experience. A negative score indicates that the participant expected ‘more’

in terms of scoring higher for the expectation of participation within each of

the subscales than was actually experienced. A positive score indicates that

the participant expected ‘less’ in terms of scoring lower for the expectation

of participation within each of the subscales than was actually experienced.

In terms of assimilation and integration into first year, discrepancies

between expectations and experiences are important. It is not possible to

place a value judgment on positive and negative scores because, for

example, a participant may not have expected to attend many classroom

activities (therefore scoring low on expectations), and may have actually

attended all classroom activities (therefore scoring high on experiences).

The overall quality of the educational experience score would be a positive

number. However, the participant may view the experience as negative if

they had expected and hoped for a course in which participation in

classroom activities was not the focus of the teaching approach. On the

other hand, a negative score does not necessarily imply a negative

experience. What they both indicate is the discrepancy between

expectations and experiences which is important of itself.
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Correlations were looked for using Spearman’s rho rank order correlation

coefficient between the quality subscales. The correlation does not provide

information regarding the direction of causality as the Spearman’s rho test

does not demonstrate statistically which variable causes the other to

change (Pallant 2001). There may also be other variables affecting the

result that have not been measured. Tables 5 and 6 provide the statistical

results for each variable for expectation (table 5) and experiences (table

6).

For expectations, all, except five correlations were significant. The non-

significant correlations were: conversations 1 and academic staff p = .052;

curriculum and writing p = .089; clubs and conversations 2 p = .065; clubs

and relationships p= .160; science and curriculum p = .080. There were

strong correlations for library and academic staff (Spearman’s rho = .549),

library and module learning (Spearman’s rho = .517), academic staff and

module learning (Spearman’s rho = .500) and between writing and module

learning (Spearman’s rho = .526). These may relate to the expectation that

information seeking and learning within modules would be closely linked to

their interactions with academics and to taking an active approach to

learning.

Additionally there were moderate correlations between almost all of the

other variables indicating that the participants expected that all aspects of

the curriculum would be connected or linked to one another. For example,

module learning with its emphasis on active participation in the learning

experience (through reading, note taking, discussion, application of

theory), has moderate correlations with all other variables. It seems,

therefore, that the participants expected that active learning within

modules would be related to their experiences in information seeking

(library and information technology), their connections with academic staff,

contribution to the learning experience (writing, learning and teaching

approaches, scientific and quantitative experiences), and other aspects of

their curriculum experience (student acquaintances, campus facilities, and

clubs and organisations). The expectations correlations indicate that
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students have a general level of expectation overall and that they see the

course as a whole with many of the parts connected to each other.

For experiences there were fewer correlations that were significant,

particularly in relationships and curriculum. There were no strong

correlations with all of the strong correlations in expectations moving to

moderate correlations (library and academic staff Spearman’s rho = .411;

library and module learning Spearman’s rho = .325; academic staff and

module learning Spearman’s rho = .338 and between writing and module

learning Spearman’s rho = .325). There remain moderate correlations

across the variables generally although some of these are reduced. For

example in module learning, eight out of the ten correlations were lower for

experiences. Given the numbers of non-significant correlations and the

overall reduction in the strength of the correlations, it may be that students

began to pick apart the curriculum experience and started to see some

aspects of the curriculum in isolation. It may be that the connections that

they had expected across the curriculum were not matched through their

experiences.

In summary, the findings show that students’ expectations were not

matched by their experiences. It appears that students expected to

experience a connected curriculum, but that the reality of their experience

was that the links across the curriculum became less strong.
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Table 5: Spearman’s rho scores and significance values for expectations

Lib Acstaff Mod Writ Club Student Science Conv1 Conv2 Curric Relation

Lib 1

Acstaff 549
.000

1

Mod .517
.000

.500

.000
1

Writ .296
.000

.496

.000
.526
.000

1

Club .348
.000

.402

.000
.338
.000

.347

.000
1

Student .247
.001

.312

.000
.449
.000

.295

.000
.261
.000

1

Science .412
.000

.381

.000
.384
.000

.234

.002
.349
.000

.393

.000
1

Conv1 .165
.025

.141

.052
.295
.000

.225

.002
.164
.002

.294

.000
.203
.007

1

Conv2 .187
.010

.167

.020
.331
.000

.220

.002
.131
.065

.14

.047
.150
.046

.467

.000
1

Curric .190
.008

.140

.049
.317
.000

.120

.089
-.063
.376

.206
003

.130

.080
.196
.006

.137

.002
1 .

Relation .200
.006

.234

.001
.276
.000

.238

.001
.100
.160

.145

.041
.157
.036

.146

.043
.161
.000

.372

.000
1
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Table 6: Spearman’s rho scores and significance values for experiences

Lib Acstaff Mod Writ Club Student Science Conv1 Conv2 Curric Relation

Lib 1

Acstaff .411
.000

1

Mod .325
.000

.338

.000
1

Writ .350
.000

.427

.000
.325
.000

1

Club .359
.000

.244

.001
.128
.089

.195

.009
1

Student .342
.000

.123

.100
.266
.000

.253

.001
.220
.003

1

Science .248
.001

.231

.002
.387
.000

.198

.009
.118
.121

.322

.000
1

Conv1 .244
.001

.155

.042
.248
.001

.136

.074
.273
.000

.413

.000
.419
.000

1

Conv2 .393
.000

.249

.001
.362
.000

.307

.000
.186
.014

.280

.000
.347
.000

.452

.000
1

Curric .082
.277

.166

.026
.175
.020

.005

.946
-.038
.615

.101

.174
.063
.405

.142

.061
.077
.310

1 .

Relation .220
.003

.109

.147
.081
.286

.092

.220
.063
.402

.196

.008
.059
.439

.134

.078
.127
.093

.453

.000
1
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3.6 Summary

The quality of the educational experience can, in part, be measured by the

differences between expectations and experiences. Students expected to

experience a connected curriculum with many aspects of the educational

experience linking together to form a whole. However, for both the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, their experiences did not match their

expectations in many areas. Importantly, students in both groups had high

expectations of the relationships that they would develop with academic

and administrative staff, and with their peers. The findings show that the

experiences matched expectations for the ‘traditional’ group and were very

close for the ‘EBL’ group indicating that the connections with people were

both expected and were a part of the reality of the experience. While it is

important that discrepancies between expectations and experiences are

addressed, it is also necessary to ensure that academics do not simply

work towards meeting expectations if these are low or unrealistic.

The first year experience is made up of many components, some of which

have been measured using the expectations and experiences

questionnaires. The findings contribute to the ‘thick’ description required in

case study research and are integrated with the qualitative findings in the

following chapter. The findings point toward the conclusion that many

aspects of the first year experience are important in determining the overall

experience of the first year, and that some of these aspects have an impact

on one another. It is likely, therefore, that when developing a first year

curriculum, all aspects should be addressed.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS: INTERVIEWS AND DIARIES

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the findings of the experiences interviews and diaries

of those students who successfully completed first year and those who

chose to leave. The interviews and diaries enquired about the first year

experience of the participants. Data analysis was undertaken as described

in chapter 2. The interviews and diaries were utilised to address, in part,

the following objectives of the overall research:

1. To examine the first year experience of nursing students.

2. To propose strategies to enhance the student experience

and rates of retention in first year undergraduate nursing

students.

The chapter begins by specifying the purpose of the interviews and the

diaries, before identifying and describing the themes and categories.

Finally, the qualitative and quantitative findings are integrated so as to

provide a ‘thick’ description of the phenomenon of the first year experience

of nursing students.

4.2 Purpose of the interviews and diaries

The purpose of the interviews was to investigate the lived experiences of

students on a first year nursing course (‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups). The

interviews and diaries aimed to gather in-depth information about the

experiences of students who successfully completed first year, and students

who left. Comparisons can be made between students in the ‘traditional’

and ‘EBL’ groups, and between students who stayed and who left in terms

of their perceptions and experiences. Appendix 12 provides a table with an

overview of the themes and categories, and those participants9 who

discussed them. The process of developing the themes and categories is

9 All participants’ names have been changed to maintain anonymity.
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described in chapter 2, and appendix 7 provides extracts from my reflexive

diary illustrating a small part of the process of coming to decisions about

the final themes and categories. The choice of which quotes should be used

was challenging given the richness of the data within the interviews and the

diaries10. The choices were made based on: quotes that were succinct and

representative of a number of the participants’ discussions; quotes that

were different to others’ and demonstrated the differences in experiences;

and quotes that simply encapsulated an experience in wonderful language.

The decisions regarding the themes were iterative, and the process is

described in chapter 2. Mind maps and other notes were used during the

iterative process and the reading, rereading and reading the transcripts

again enabled me to develop my understanding of the ‘whole’.

The themes and categories arose across both groups, amongst those

students who left and those who successfully completed first year, and

amongst diary keepers and interviewees. The diaries provided participants

with the opportunity to discuss the ‘here and now’, whereas the interviews

were, by their very nature, retrospective. It was therefore easier to identify

the ongoing process of the evolving experiences through the diaries than

the interviews. Table 7 provides an overview of the number of participants

who kept diaries and participated in interviews. Additionally, table 8

provides an overview of the wide range of demographic characteristics of

the participants.

Table 7: Numbers of interview and diary participants

‘Traditional’
group 1

‘EBL’ group 2 Both groups

Diary 3 (stayer) 4 (stayer); 1
(leaver)

8

Interviews
with people
who stayed

6 5 11

Interviews
with people
who left

4 1 5

10 The quotes are as spoken by the participants. I have avoided the use of ‘sic’ so

as to provide a faithful and accurate account of what was said or written, and to
avoid implying a judgment on their particular ways of speaking or writing.
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Table 8: Interview and diary participants’ demographic characteristics

Name Group
(1=tradit-
ional,
2=EBL) and
data

Age on
entry

Sex of
student

Entry
qualifi-
cations

Did either of
your
parents
graduate
from
university?

Where will
you live?

Expenses? Stayed /
discontinue

Aileen
4148

1
Interview

28 F SGs No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

More than
half

Stayed

Gail
4127

1
Interview

33 F Access No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

More than
half

Stayed

Craig
4034

1
Interview

28 M HGs No In Aberdeen None/very
little

Stayed

Jenny
4124

1
Interview

17 F HGs No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

Less than
half

Stayed

Barbara
4110

1
Interview

47 F HGs No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

More than
half

Stayed

Lesley
4061

1
Interview

42 F Access No In Aberdeen None/very
little

Stayed

Jane
4126

1
Interview

47 F Access Missing Missing Missing Discontinued

Lauren
4074

1
Interview

20 F HGs No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

None/very
little

Discontinued

Tanya
4079

1
Interview

50 F Diploma No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

Missing Discontinued

Laura
4030

1
Interview

18 F HGs No University
accomm.

None/very
little

Discontinued

Linda
4087

1
Diary

41 F HGs No Missing Missing Stayed

Louise
4155

1
Diary

24 F HGs No In Aberdeen None Stayed

Sarah
4122

1
Diary

32 F HGs No In Aberdeen None Stayed
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Karen
5137

2
Interview

20 F HGs No In Aberdeen None Stayed

Mark
5168

2
Interview

18 M HGs Yes University
accomm.

All or nearly
all

Stayed

Rebecca
5017

2
Interview

19 F HGs Missing Missing Missing Stayed

Alex
5025

2
Interview

19 F HGs Yes In Aberdeen None/very
little

Stayed

Tessa
5032

2
Interview

41 F Access No In Aberdeen All or nearly
all

Stayed

Marie
5163

2
Interview

40 F HGs No Within 10 miles
of Aberdeen

All or nearly
all

Discontinued

Kim
5085

2
Diary

46 F SGs No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

None/very
little

Stayed

Gill
5131

2
Diary

46 F HGs No In Aberdeen None/very
little

Discontinued

Lynsey
5144

2
Diary

41 F Degree No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

None/very
little

Stayed

Carol
5078

2
Diary

39 F Access No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

All or nearly
all

Stayed

Colin
5096

2
Diary

34 M Access No Over 10 miles
from Aberdeen

None/very
little

Stayed

Fiona
5034

2
Diary

31 F Degree Yes In Aberdeen None/very
little

Stayed
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4.3 Themes and categories

The themes that were developed through the process of data analysis are

relationships with people, the classroom experience, the practice

experience and professional education.

Within each of the themes, the following categories were identified:

1. Relationships with people

 Broadening horizons

 Knowing self and others

 Being supported and valued

2. The classroom experience

 Feeling inspired

 Becoming empowered

 Engaging with the learning experience

3. The practice experience

 Feeling inspired

 Becoming empowered

 Engaging with the learning experience

4. Professional education

 Motivation

 Preparedness

 Engagement

Although each of these will be discussed separately, links between the

themes and categories are evident.

4.3.1 Relationships with people

In the context of this thesis, ‘relationships with people’ were the

interactions between, and the relationships that developed with, people in a

variety of contexts. These were with peers, academic staff, practice staff
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and patients. The participants’ experiences linked to their ability, and

opportunity, to broaden their horizons in terms of developing relationships

with others, both socially and professionally. Knowing themselves (through

self awareness) and knowing others was important as a way of becoming

integrated into the different environments in which they found themselves.

One way in which the participants measured their relationships with other

people was through the ways in which they felt valued and supported.

Whether an individual felt empowered through feeling valued and

supported in the development of these relationships had an impact on the

quality of the experience.

Broadening horizons

Almost every participant talked about broadening horizons through the

relationships that developed both socially and professionally. ‘Broadening

horizons’, refers to the process that people go through when they engage

with the world and come to a new understanding of what it means to be in

the world (in this case, what it means to engage in the first year). In some

ways this is reflected in Heidegger’s ‘fusion of horizons’ (Gadamer 2004)

and the interpretive process one goes through when attempting to come to

an understanding of a phenomenon.

The contact with increasing social and professional circles provided the

participants with a broader perspective on their social and professional

lives. Whether this was a positive or negative experience depended on the

individual. Most of those who stayed on the courses found the experience

of meeting new people (peers, academic staff, mentors, patients) exciting,

whereas some of those who left found it daunting.

The ‘EBL’ group who successfully completed first year found the process of

developing relationships exciting. Most of those in the ‘EBL’ group seemed

to have broadened their horizons further than those in the ‘traditional’

group overall, probably because they had the opportunity to make better

connections through the EBL interactions. Even so, some of the ‘EBL’ group

talked a little about the daunting nature of interacting in large classes, but

focused more on the early opportunities to interact in small groups.
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In relation to meeting their peers, those in the ‘traditional’ group waited

longer than the ‘EBL’ group to have the opportunity to meet members of

their peer group in a structured way (through small group meetings). As

Sarah said:

I made friends with a number of other students and found there was
far more of an age diversity than I expected. It wasn’t until we were
split into smaller groups that I started to bond with fellow students.
(Sarah, 1, stayer D, semester 1)11

Jenny is fairly typical of the ‘traditional’ group for whom it took some time

to broaden horizons. She had described how difficult she had found it

initially to talk to people in the large classroom environment. However, at

the end of her first year she was feeling more settled:

I feel much happier [about university]12. I know a lot more faces now
so I can go and speak to them and they will come and speak to me.
(Jenny, 1, stayer I)

This knowing of ‘faces’ seemed to be important to the initial steps that

people took in getting to know others. Tessa highlighted the impact that

interacting in small groups (in this case enquiry-based learning groups)

had:

It’s when you go into smaller groups and you just find out through
general chitchat over coffee who’s got a lot in common. You get to
know people in the smaller [EBL] groups. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

Interestingly, it was the ‘chitchat’ that led to getting to know people, and

the small group learning activities that provided the opportunities. The

leavers in the ‘traditional’ group were particularly vocal about the impact

that coming into university and being in the larger groups had on their

experience. This is not to say that others did not feel daunted prior to

11 Key:

D=diary keeper; I=interviewee; 1=’traditional’ group; 2=’EBL’ group
12 Square brackets [] indicate words that have been added for clarity of meaning.
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coming into university and at the thought of having to broaden horizons. As

Mark and Jenny commented:

[On my first day] meeting new people, I found it easy but still
thought things like I hope it’ll be ok and things like that. (Mark, 2,
stayer I)

When I first started I was just from school and I didn’t know anyone
at all. And I found it really difficult to start with because they didn’t
have anything to help you get to know each other. You know, there
was no group sessions so when you were coming in like me it was
really hard to start with. (Jenny, 1, stayer I)

Lauren’s comment is typical of those made by the leavers (and one person

who stayed) in relation to their experiences of getting to know their peers

initially:

[Deciding who to sit next to] was a really daunting experience in a
big room like that. It does make student life a lot easier when you
know people. It’s a bit harsh when you don’t have anyone. (Lauren,
1, leaver I)

This is perhaps indicative of the fact that students in the ‘traditional’ group,

although in a personal tutor group, did not undertake much of their

learning in consistent, small groups. Students in the ‘EBL’ group were

allocated to a personal tutor/EBL group from day one, and undertook much

of their learning in those same small groups when they were not in

lectures. The focus was on the interactions within the group rather than on

the EBL itself.

Many of the participants were positive about the impact that broadening

their horizons had on their experiences. They noted the opportunities for

meeting new people, and enjoying a social life through the relationships

they had made in the university:

You don’t just come here to learn do you? It’s the people that you
meet, you know many nice people. (Marie, 2, leaver I)

The social side of things is ace! (Karen, 2, stayer I)
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When participants talked about their experiences of developing

relationships with patients in practice placements, their descriptions

indicated that these interactions broadened their horizons and made them

see things a bit differently. The focus that they took on their practice

experiences tended to be about their interactions with mentors and others

in terms of the support that they felt they received. All the diary keepers,

and some of the interviewees, mentioned specific interactions with patients

at some point and how these interactions helped them to learn something

about the person as a whole. There did not appear to be any differences

between experiences for leavers and stayers, or between groups. Two of

the participants said:

Meeting patients, undoubtedly [is what I enjoyed on placement]. You
know, I don’t just mean as a case about their illness and stuff. I
mean meeting such interesting people from all walks of life. I think
it’s good not to just learn about the illness you know. (Aileen, 1,
stayer I)

I mean the communications with patients as well. I enjoy finding out
about their lifestyles and I enjoy just because you meet all different
folks from walks of life. (Gail, 1, stayer I)

Participants valued the diversity of patients that they met and appeared to

want to get to know the ‘whole’ patient.

Overall then, it seems that those in the ‘EBL’ group developed stronger

relationships with their peers than the ‘traditional’ group, especially in the

early stages of being on the course. This seemed to relate to the way in

which the course was structured, with the ‘EBL’ participants being in EBL

groups from the beginning, and therefore having more opportunities to get

to know each other earlier. Those participants who left seemed to be less

likely to form strong relationships than those who stayed, with the

possibility that this related more to the person than to the learning

experience.
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Knowing self and others

As students broadened their horizons, their knowledge of themselves and

others developed. Where participants developed relationships with people,

they developed an understanding of others, along with a greater

understanding of themselves. Some of them used this as a learning

experience for practice. Others became more thoughtful about their

contribution, and others’ contributions, to the learning experience in the

university. The experience of developing knowledge of self and others

seemed to be fairly positive for most participants overall, although there

were some aspects (e.g. group working) that presented challenges for

some of the participants. In the ‘traditional’ group, all of those who

successfully completed first year and one of the leavers, seemed to have

positive experiences relating to knowing self and others, while the other

leavers were negative about this part of the experience. All of the ‘EBL’

group (except one leaver) were positive about knowing self and others in

the context of the overall first year experience.

Some of the ‘traditional’ group cited negative group experiences. Barbara is

typical of those who identified issues, although she placed a positive spin

on the learning she gained.

[In group work] you can sometimes get a clash of personalities…..but
that’s part of nursing as well isn’t it? Teamwork, trying to get on with
other people. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

So, while there may have been negative encounters, there could still be a

positive learning experience.

The development of understanding of self and others had an impact on the

way participants interacted with patients in practice. Becoming open to

knowing others through awareness of self and others enabled some of the

participants to articulate what this meant for them in practice:

Even being able to communicate with patients, you know, maybe
discuss the football…..it helps them relax. It helps me relax. (Craig,
1, stayer I)
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Cos it doesn’t look good for the patient as well when you have a
student who comes in and doesn’t talk to them. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

One of the problems with knowing people and developing close

relationships was that sometimes the relationship was destroyed. Whether

that was through death or though leaving the course, breaking

relationships had an impact on the overall experience. Two poignant

comments illustrate this:

I mean you’ve got to put a lot of stuff aside when you come home
[from placement]. You know you’ve seen a lot in one day, talk away
to this lady, next day she would be in a wee room, and the next day
she would be gone. (Lauren, 1, leaver I)

I was not sure how I should feel [when a patient died] and feel guilty
for not feeling more. (Carol, 2, stayer D, placement 1)

Only one participant talked about a friend leaving, but this seemed to cause

an emotional reaction that was, perhaps, unexpected for her:

Somebody that I got really close to dropped out after the summer
holidays in first year. That gutted me. I really felt bad cos I was
really close to her and thought what am I going to do? (Lesley, 1,
stayer I)

Taken as a whole, it appears that the students valued the different ways in

which the first year experience offered them the opportunity to get to know

others, and to develop their self-awareness. It seems that the participants

who left struggled with this aspect of the experience more than those who

successfully completed first year. Additionally, the participants in the ‘EBL’

group had more opportunities to get to know each other through their

group work and, in fact, found group work to be less problematic than did

those in the ‘traditional’ group.

Being supported and valued

All of the participants talked about being supported and valued. It was

important for the overall experience and had an impact on their perceptions

of the relationships that they made with others. In particular, participants

focused on the support they received in the university from lecturers and
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personal tutors, and the support they received from mentors and others in

practice. Some of them discussed support from peers, but not everyone. It

could be that peer support works well, and therefore was not a focus of

thought for some of the participants during the interviews and diary

keeping. Much of the discussion around support from, and being valued by,

university and practice staff concentrated on where this went wrong.

Leavers in particular talked about their negative experiences of support.

The impact of a perceived lack of support and value for people who were

thinking of leaving could be devastating. The following comments paint a

picture of where things went wrong:

I hardly saw my personal tutor. I found it really difficult to speak to
my personal tutor. She wasn’t particularly accessible. Well there was
a time when I gave up the course I had actually tried to ring her and
she wasn’t there – again. I’d spoken to the secretarial staff and they
had sorted [my leaving] out. And then I had to ring her and I said
that I was giving up. And she said ‘do you mind me asking why?’ And
she said ok, and then just put the phone down at the end of it.
(Tanya, 1, leaver I)

Tanya went on to say that she would have liked to have had much more

discussion about her decision to leave, and would have liked the personal

tutor to have appeared to care more. Marie also felt that she needed to be

listened to better. These were not uncommon experiences for students who

were thinking of leaving.

I did once go to my personal tutor and said, look, you know, I think
I’m going to have to come out of this [the course]. ‘Oh you can do it,
I know you can do it!’ – you know. That was it. I felt that wasn’t
what I needed to hear. I thought I wanted her to listen to more of
what I had to say. (Marie, 2, leaver I)

None of the people who successfully completed first year in either group

made comments like these. Perhaps they had never needed support in the

way these participants had, or perhaps when they had needed support they

had received it in a way that was suitable for them.
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Participants in both groups talked about times when they had sought

academic support for particular assignments. While some people found the

support accessible and helpful, others talked about the difficulties they

faced and the negative impact this had on them feeling supported and

valued. Lesley succinctly described one such experience. The phoning and

phoning indicates her frustration with not being responded to.

There was only once that I was really unhappy [with academic
support]. I think there was a breakdown in communication. Because
I phoned and phoned and phoned and she never got back to me. I
emailed this lecturer about two or three times and again she never
got back to me. (Lesley, 1, stayer I)

Some of the participants said that they had at least one negative

experience with practice staff. While this did not necessarily colour their

view of practice as a whole, it seems that these experiences were difficult

for the individuals at the time. The specific difficulties ranged from not

being valued as a mental health nurse, to being asked to undertake

inappropriate tasks, to being talked to in a way that was not helpful for

developing good relationships. All of the participants in the smaller

branches had at least one experience similar to that of Marie.

And I mentioned I was doing mental health [to my mentor]. ‘Oh
well, you’re not a real nurse then, a mental health nurse.’ (Marie, 2,
leaver I)

The approach to mentorship seemed to be so important to the placement

experience. Unfortunately a number of the participants cited experiences

where attitudes and behaviours were negative in nature.

She [mentor] basically didn’t have time for me. (Karen, 2, stayer I)

Because the matron kind of saw me to do odd jobs. You know I was
asked a lot of times to do things like the washing up. She wouldn’t
ask me to do things [directly]. She would ask the health care
assistant [to ask me]. [It made me feel] not important. (Rebecca, 2,
stayer I)
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My mentor actually said to me that the way I spoke was quite
common. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

I just wish my mentor would scowl at me less often and not talk to
me like a [child] who she has been lumbered with. (Lynsey, 2, stayer
D, placement 2)

Not having time, not appearing to value the student, seeing the student as

a burden, and making negative personal comments about the student were

all areas that participants, unsurprisingly, described as negative attributes

for support in practice.

Where participants described what they perceived as good support this

focused on feeling that they were valued as individuals. For them, good

support meant those providing it were available and accessible, were

interested in others, respected others, and recognised others’ qualities.

This was true for both academic and practice experiences.

The support is there if you want it. It’s up to the individual. They
throw it in your face all the time that the tutors are there if you need
them. (Lesley, 1, stayer I)

Lesley’s comment indicates what some of the participants felt: that

students should take control of their own learning and seek support if they

need it. Tanya’s comment shows that being treated as an adult was

important. Possibly Tanya had experienced ‘being talked down to’ in other

contexts.

I had a lot of support from the [academic] tutor. She was really very
good and very very positive. She made everyone feel a lot more
positive about the whole course. She didn’t actually talk down to you
or anything. (Tanya, 1, leaver I)

Mark’s comments, though particularly positive, were not unusual and show

just what kind of impact individual academics can have on the student

experience.

I’m very fortunate to have Eunice as a personal tutor because she
helps me through a lot. And you just love her cos she genuinely
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cares for us. She is a role model basically for all of us. I’ll always
remember her for the rest of my life. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

The ways in which participants talked about the positive experiences of

mentorship demonstrated that they valued a caring, positive, friendly

approach that enabled them to fit into the practice environment and learn.

Both groups of students highlighted very similar things and there did not

seem to be a difference between the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups’

experiences. A typical positive comment included:

[She] was very approachable, good at explaining things to me. When
she wasn’t on there was always someone took me under their wings
and kept me right. I felt like I fitted in and I thought this is what I
want to do. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

Being cared for (‘under their wings’) and fitting in were two aspects that

were important to the overall experience.

They’ve always been willing to help me and things. I’m quite shy and
I’m always asking lots of questions and nervous about what I’m
meant to be doing. But they haven’t made that a bad thing. They’ve
just tried to help me build up my confidence. (Jenny, 1, stayer I)

The trust and respect and everything that you have from the staff
that you’re working with. The last placement I really felt that I was a
valued team member. It felt good to be valued. (Lesley, 1, stayer I)

Being valued and respected and having people believe that confidence can

be developed were also key to a good experience of working with mentors

for these participants.

When peer support was mentioned, this was nearly always in a positive

light. Only Lauren described a negative experience with peers and this was

addressed with support from her personal tutor. Outside of the realms of

socialising (and broadening horizons), peers did appear to provide a useful

support network in terms of study and other support. The helpfulness of

others for both academic and social support was discussed by a number of

the participants, for example:
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I like these sort of discussions that you’re sitting at the lunch table
and somebody mentions something – maybe an ethics thing. You
discuss it. Because the friends I’ve got, none of them really do this
sort of thing [nursing]. (Craig, 1, stayer I)

But my class, there’s only 11 of us in all. And we’re quite close.
Constantly phoning each other. And everybody’s there if anybody’s
got something in their personal life. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

As previously highlighted, where groups did not meet very often, social

relationships were not formed easily, and therefore the personal tutor

groups did not offer a peer support network for those in the ‘traditional’

group in the same way as the groups did for the ‘EBL’ group.

Our [personal tutor] group never really met that much. We just met
once a term so I didn’t even know people in my personal tutor
group. (Jenny, 1, stayer I)

The participants consistently identified the qualities that, for them, made a

good supporter. These included approachability, availability and a caring

manner. Conversely, when the participants did not feel valued they

identified difficulty in accessing support and lack of care as the

characteristics that impacted negatively on their first year experience.

4.3.2 The classroom experience

On the pre-registration nursing courses students spent 50% of their time

on theoretical aspects of their learning and 50% of their time in practice.

While the theory informed their practice, and they reflected on their

practice experiences in the classroom, the participants discussed each

aspect of their course separately. Part of the reason for this was probably

the nature of the questions they were asked when interviewed, and the

nature of the reminder letters they received for the diaries. In the context

of the classroom experience, participants talked/wrote about feeling

inspired, becoming empowered, and engaging with the learning experience.

Inspiration was linked to the approaches used by lecturers in the

classroom. In particular, where lecturers were said to be inspiring they

were enthusiastic, interacted well with students, used humour, and were
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approachable. When students felt empowered, this was allied to their ability

to manage the volumes of information, to manage assessment work

alongside practice, to researching and discovering theory, and to using

learning methods to test their knowledge. Engagement with the learning

experience was mainly associated with the use of small group work as

opposed to learning in lecture theatres. Some of those who undertook

enquiry-based learning discussed its impact on the learning experience.

The participants also discussed the organisation of the timetable and the

impact this had on their engagement. Participants highlighted how the use

of clinical skills sessions in the university enabled them to engage with the

learning, or would have engaged them if there had been more available

skills time.

Feeling inspired

Enthusiasm was cited as an important attribute for lecturers, which in turn

was seen as creating enthusiasm and inspiration in students. A number of

the participants talked about being in lectures where the environment was

uninspiring, with lecturers speaking in monotonous tones and not creating

enthusiasm. Mark was gracious in his comments but reflected what many of

the other participants felt.

You learned a lot of the tutors have their own ways of teaching.
There is one or two who you just wish you would liven things up just
a little bit! You’ve got the odd one that speaks the same way all the
way through and I find it hard to keep listening. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

On the other hand, some of the participants talked about their experiences

of having enthusiastic lecturers who created interest in the classroom. As

Gail said:

Some of [the male lecturers] come around with a microphone and
they ask the students and that is good because everybody kind of
gets into the discussion. (Gail, 1, stayer I)

When participants discussed lecture experiences that were interactive and

humorous, they were animated in the discussion. All those who had
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negative or mixed experiences reported lectures that were difficult to

handle. Gail’s comment was:

There’s no interaction, no humour [from some lecturers]. (Gail, 1,
stayer I)

Fiona went so far as to describe feelings of anger related to teaching

approaches. She was the only one who described her feelings in those

terms, although all of the others who had negative experiences spoke at

some length about feeling bored or uninspired.

I left the room quite angry and more importantly didn’t learn
anything as her authoritarian style prevented me from learning.
(Fiona, 2, stayer D, semester 2)

Approachability and encouragement were described as positive aspects of

lecturers’ ways of working with students. This kind of approach enabled

participants to open up and discuss the theory in the classroom setting.

Most of the tutors have been fantastic and encourage your learning
through discussion, resources or providing a listening ear for your
ideas and thoughts. (Fiona, 2, stayer D, semester 3)

In summary it seems that, from the participants’ perspective, some

lecturers performed well in the lecture situation while others were not as

engaging. There did not appear to be differences between the ‘traditional’

and ‘EBL’ groups or the leavers and stayers in relation to their perceptions

of inspiration in the context of the classroom.

Becoming empowered

The participants did not use the term empowerment (except for one –

Colin), but did identify at least some of the attributes of empowerment

within their first year experience (as described in chapter 1).

In the ‘EBL’ group, most of the participants appeared to feel empowered in

the classroom environment and in their approach to theoretical learning.

However, Karen had not enjoyed any aspect of the university learning
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experience in first year, but did report that at the beginning of second year

she was starting to enjoy it more.

Fiona and Laura provided differing views about being self-directed in their

learning approaches:

What has been good is the amount of self-directed study. I think it
highlights how much you want to learn or how much you don’t.
(Fiona, 2, stayer (D), semester 1)

I suppose that I’m quite a motivated person really so I liked the
challenge of kind of trying to teach myself. But I suppose I’d never
really thought about what university was going to be like. I mean I
knew it was going to be a whole different ball game. I mean, I
enjoyed it, but it’s a hard way to learn. (Laura, 1, leaver I)

Their comments are reflective of others’ and could relate to the different

approaches to teaching used in the two groups. In the ‘traditional’ group,

students were expected to research topic areas independently and in

groups. However, they were asked to do this across a range of modules

and in different groups without a consistent approach. Those in the ‘EBL’

group were involved in EBL activities, as well as module group activities

and were almost always working within the same groups.

Some of the participants found the organisation of the learning challenging.

They felt that the university timetables were complex and some

participants found them confusing to work with.

We got those lovely green timetables and it was like, what is this? I
was so confused. (Alex, 2, stayer I)

Some of the participants found that the construction of the timetable had

an impact on their experiences. Participants did not like it when the

timetabled sessions were spread across the day. In particular, this issue

related to the chronology of timetabling where there were gaps between

contact within the classroom. As Jane said:
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I didn’t like the fact that learning is so scattered throughout the
week. (Jane, 1, leaver I)

The diary keepers were the only ones who said anything about assessment

and its impact on the experience. The participants in the ‘traditional’ group

identified more of the challenges than those in the ‘EBL’ group:

I find the amount of time we have to pursue academic assignments
daunting [on top of practice]. (Sarah, 1, stayer D, placement 1)

I will be a bit happier when I receive the results of my first essay as I
just don’t know how well (or how badly) I have performed. (Linda, 1,
stayer D, semester 3)

The use of computer assisted learning provided the opportunity for

students to determine their learning needs and work independently on

some aspects of the theory. This seemed to have a positive effect on the

learning experience for some as Lynsey said:

I have quite sadly become addicted to doing the practices [for
module learning] on my computer. I feel quite chuffed with myself
when I manage a good score. (Lynsey, 2, stayer D, semester 2)

Participants who were undertaking one of the smaller branch programmes

(mental health or children’s as opposed to adult branch), all said that they

felt that first year was geared towards adult branch. Karen was a children’s

nursing student:

And it just felt the first year there was little snippets of children’s
nursing but, I think it was more adult based. (Karen, 2, stayer I)

The intention had been that EBL experiences should have provided

opportunities to consider generic theory in a branch specific way, but

perhaps it did not.

A number of the ‘traditional’ group participants, and those in the smaller

branches in the ‘EBL’ group, wondered about the relevance of aspects of

the theory:
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I thought oh my god, what on earth has this [sociology and
psychology] got to do with nursing? (Aileen, 1, stayer I)

Bringing together what has been discussed so far, the participants in the

‘EBL’ group appeared to participate in their classroom experiences more

than those in the ‘traditional’ group. They seemed to demonstrate some

characteristics of empowerment such as the ability to take control over

aspects of the learning experience.

Engaging with the learning experience

Engagement has been described in chapter 1. It involves the active

participation of students in the overall learning process, and can lead to the

empowerment of the individual.

Most of the participants said that they preferred group work to lectures.

They acknowledged the importance of lectures but pointed out some of the

pitfalls of working in that learning environment. The pitfalls included the

way in which students behaved, the style of the lecturer, and the difficulties

with asking (and answering) questions in large classes. All participants said

that they preferred the smaller groups and got a lot more out of this

approach to teaching.

Barbara was typical of those who found it difficult to ask questions:

I feel that you miss out with lectures. Answering any queries that
you have about any of it……you miss out on that. Where in a tutorial
group you can do that. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

Many of the participants found that the lectures were not conducive to

learning. In particular, a number of them said that the environment was

distracting with people talking during the lectures. Craig and Karen, while

describing different perspectives, highlighted the problem of distraction in a

big lecture theatre.

Something I hate about lectures is if you’re sitting there and there’s
somebody yapping behind you. (Craig, 1, stayer I)
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I do prefer smaller classes and smaller groups. I don’t particularly
like the big lectures. I get a bit distracted quite easily. There’s always
chat around you in the lecture theatre. (Karen, 2, stayer I)

Lauren and Aileen succinctly stated what they thought about lectures. They

were typical of most of the participants.

I mean, lectures can’t always be fun. They can be a bit of a drag.
(Lauren, 1, leaver I)

I’m not saying big lectures aren’t good. I’m sure they wouldn’t use
them if they didn’t work. But for me I just prefer smaller groups.
(Aileen, 1, stayer I)

Aileen’s comment is interesting in particular because it indicated that she

felt that academics knew best about teaching approaches (‘I’m sure they

wouldn’t use them if they didn’t work’).

There seemed to be a general acceptance and expectation that lectures

were not necessarily the most interesting of teaching approaches for the

participants. In this respect, both groups had very similar experiences. The

strong feeling with the participants was that smaller group work was more

beneficial overall than the large lectures. While they could see the

importance of lectures in some circumstances, they seemed to get more

out of the activities in the smaller groups. Fewer of the ‘EBL’ group

participants commented in detail on the group work, and this may have

reflected the much higher ratio of group work activities that took place

within the ‘EBL’ course.

None of the ‘traditional’ group discussed the impact that group discussions

had on theory and learning from experiences. However, a number of the

‘EBL’ group talked about the way in which EBL activities helped them to

make links between theory and practice. Some of ‘EBL’ group found EBL to

be a valuable approach to learning (even if they did not realise it at the

time). Others did not find it so valuable, particularly the consolidation

phase. The consolidation phase was a seven week period at the end of first

year where there was no further module teaching. Instead students
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undertook consolidation activities within their EBL groups in order to ensure

that students were comfortable with year 1 learning and were prepared for

year 2. The following comments represented the mixed views of the

participants:

For me personally I enjoyed the group work and the [EBL
consolidation]. I enjoyed all that, the discussions. (Marie, 2, leaver I)

The EBL activities helped me more now than they did then. It didn’t
seem to make any sense why we were doing it but now it does.
(Rebecca, 2, stayer I)

The one thing that confuses a lot of people is the point behind EBL.
Didn’t learn or get anything from it. Perhaps a year from now I will
say ‘I get it’. (Fiona, 2, stayer D, semester 1)

I think EBL is a waste of time. I don’t know if it’s cos of who my
personal tutor is. It just doesn’t feel like we’re getting anything out
of it. The [consolidation phase] was quite good cos we had time to
cover stuff ourselves, just work through it ourselves. (Alex, 2, stayer
I)

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the limited discussion that took place

around EBL. However, the consolidation period caused problems for some

people. On the other hand, some of the students identified that it was a

positive phase in which there was time for reflection and further learning.

The participants stated that facilitators needed to work with students in a

consistent and engaging way.

The ‘EBL’ group seemed to have a better experience of clinical skills

teaching in the university than those in the ‘traditional’ group. Students

valued skills practice prior to going out to placement, and the ‘EBL’ group

had a full module devoted to clinical skills in semester 1. The ‘traditional’

group had very little input. Craig showed how he would have valued clinical

skills within first year and the perception that ‘doing’ is what counts.

The practical side [in the clinical skills laboratories], quite good. Em,
we haven’t really been down there at all in first year. I mean you sit
through a lecture for hours and no practical…. (Craig, 1, stayer I)
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The ‘EBL’ group’s comments were represented by Tessa who valued the

skills input in preparation for practice.

Doing the clinical skills gives you the background before you’re out in
placement. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

It seems that the skills practice that students got in the university helped

them to develop confidence for when they were out in practice.

Without exception, all the participants preferred to be taught in small

groups rather than in big lectures. Many of them stated that there was

some value in large group teaching, although they could not articulate what

it was. Rather, they credited lecturers with an understanding of what works

best for students (and therefore why choices were made about teaching

approaches). Some of the EBL participants stated that EBL was helpful in

the learning experience. It appears that the value of EBL became clearer

for some as time went on and experience grew. There were conflicting

views on the consolidation phase, and perhaps this is a reflection on

students’ preparedness for engagement in learning. In addition,

participants valued clinical skills practice in the university prior to going out

to practice.

4.3.3 The practice experience

The practice experience was significant to the overall learning experience

for all the participants who did at least one placement. Participants talked

or wrote about feeling inspired, or otherwise, by the way in which mentors

and other staff worked with students during the learning process. Becoming

empowered and engaging with the learning experience were also aspects of

the practice experiences that came through strongly in the interviews and

the diaries. For two participants (one from each group), the experience in

practice was the factor that provoked them to leave and related to the

ways in which mentors and other practice colleagues communicated – their

use of interpersonal skills. Jane (‘traditional’ group leaver) did not make it

to practice as she left in semester 1 prior to her first placement. Positive
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and negative experiences did not seem to be linked to belonging to either

the ‘traditional’ or ‘EBL’ groups.

Feeling inspired

Feeling inspired was associated with the interpersonal skills and role

modelling of clinical staff in that students looked to them for ‘ways of being’

in a professional capacity, and was linked to being seen as part of the team

while having the special role as a supernumerary student. Where

participants felt a sense of excitement relating to practice experiences, they

were more likely to feel inspired, as opposed to those whose lack of

confidence made them feel anxious rather than excited. Some of the

participants talked about whether they could ever see themselves in the

role of a nurse linking closely to the way in which the practice learning

experience was inspiring or otherwise.

The issue about role models seemed to be crucial to students’ practice

experiences. It was something that all participants discussed to some

extent, either positively or negatively, as illustrated by the following

quotes:

I don’t like the harshness that a nurse had to be. I just didn’t think I
could have done it for the rest of my days. I just thought it was
really too harsh. I would have liked it to be a lot more friendlier.
They tried their best but it came to the whole ‘it’s a job’ and I didn’t
like that. To me it’s not a job, it’s somebody’s life. And I’ve never
seen caring as a job. It’s always been a privilege because you’re
taking care of people. It was just it was a chore for all of them and I
didn’t want to end up thinking that way. (Lauren, 1, leaver I)

There are nurses at the placement that I can see myself being like
and there are quite a few who I definitely don’t want to be like.
(Sarah, 1, stayer D, placement 3)

Today left me feeling that nursing seemed to be about denial,
preconceived ideas and being impervious to patients’ feelings. This
left me feeling like a square peg in a round hole – the odd one out.
But I don’t have to be a carbon copy of the trained nurses I work
with. (Sarah, 1, stayer D, placement 3)
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The participants gave the impression that they expected to be inspired by

the nurses that they worked with and became disillusioned when qualified

staff did not seem to enjoy their work.

The importance of being seen as supernumerary was identified by some of

the participants. Where this was discussed, it was done so negatively so it

may be that those who did not discuss it did not come across the issue

when they were in practice. As Lauren said:

We’re meant to be supernumerary I suppose, but basically we’re the
staff and we’re there and we’re made to work. (Lauren, 1, leaver I)

The difference between participating in care as a learning opportunity and

‘being made to work’ came through in a number of the interviews and

diaries. The participants were happy to be involved in all aspects of care

when this was seen as part of the learning experience. However, they were

unhappy when their activities were perceived as plugging a staff shortage.

Some of the participants talked about being thrown in at the deep end and

either the excitement or the anxiety that this evoked. It was hard to

determine whether the characteristics of the participant or the

characteristics of the placement had an impact on their anxiety or

excitement. The negative feelings were reflected in Lauren’s comments:

I mean even though I knew quite a lot because of my nursing, my
caring background, I still felt I was struggling and in at the deep end
[on first placement]. (Lauren, 1, leaver I)

Unfortunately, a number of the participants found that they were working

in an environment where there were problems with interpersonal

relationships amongst the staff. Even where this was not overt, participants

seemed to pick up on the problems quite quickly, and this certainly had a

negative impact on the experience as Rebecca explained.

And you don’t really know who to trust because they’re all against
each other [practice staff]. (Rebecca, 2, stayer I)
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Disillusionment with practice was depicted through overall negative

comments such as those of Sarah and Barbara:

My placements have not been everything I expected or wanted.
(Sarah, 1, stayer D, placement 3)

I have been disillusioned at times. Just seeing things done in practice
and you think, oh my god – the consequences. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

It seems that many of the participants’ expectations of what the reality of

practice learning would be did not match their experiences. On the other

hand, many of the participants were inspired by practice and demonstrated

this through general comments such as:

Well, I loved all three of my placements I had in first year. Loved
them. I really can’t say anything bad about any of them. (Aileen, 1,
stayer I)

Those who stayed were more positive overall in relation to the way in which

they described their placements. Leavers did not describe their experiences

in the same terms as people like Mark and Aileen, even when the leavers

discussed positive aspects of their practice experiences. They simply were

not as positive overall about what it was like for them to be undertaking

practice placements. Those who successfully completed first year also

identified negative issues as described. For example, Mark talked about one

of his experiences where his mentor was a particularly bad role model.

However he did not focus on the negative issues, he focused on the positive

aspects of the learning experience.

Becoming empowered

Becoming empowered as learners in the clinical environment was linked to

the participants knowing their role within the context of care, and being

allowed to take on relevant responsibilities. When this did not happen,

participants felt disempowered. Those who felt that they were contributing

to decision-making about their learning described feelings of being

empowered. Participants who identified that feedback from mentors was

not constructive and that there were ‘office politics’, appeared to exhibit
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feelings of disempowerment. Useful feedback to inform ongoing practice

was found to be empowering. A team approach in a supportive

environment where staff members did not appear to have negative issues

with each other was also found to be imperative to the promotion of a

positive learning environment.

Participants who felt empowered described taking control of their own

learning within defined boundaries. As Colin wrote:

I had a very informal discussion on what I wanted from my
placement. It is my responsibility to arrange what I will be doing [on
community placement]. I feel empowered by the process. (Colin, 2,
stayer, D, placement 2)

Where participants felt disempowered they described what it felt like not to

be allowed to take responsibility for an area of care for which they felt

ready due to previous life experiences. Tessa’s situation cropped up in

other participants’ experiences:

A few times I felt I was belittled in respect I was sitting in a mother
and baby clinic. And I was told to sit in a seat in the corner while
everything was being done around me. I’m a mum of three. I know
how to hold a baby! It made me think that if that’s how you treat
people there’s no way I’ll become a health visitor. (Tessa, 2, stayer
I)

Some of the participants did not feel in control of their learning, and in fact

described what it felt like not to understand what their role was. Lauren

provided a typical view:

I think there was a lot of stuff on my placement I wasn’t meant to be
doing. But you never know what you’re meant to be doing and what
you’re not meant to be doing. (Lauren, 1, leaver I)

The way in which mentors and others provided feedback was influential on

the participants’ perceptions of their experiences. While participants valued

feedback to assist with learning, they found it difficult to deal with when it

was given in a negative manner. Sarah, Alex and Gill provided a variety of

common perspectives. Two of them (Alex and Gill) focused on the grades
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they were awarded for their placements, while Sarah discussed more

general feedback.

It’s frustrating when you feel you’ve worked really hard and in the
end they only give you a four13 and you’re like, well I think I deserve
more than that. But then they’re the senior so you can’t argue too
much you know. (Alex, 2, stayer I)

What a disappointing day. I just feel like I work hard and don’t know
what else to do to get a better grade. (Gill, 2, leaver D, placement 1)

When telling [my mentor] what I am not comfortable with, she
makes cutting remarks instead of exploring why I am not
comfortable with certain (aggressive) residents, and this has a
knock-on effect of further reducing your confidence. Someone’s
attitude can impact on the care you give to others. (Sarah, 1, stayer
D, placement 2)

Sarah’s comments are particularly insightful with her appreciation of the

impact that others’ feedback can have on confidence. Gill, on the other

hand, sounded disillusioned and wearily frustrated with her situation. In her

diary, she had, in fact, described the ways in which she had sought

feedback, and how she had tried to take it on board. In the end she did not

seem to know what else to do.

A number of the participants mentioned ‘office politics’:

I just don’t know why I’m not more enthusiastic. The other students
and I seem to agree that there is quite a lot of office politics going on
– and we don’t think everyone gets on as well as they should or
could. (Louise, 1, stayer D, placement 2)

Louise started by saying that she did not know why she was not more

enthusiastic, but went on to provide a potential reason. The relationships

between clinical staff seemed to have a significant effect (either positively

or negatively affecting the experience). Some who mentioned ‘office

politics’ recognised that the interpersonal relationships of staff members did

not have to have a negative impact on their learning experience. For others

13 The grading scheme in the university at the time was from 1 (fail) to 6 (excellent

pass). Grade 4 was a good pass.
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(in particular Gill), the negative learning environment had a major impact,

and contributed to her feeling disempowered.

Engaging with the learning experience

Participants who engaged with the learning experience talked about the

ways in which they took on every learning opportunity that was available to

them. This active approach to learning was often supported by an active

approach to mentoring. Some participants identified negative aspects to

the clinical learning experience that had an impact on their engagement

with the learning. These included: a perception that the participant was

taking on auxiliary nurse roles; feeling like a ‘lost sheep’; and feeling bored

with the learning experience.

Barbara in particular had an issue with the amount of contact she had with

auxiliaries because she felt that her learning should have been facilitated

by qualified staff:

Most of the time you’re working with auxiliaries really. I’ve got a
thing about that….. A fair amount of the practical training tends to be
working with somebody who’s not trained. And I feel that although
some of them have been doing it a long time and can show me lots,
and often do. But I’ve seen the other side as well. They’ve no
training on ethical issues or professionalism or good communication
with people. I’m training to be a nurse and I want to be trained as a
nurse practically as well as theoretically. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

Others talked about the fact that they were not always supernumerary and

were therefore ‘counted in the numbers’ of staff on shift:

The staff of the hospital are really nice but there’s a few comments
you know – ‘oh I’m glad you guys are here cos it’s easier for us’.
(Lauren, 1, leaver I)

Lauren’s experience shows that where students were treated as part of the

staff complement (an extra pair of hands), and not supernumerary, the

learning experience was less satisfactory. For example, Lauren may not

have had the opportunity to find out from qualified staff what she should be

doing.
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Marie (leaver) had a negative experience overall, and never really engaged

with the learning in practice. Hers was a different experience to others’.

She was fairly negative about nursing and in particular she did not enjoy

the one placement she undertook, perhaps because she felt that she had to

conform to a particular way of being that did not suit her personality:

The first placement was out in the community and it was boring! I’ve
never been used to wearing a uniform. That was a barrier. I didn’t
feel comfortable in it. I had to be what they wanted me to be.
(Marie, 2, leaver I)

When the participants went into practice they had expectations regarding

what the experience was going to be like, what they would be expected to

do, how they were expected to behave, and how they thought that they

would be treated. The participants appeared to expect that they would

enjoy their placements. While most did, some of the participants had

concerns about the role they played and the way in which they were dealt

with. Interestingly, those participants who had previous caring experiences

seemed to find some aspects of their practice experiences somewhat

challenging, particularly when they perceived that they were undertaking

the same role as an auxiliary. Lauren’s feeling that she was working as an

auxiliary rather than as a student nurse was typical of the comments raised

by those who felt the same way:

You were basically an auxiliary. So I wasn’t learning anything.
(Lauren, 1, leaver I)

On the other hand, many of the participants recognised that the

development of ‘core’14 nursing skills was vital to their learning and that

this aspect of nursing could be challenging. Lynsey and Alex described this

issue well:

14 ‘Core’ nursing skills refer to the activities that students undertake with

patients/clients to meet basic needs (such as washing, assistance with eating,
making beds etc).
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When I got [to my first placement] I was told I was expected to
learn basic nursing care. I thought that sounded far too easy. I had
done it before and it would be a very boring 7 weeks. I was wrong
about all of it. (Lynsey, 2, stayer D, placement 1)

My first placement was quite good towards the end. It was in a
nursing home. Initially it was being a care assistant all over again. I
didn’t like that much. But towards the end I got to do injections and
dressings. (Alex, 2, stayer)

Again, Lauren typified the kinds of comments that people made about not

fitting in:

It was more that you did kind of feel like a lost sheep. I mean two
weeks; it took me two weeks to even start settling in. (Lauren, 1,
leaver I)

Participants who actively sought out learning opportunities appeared to be

much more engaged than others. Students who took control of their

learning, were more likely to be engaged. Mark discussed this. He was

interesting because he actually had one negative experience in placement

(where the mentor had commented on his accent), but this did not affect

his engagement and, in fact, contributed to him becoming empowered:

They [placements] were all brilliant. I mean I go on every shift and
try and get the best I can. I’m not somebody who looks on the
negative side of things. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

There was a difference in people’s experiences depending on the way in

which the mentor tried to engage with the participant’s learning. Tessa,

Gail and Louise’s comments indicated the differences. While Tessa did

engage with the learning, she found one of the placements challenging in

terms of feeling that she could not participate in care:

Second placement was on community. Just didn’t enjoy it
whatsoever. I was always told you’re only here to observe. So seven
weeks of just watching people doing things and just reading up is a
bit too much. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)
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My mentor is really good at explaining psychological problems that
patients have and helping me to understand how to cope with them.
(Louise, 1, stayer D, placement 2)

And instead of sitting doing absolutely nothing [when the ward is
quiet], they were always at you saying, right you can do the care
plans, help with the drug stock take. Or go and look something up
about diabetes. So they were always pushing you to do something.
(Gail, 1, stayer I)

Gail was representative of many of the participants who found that their

practice experiences helped them to pull everything together, to literally

link theory with practice, and to begin to see the need for working with

patients and clients in a holistic way:

Because [my placement] made me see what nursing was all about.
You’re not just there to care for the physical side. You’re there to
care for every side. (Gail, 2, stayer I)

The participants seemed to appreciate that they could not always work with

one mentor at all times. When a mentor was absent for whatever reason,

and when a student found themselves working with a number of mentors,

there were varying reactions. Some of the participants looked for

opportunities while others focused on the negative aspects. This perhaps

related to the participants’ motivation and interest in developing skills and

knowledge. Lesley was positive in her approach:

If your mentor’s not there, just go to someone else. Just pin yourself
to somebody and say what are you doing? If someone’s too busy
there’s always someone else who’s not. (Lesley, 1, stayer I)

Overall, most of the participants had positive practice experiences. Some of

them had individual placements where they found aspects of the

experiences uninspiring, disempowering, or not engaging. However, the

focus of many of the participants’ discussions was on the positive aspects

of their experiences. There were no major differences between participants

in the two groups. The main differences lay with those who stayed, and

those who left the courses. The leavers were more likely to have had an
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overall negative experience with some of them coming to the conclusion

that nursing was not the right career choice for them.

4.3.4 Professional education

Participants wrote or talked about the aspects of the experience that

enabled them to keep going, or were reasons for giving up the course. The

interviewees were asked their reasons for leaving (if they were leavers),

and were asked what kept them going (if they successfully completed first

year). The diary keepers wrote about these issues as they described their

experiences, and some of them highlighted times when they were thinking

of leaving, even if they did not go on to do so. Overall, what seemed to be

important were their motivation, preparedness and making adjustments to

the university and the course.

Motivation related to the reasons that people had for being on the course,

and why they had chosen nursing in particular; how self-directed the

participant was; how determined to succeed they were; how experiences in

practice impacted on motivation; and the way in which feedback was given,

particularly in relation to performance in practice.

Preparedness related to: previous care experience (although not always in

a positive way); the jump into university life from previous educational

backgrounds; previous academic experiences and computer literacy; and

expectations of the course and of university.

Making adjustments seemed to be crucial in sustaining the relationships

with professional practice. Most of the participants experienced challenges

on the course (e.g. dealing with home, domestic and financial

circumstances). Attitudes of self and others along with the support that

participants had from peers and significant others impacted on their

adjustment to their new environment.

Within this theme, participants in both groups seemed to have similar

experiences with the curriculum change not having a major impact on their

perspective of this aspect of the experience. However, it appeared that the
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development of relationships was helpful in enabling adjustment to a

certain extent.

Motivation

The participants who successfully completed first year all expressed varying

degrees of internal motivation to be a nurse. Some of them had been

carers before and wanted to take the next step which they saw as

becoming a registered nurse (although this was sometimes accompanied by

ambivalence rather than a really positive motivation for nursing). A number

of them saw the opportunity to do the course as their ‘last chance’ to

achieve what they had wanted to do for some time. The stayers expressed

their determination and motivation to complete the course and some said

that determination was what kept them going through the more challenging

times. All the leavers, except one (Laura) had not necessarily wanted to do

nursing. One did the Access to Nursing course (Jane) although she did not

feel that she had made the right choice of course. Another had wanted to

do teacher training (Tanya) and another had wanted to work in mental

health, but not in nursing (Marie). The leavers had a variety of

perspectives, but the key within most of their responses seemed to be a

lack of real drive to become a nurse. The following provides a flavour of the

participants’ overall motivations:

I’ve always really wanted to be a nurse. I think that nursing is
something you’ve really got to want to do…..This is something that I
really want. (Aileen, 1, stayer I)

Well, I went into nursing because nursing is something I’ve always
wanted to do. I mean basically I really wanted to work with people,
but I suppose I do need a career as well. (Laura, 1, leaver I)

The ‘suppose’ in the last quote demonstrates that, while Laura enjoyed the

caring aspect of her role as an auxiliary, she may not have been completely

committed to the idea of undertaking nursing education.

Working in a nursing home I didn’t have a career. [Now I can] get a
career! (Craig, 1, stayer I)
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While Craig had fallen into nursing as the next natural step after working as

a carer, he appreciated the fact that nursing provided him with a career.

Some of the participants had always wanted to do nursing and saw the

choice of course and career as a vocation. Mark was the most vocal in this

respect. Others had different, but equally motivating reasons for wanting to

be on the course:

I do think that I am meant to do it. I believe that I am here to help
others. (Mark, 2, stayer I)

Plus [nursing] would help me emigrate! I would like to emigrate
sometime. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

Others who left articulated that nursing was not something that they had

really wanted to do, while Alex seemed to be unsure of her choice of

course:

I actually wanted to do teacher training and tried twice to get into
teacher training….And I decided to do nursing because I had nursed
before [as an enrolled nurse] and I thought I knew nursing…..I
hadn’t realised how difficult it was going to be. I thought I could cope
and I couldn’t. (Tanya, 1, leaver I)

My reasons for coming to the course was really because I wanted to
study mental health…..I never wanted to be a nurse. (Marie, 2,
leaver I)

I was kind of one of those people for quite a while - I was like I don’t
know why I’m here, why I am doing this. (Alex, 2, stayer I)

Jenny did encounter problems on the course, but she demonstrated her

commitment to nursing and the impact that commitment had on her choice

to stay on the course.

And I found it really difficult to start with because they didn’t have
anything to help you get to know each other. And if I hadn’t wanted
to do [the course] so much, I probably would have left because of it.
(Jenny, 1, stayer I)
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Being self-directed for learning, either on placement or in university,

seemed to enable participants to make better connections with professional

education. The people who demonstrated that they were more self-directed

were more likely to have had a positive experience. Some of their

comments provided below offer a flavour of the overall experience:

[In my first placement] I have worked really hard and taken every
opportunity to do everything and taken up every opportunity of new
experiences. (Gill, 2, leaver D, placement 1)

What has been good is the amount of self directed study. I think it
highlights how much you want to learn or how much you don’t.
(Fiona, 2, stayer D, semester 1)

The participants who stayed expressed determination to complete the

course, and to become a nurse. The comments indicate that determination

to complete nursing is important in order to keep going on the course. This

was expressed either directly or indirectly as follows:

I think as a mature student I think you’re actually more determined
to see it through. You’ve got to see it through. I kind of think this is
like your last chance type of thing for an education. (Gail, 1, stayer
I)

If I get stuck I just tell myself that no-one said it was going to be
easy. So I just carry on…..I think I’m lucky being able to do the
course really. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

I know a few people who have left and mostly it’s because they felt
homesick. Which I have a few times as well. But I just wanted to do
this more than I wanted to go home I suppose. (Rebecca, 2, stayer
I)

The last word on motivation should go to Fiona who was particularly

positive, yet realistic, about the whole experience:

For me it has been a year of challenges, enjoyment, sadness,
happiness, anger, satisfaction, frustration, puzzlement and awe
inspiring. I say bring on 2nd year!! (Fiona, 2, stayer D)
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Preparedness

Some participants described what it was like to move from a different

educational experience to Higher Education. The approach to learning as

more self-directed was difficult for some. For all participants who discussed

this, moving towards independence was challenging. The participants came

from a range of backgrounds including Further Education (FE) Colleges,

school and the workplace. Taken as a whole, more leavers than stayers

talked about the jump into Higher Education. Jane’s quote encapsulated

others’ comments:

It was possibly just too big a jump for me. That’s how I felt. And I
really maybe hadn’t understood what university life was like. (Jane,
1, leaver I)

She went on to say:

I knew it was Higher Education but possibly hadn’t understood the
whole concept of what was being expected of me. I felt that it was
up to me how much studying or how much I didn’t study. I possibly
feel that I needed to be more focused. (Jane, 1, leaver I)

Jane was not the only person to highlight the jump to Higher Education. A

number of the participants said that this was an issue for them as the

following quotes illustrate:

Cos they work in a different way [FE College] from here which has
been quite hard to change over. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

I think in school you are kind of spoon fed and then in university it’s
kind of up to you to figure it out. It’s a huge jump. (Alex, 2, stayer I)

Coming out of the workplace, I found it quite laid back in the
beginning in comparison to being on the go all the time. (Marie, 2,
leaver I)

I suppose that I’m quite a motivated person really so I liked the
challenge of kind of trying to teach myself. But I suppose I’d never
really thought about what university was going to be like. I mean I
knew it was going to be a whole different ball game. I mean I
enjoyed it, but it’s a hard way to learn. (Laura, 1, leaver I)
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The key issue for the participants seemed to be the unexpectedness of the

experience. They did not seem to be fully prepared for university and this

was common across the groups whether they had come from FE, school or

the workplace. Some of them did not feel prepared.

Some of the participants had previous care experience. In some ways this

had prepared them for what to expect in practice placements, although it

did not necessarily remove the anxieties:

I loved my placements. I was a bit apprehensive of my first
placement [in a large hospital], and I was used to small hospitals [as
an auxiliary], you know where everyone knows people. I was looking
forward to it. You know, obviously the first wee while you feel a bit
out of my depth until you feel more at home. And the same for the
other two placements actually. (Laura, 1, leaver I)

There were some of the participants who had not had previous care

experience and expressed their anxieties about initial practice. As Sarah

said:

We also received our placements this week. I am a wee bit
concerned about the amount of elderly work there is. Spoke to my
personal tutor and I am a bit more open to the idea. I’ll approach it
with an open mind. (Sarah, 1, stayer D, semester 1)

Feeling really nervous about my first placement tomorrow and very
apprehensive about the setting. (Sarah, 1, stayer D, semester 1)

Some of the leavers had undertaken care roles prior to coming on to the

course. Surprisingly it appears that having carried out these roles did not

necessarily make it more likely that a person would complete their course.

Previous academic experiences were also discussed in terms of the impact

they had on their feelings about education. These were only discussed in a

negative way, and raised issues around confidence. Marie said most:

But [arithmetic] was something that I was never any good at at
school. So I think it goes back – it’s funny how being in an academic
environment can make you feel. [Arithmetic] was something that I
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hated at school. And I think that anxiety came back and prevented
me from learning. (Marie, 2, leaver I)

The use of computers featured in a number of the participants’

conversations and diaries:

Studying for the first time in over 15 years was hard, and I still don’t
really have a clue about computers. (Lynsey, 2, stayer D, semester
3)

Student life is not simply about gaining an academic qualification. For many

people who come to university the social and recreational side of life is very

important. However, this was not a side of university life that the

participants engaged with. The reasons probably related to the structure of

the academic year (which was different to more ‘traditional’ university

courses), the placement pathways and the fact that students were juggling

domestic circumstances that may have prevented them from participating

fully.

It’s not easy with university activities especially if you’re on
placement when they’re on and especially if you’re outside [the city].
I think sometimes the nursing students are a bit isolated from the
others. (Rebecca, 2, stayer I)

Social networks in the university doesn’t happen because of time
restraints, commitments at home. We phone each other or email
each other. I’ve made a lot of friends but there’s no nights out or
anything like that. (Barbara, 1, stayer I)

The mature-age participants recognised that it was not easy to participate

fully in university life (for example, by joining university clubs). However,

they seemed to accept this, and did not seem to be looking for this side of

university. Rather, they were on the course to become a nurse first and

foremost. Some of the younger students did seem to be interested in the

social aspects of university life:

My first impression [of university] was it was huge. When I was at
the college, you kind of knew everybody. But on the whole, I mean, I
loved the whole feel of it all. I suppose it’s all part of the feeling that
you are actually ‘in’ the university you know. (Laura, 1, leaver I)
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So, preparedness seemed to have an impact on the overall first year

experience of the participants. However, perhaps surprisingly, previous

caring experience did not necessarily prepare students for the realities of

being a student nurse.

Making adjustments

Many of the participants talked or wrote about the adjustments that they

had made as new student nurses. The concerns that were highlighted were

similar across the groups and between the leavers and the stayers. These

mainly related to managing the other commitments that participants had

outside of the course. Although these varied (some had child care, others

had work), the adjustments that people had to make appeared to be

challenging. Adjusting to the demands of practice working where shift work

was undertaken was both a challenge in itself and also linked to the ways in

which participants had to adjust their domestic circumstances to suit their

needs. A number of them had given up well paid jobs to do the course and

therefore had to adjust financially. However, only one person cited financial

issues as a contributing factor to their decision to leave. Lauren lived out of

town and spent a substantial amount on travel. Laura talked at length

about the problems she faced in student accommodation with other

students. She felt that being away from home was not for her and the

homesickness she felt throughout the year led to her decision to leave.

For all the people who chose to leave, the decision was not taken lightly or

easily. However, they all said that they had made the right decision. Marie’s

description is typical of what it felt like to make the decision:

It wasn’t something that was taken lightly. It was something that
was very very difficult to decide…..And it was this huge decision to
make and a very very difficult one. I think it was one of the hardest I
had to make. (Marie, 2, leaver I)

A number of the participants talked about particular times in their course

when things started to get overwhelming. For some it was possible to keep
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going, whereas for others it proved too much and they made a decision to

leave.

I have been working as well as my placement. My heating blew up in
my flat so unfortunately I have had to work extra to get the money
to pay my mum back. It’s times like this I find hard being a student.
(Louise, 1, stayer D, placement 3)

And I mean there is times when I think I just don’t want to do this
anymore. It’s too much. You’ve got a mountain of ironing, you’ve got
a mountain of dishes, you’ve got a mountain of everything. You’ve
got kids screaming at you for homework help. And I just think, I
can’t handle this. I’m in the middle of studying. I’ve got things to do
as well! (Gail, 1, stayer I)

However, Gail went on to say:

I mean there is hard times and there is good times. There’s more
good times than there is hard times really. (Gail, 1, stayer I)

The participants who had children at home all talked about the impact that

undertaking the course had on their relationships and family life. Again, for

some of them the impact was such that it contributed to them leaving

(Tanya and Marie). Others were able to carry on either through sheer

determination, or with the support of significant others.

That’s one of the reasons I gave up because of my son anyway
because I was not actually seeing him. (Tanya, 1, leaver I)

At the moment it is very hard to get peace to work at home, but I
can’t stay extra time at uni because I need to get home for the
children because it’s their holiday and I feel guilty working and
ignoring them. (Lynsey, 2, stayer D, semester 2)

Juggling university work, family commitments and social life was

challenging for many of the participants.

I’m in the middle of studying or doing an essay and I’ve got things to
do [in my personal life] as well! (Gail, 1, stayer I)

The children are back at school which is fine. They all seem to be
settling back which is good (so far). Only down side is the football
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run three times a week, and the nightly fight for the computer.
(Lynsey, 2, stayer D, placement 2)

In Lynsey’s diary, she talked about the impact that undertaking the course

had on her personal life. She described the issues, and went on to focus on

the ways in which she coped. On the other hand, Tanya did not manage to

continue. While their circumstances on the surface appeared to be similar,

Tanya had been very direct in her discussion about not really wanting to do

nursing. Perhaps it was this, rather than the family commitments, that had

more of an impact on her decision to leave.

I thought I was going to cope [with the course]. I’d got child minding
sorted out. I have a son who did an awful lot of picking up from the
after school club and taking to school. And I think he was beginning
to get rather fed up. (Tanya, 1, leaver I)

Tessa was another participant who talked about the commitments in her

life. She focused positively on the ways in which she managed the family

side of her life alongside her university work:

But it’s just sort of getting a routine and getting the family into a
routine. I try my hardest not to study over the weekend and spend it
with the children and do things with them. (Tessa, 2, stayer I)

Finances did crop up in a number of interviews and diaries, although they

were not discussed at length. Sarah and Kim voiced concerns about coping

financially with Kim finding part-time work to help make ends meet.

During those first few weeks I found myself starting to worry about
money. Having given up a full time job to pursue a nursing career
I’m starting to wonder if it’s feasible to survive on a bursary. (Sarah,
1, stayer D, semester 1)

Am thinking about giving up part-time casual job – (have done so).
(Kim, 2, stayer D, semester 2)

Participants who stayed also discussed times when they had thought about

leaving the course, and the support that was there for them that helped

them to keep going:
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And I mean [my oldest son] has often said no mum don’t give it up!
He’s always been there kind of pushing me along. (Gail, 1, stayer I)

Craig had talked at length about some of the domestic challenges for him

during the first year.

I kind of lost it a little bit before Christmas time. I don’t know what
was going on. I think because Christmas was coming up and
everyone was going on about presents; the baby was coming up;
had to find somewhere to move too. It was just too much going on
definitely. (Craig, 1, stayer I)

Others’ support was important for him in keeping going, as it was for a

number of the other participants as illustrated:

It’s a positive attitude from a lot of people that you speak to - the
lecturers, other students. (Craig, 1, stayer I)

I think it has been good having my university friends and family this
past couple of months or I do not think I would still be on the course.
(Louise, 1, stayer D)

All of the participants had to make some kind of adjustment to the course

and the first year experience. These adjustments varied depending on their

circumstances and did not appear to be affected by whether they were in

the ‘traditional’ or ‘EBL’ groups. The main differences in the experiences of

adjustment were between those who successfully completed first year, and

those who chose to leave. Unsurprisingly, those who left did not make the

adjustments which may have enabled them to complete.

4.4 Integration of qualitative and quantitative findings

Chapter 4 has provided an overview of the findings from the interviews and

the diaries. These demonstrated that there were many similarities, and

some differences, between the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups of students

and between those who chose to leave and those who successfully

completed first year.
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The findings also present a view of the aspects of first year that enhance

the experience, and those that can have a negative effect for nursing

students. The curriculum developments for the ‘EBL’ group aimed to

address some of the factors that affect first year by providing a means

through which students could work more closely with peers and with a

member of academic staff (through enquiry-based learning). However, the

interviews and diaries provided information about other aspects of the first

year and suggest that curriculum development work has to take account of

a wide range of issues (structure, content, support and interactions,

approaches to teaching, and so on). The findings from the questionnaires

also showed that the first year student experience is multi-faceted and that

many aspects of the curriculum should be inter-linked.

Four interlinking themes were identified through the analysis of the diaries

and interviews. These were: relationships with people; the classroom

experience; the practice experience; and professional education. Alongside

the analysis of the qualitative data, the analysis of the quantitative data

provides a fuller picture of the overall experiences of the two groups of

students. The expectations and experiences questionnaires provided data

relating to the themes, although the emphasis of the questionnaires was on

the classroom experience and the curriculum. The next sections aim to

integrate the findings from both the qualitative and quantitative data so as

to come to a ‘thick’ description of the first year undergraduate experience

for the student nurses who participated in this research.

Relationships with people

The relationships that students created with people were crucial to the

overall experience of first year. While there were some differences between

the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups and between leavers and stayers,

generally the participants’ experiences were broadly similar. Students’

relationships with peers, academic staff, practice staff, and with patients

were described vividly by the participants who were interviewed and kept

diaries. The questionnaires provided insights into the expectations of

relationships with staff and with students. Both groups of students

expected that relationships would be friendly and supportive, with the
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‘traditional’ group’s expectation/experiences score being the same, and the

‘EBL’ group experiencing slightly ‘less’ in this aspect. It is interesting that

the qualitative data provides a picture of stronger relationships within the

‘EBL’ group than the ‘traditional’ group. Both the quantitative and

qualitative data show that relationships matter.

The students in both the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups talked about the

ways in which the first year experience broadened their horizons. Their

university experiences were not just about the development of cognitive

skills (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), but were also about the development

of their worldviews. The social and professional relationships that ensued

from the participants’ experiences enabled many of them to begin to see

things a bit differently than had they previously. The factors that seemed to

have the main impact on the ways in which students ‘broadened horizons’

were the EBL groups (through the interactions and strong relationships that

developed), and the characteristics of the students themselves (the

willingness to learn and get to know others). For example, an ambivalence

towards professional education reduced integration and students did not, in

these circumstances, broaden their horizons in the same way as others did.

In particular, where students talked about their experiences with patients,

they found that developing relationships enabled them to see the individual

as a ‘whole’ rather than as a ‘condition’. They used words such as

‘interesting people’, ‘different walks of life’ and ‘enjoy’ to describe their

feelings and developing views of their experiences with patients. Students

seemed to expect to develop their interpersonal skills and to develop

relationships with patients (Lauder et al. 2002). There were no real

differences between the groups or between the leavers and stayers when

patients were discussed. Rather, it seems that the participants thoughtfully

approached practice with a caring and open attitude, and were pleased to

have the opportunity to really get to know patients.

All the participants talked about what it felt like to arrive in the university,

and the impact that the large class sizes and the small groups had on their

first year experience. Where opportunities for small group work were

incorporated into the timetable, students got to know others more quickly.
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Those in the ‘traditional’ group did not have the same opportunities as the

ones in the ‘EBL’ group to quickly meet and work together in an academic

setting. In fact, the qualitative data shows that the students in the ‘EBL’

group (who were all part of smaller EBL groups) seemed to develop

stronger relationships with their peers more quickly than the ‘traditional’

group. The students in the ‘EBL’ group talked about the importance of

working in small groups as a way of providing opportunities for ‘chit chat’.

The large class sizes on the first day and for lectures seemed to be

daunting for some and were not conducive to getting to know people. In

this sense, the culture of the university, rather than the characteristics of

the student body, may be the most important determinant in helping

students to feel a sense of belonging rather than isolation (Read et al.

2003).

Unsurprisingly, leavers seemed less likely to develop strong relationships

with people and were more likely to find the experience daunting, though

this may have related to their personal characteristics given that leavers’

experiences were similar across the two groups. Words that participants

(both leavers and those who stayed) used in relation to broadening their

horizons through meeting others included ‘daunting’, ‘harsh’, ‘difficult’,

‘happier’, ‘easy’, ‘nice people’. Therefore, providing students with

structured opportunities (learning communities) to meet with their peers

facilitated the development of stronger relationships with each other than

working in large classrooms (Smith and Bath 2006; Crissman 2001;

Jeffreys 2001).

Working in small groups was not without its challenges, and participants

discussed the problems they encountered with group dynamics. ‘Traditional’

participants talked about this more than the ‘EBL’ participants. Some of the

‘traditional’ group reflected on the impact that the group activities had on

their experiences in practice, in that the conflict within the groups in the

university linked to ways of working in practice. It raised their self

awareness and sometimes produced concerns about their ability to cope.

‘Traditional’ students suggested that the fact that they did not work with

one consistent group during first year had a negative impact on their
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overall experience. Students in the ‘EBL’ group did not discuss this issue,

perhaps because they had been allocated to an EBL group and had not

necessarily expected to be moved from group to group as with the

‘traditional’ group. It seemed that working in a consistent small group

provided a place in which students could really get to know others, and

could then provide better support to each other (Salinitri 2005; Crissman

2001).

Where participants knew each other well, they seemed better able to

support each other (Black and MacKenzie 2008). Support took the form of

study and other academic support (Wilcox et al. 2005), and knowing the

experience (and therefore being able to empathise). The ‘EBL’ group was

very positive about peer support and asserted that the small group work

had contributed to them developing these supportive friendship networks.

The ‘traditional’ group also developed friendship networks, but they also

talked about the lack of meetings with peers through their personal tutor

groups. The small academic groups provided a means through which vital

friendship networks developed (Tinto 2003; Beaudin et al. 2002; Clulow

2000). The friendship networks seemed also, in this research, to have

provided tangible support for academic and pastoral issues that might not

otherwise have been available.

Participants talked about the support that was available to them in the

university both from personal and academic tutors. The groups did not

seem to have different experiences with academic tutors, but relationships

with personal tutors appeared, on the whole, to be much stronger in the

‘EBL’ group (Cotton and Wilson 2006; Wilcox et al. 2005). Participants

valued timely accessibility, approachability and a caring manner. Those who

described negative experiences did not leave the course, but did have a

coloured view of the support that was available to them. In particular, one

student’s frustration of ‘phoning and phoning and phoning’ an academic

tutor represented the barriers to support that students sometimes

identified (Wade and Casper 2002).
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Personal tutor support was discussed by many of the participants and was

important in the overall experience of first year. Some of the participants

who were thinking of leaving described what they perceived as a lack of

accessibility and then a lack of being heard which impacted on their

decision. Others described the excellent relationships that they had with

their personal tutors. As stated, the ‘EBL’ group seemed to have stronger

relationships with their personal tutors. They met with them more often in

the group sessions, and felt that they were ‘known’ – a face and not a

number. Some of the students in the ‘EBL’ group were vocal in their praise

of their personal tutor and talked about the extent of the support that they

received. Rather obviously, students who were provided with opportunities

to work in small groups with the same academic member of staff (in this

case the personal tutor/EBL facilitator) were more likely to develop stronger

relationships with the member of staff (Cotton and Wilson 2006). The key

finding in this research is that there were strong links between academic

and social integration for the participants (see also Peel 2000).

The quantitative findings indicated that all aspects of the educational

experience were important. There was a general level of expectation that

the variables under investigation would all link to each other within the

whole experience. However, the experiences did not match the

expectations. It is not possible to attribute cause to the findings. However,

one explanation may be that the students began to pick apart the

curriculum and to see things in isolation rather than as a whole.

Alternatively, once the students had experienced the first year they were

then in a better position to understand the component parts and therefore

to make a more informed judgment on the areas under investigation.

Despite this, the relationships remained important for both groups and

moderately correlated with many aspects of the curriculum.

Participants talked at length about their experiences in practice with

mentors and other staff (Grainger and Bolan 2006; Jackson and Mannix

2001). Both groups had similar experiences and the curriculum changes

appeared to have no impact on their practice experiences in first year.

Some students who left did so partly because of their experiences of
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support in practice. Some students who successfully completed first year

also had experiences of not being supported in the ways they had hoped to

be. However, the students who stayed seemed to adopt a more pragmatic

response to the negative experiences of support and were able to learn

from the experiences and look forward to better support. Good practice

support was seen as having mentors who were available and accessible,

caring, positive and friendly, and who treated students as adults (Brammer

2006a; Henderson et al. 2006). Those mentors who were respectful of

others, recognised students’ qualities, and helped students to fit into the

placement were seen as positive role models. On the other hand, the

characteristics that students felt were negative attributes for practice staff

included making negative personal comments, seeing students as a burden,

not appearing to value students, having poor communication skills, asking

students to undertake inappropriate tasks, and not being valued

(particularly in relation to different branches of nursing) (Jackson and

Mannix 2001). Although these all sound self evident, the participants were

passionate about the qualities that mentors should display. Words that

were used to describe both positive and negative experiences of

mentorship included: ‘approachable’, ‘under their wings’, ‘fitted in’, ‘willing’,

‘build up confidence’, ‘trust’, ‘respect’, ‘value’, ‘didn’t have time’, ‘not

important’ and ‘lumbered with’. The length and depth of discussion that

many of the interviews and diaries provided in relation to the support in

practice gave some indication of the importance that students attached to

this aspect of their experience. It was interesting that students did not

comment on a mentor’s technical ability or knowledge base. Rather, the

interpersonal skills were the focus for discussion.

The relationships between students and staff and peers were shown to be

important to the overall experience. Reflecting on the substantive points,

new nursing students need to be supported to adapt to HE both in terms of

the academic demands and the social aspects of coming into a new

environment (Wilcox et al. 2005).
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The classroom experience

The classroom experience was important to the participants in first year.

While there were some differences between the experiences of the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups and some differences between leavers and

stayers, the findings revealed that students had broadly similar issues for

this theme.

The participants in this research indicated that it was important that

lecturers were ‘inspirational’. Where students felt uninspired they described

the classroom experience as being monotonous, lacking in interaction and

humour, and feeling bored. The characteristics that participants valued for

inspiration in the classroom were enthusiasm, good levels of interaction

(Wojtas 2008; Smith and Bath 2006), the use of humour (Peel 2000),

encouragement and approachability. Participants said that an inspirational

approach created enthusiasm, encouraged participation and resulted in

discussion. Words and phrases that were used included ‘fantastic’,

‘encourage learning’, ‘no humour’, and ‘authoritarian’ (Sander et al. 2000).

Participants who were undertaking one of the smaller branches (mental

health and children’s) talked about the way in which they felt their branch

needs were ignored, with a focus on the adult branch within the teaching.

They found this particularly uninspiring. Participants were exceptionally

tolerant of the monotonous lecture indicating that, although they did not

enjoy these situations, they expected to be taught in this way. When

participants felt empowered they described a collaboration between lecturer

and student so that the student could begin to develop the skills to take

responsibility for their own learning (Leyshon 2002).

Participants depicted how they managed (or did not manage) the volumes

of information (particularly in the beginning). Some of the diary keepers

wrote about their management of the assessment workload (particularly

when they were out in practice), finding that managing an assessment

workload on top of practice (and the assessment required of practice) was

challenging and stressful. It left the students with a feeling of a lack of

control over their workload, and thus a feeling of being disempowered.
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They described both positive and negative feelings associated with the need

to be self-directed in their approach to learning. Positive responses to

learning in this way included the excitement that came from discovering

and researching knowledge and the sense of achievement this provided.

Negative responses included the surprise at the perceived lack of direction

provided by the university. The students appeared to feel more empowered

when there was room for reflection and engagement in learning (for

example in the EBL consolidation phase) (Lizzio et al. 2002). Some of the

participants commented on the lack of preparedness for university and the

mismatch between what they had expected and what they experienced.

The ‘EBL’ group was less likely to be negative about the need for being self-

directed and this may have been because EBL provided a framework for

enquiry-focused, independent learning (Price 2003). The leavers were more

likely to say that they had been surprised at the ‘jump’ that they had

needed to make to university life (Lowe and Cook 2003).

Unsurprisingly, participants engaged in different ways with the learning

experience depending on circumstances and interlinked with the inspiration

(or otherwise) of the lecturer and empowerment of the learner. All

participants talked or wrote about the distractions of learning in large

lecture theatres. Without exception they said that they preferred small

group sessions rather than the lecture theatres. (Cotton and Wilson 2006;

El Ansari and Oskrochi 2004; Franklin 2002). Lectures were often seen as a

drag – something to be endured rather than enjoyed. Small group work

provided students with an environment in which they felt more able to ask

questions, make comments and engage in discussion with their peers and

lecturer. Overall though, students were accepting of the teaching

approaches used. Students in the ‘EBL’ group who talked about EBL did so

in mixed ways. Some students said that it helped them to relate theory to

practice better, and was valuable (even if they had not realised this at the

time). Others did not see the point of it and felt that it was a waste of time.

The quantitative data revealed the complexity of the student experience

and the connections between many of the aspects of the curriculum and

the overall experience. For example, the expectations and experiences of
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module learning moderately correlated with almost all other variables. As

previously stated, the students expected to experience a connected

curriculum, but it appears that the links across the variables became less

evident within their experiences. Without qualitative data on student

expectations it has not been possible to investigate expectations in any

more depth.

Most importantly in this thesis, the relationships that students developed

with each other appeared to assist in the process of empowerment by

providing a means through which relevant discussions could take place, as

well as support. Empowerment within the classroom, then, was found to be

important for learning and for relationships. Empowered people formed

better relationships, and the relationships themselves seemed to facilitate

the development of empowerment in turn.

The practice experience

The practice experience was of great consequence to all the participants

who spent time in one or more clinical placement and brought with it a

series of challenges that the university experience did not (Carlson et al.

2003). For some, practice was the key to provoking a decision to leave

whereas for others, the experiences were positive. However, some of the

students who stayed had poor practice experiences but saw them as

learning opportunities rather than as an indication of their overall ability to

perform in practice.

Students who described feelings of inspiration in practice talked about the

qualities of mentors and others who supported their learning in practice

(Brammer 2006a). They valued mentors with good interpersonal skills who

were good role models with characteristics that they would aspire to.

Students who were seen as part of the team (while still remaining

supernumerary) felt valued and this helped them to engage with the

learning in practice. They did not mind if they were ‘thrown in at the deep

end’ as long as they felt that they were being supported in their learning

(Jackson and Mannix 2001). Inspiration was linked to student excitement

while students who felt a lack of confidence and felt anxious at the thought
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of undertaking practice placements did not exhibit feelings of inspiration

initially. Some students talked about the lack of role models and their

impact on some students’ decisions to leave the course (Mackintosh 2006).

Predictably students did not enjoy working with staff who were disillusioned

or who demonstrated characteristics and behaviours that were negative.

One student described the feeling of being a ‘square peg in a round hole’

which summed up the experiences of those who came across mentors and

others who were not keen to facilitate learning. The ‘harshness’ of some

staff was also commented upon with some students feeling that they

should leave rather than turn into the kind of person they perceived

particular staff to be. Unconstructive staff group dynamics also impacted

negatively on students’ feelings of inspiration.

The participants in this research were clear that they needed to know their

role within the context of care (see Higginson 2006), be allowed to take on

relevant responsibilities, and to work in a positive team environment in

order to become empowered in practice. The ability and opportunity to take

control within defined boundaries, and to be provided with supportive and

constructive feedback on performance in practice were important in

enabling students to develop their understanding of their role. Students

who were able to contribute to decision making and who were provided

with opportunities to take on responsibilities that stretched them within a

safe environment showed the characteristics of becoming empowered.

Conversely, students who felt that they were not being allowed to

undertake responsibilities that they felt prepared for described feelings of

disempowerment. For example, a number of students who had their own

children were not allowed to provide care for children and babies, even if it

simply meant holding the baby. For some, this made them feel belittled.

Where students perceived feedback as unsupportive or unconstructive, and

where they raised concerns over ‘office politics’ they described feelings of

disempowerment. It is likely that at least one student left, in part, because

of the feelings that a perceived lack of constructive feedback evoked

(Brammer 2006a). Poor support in practice, for whatever reason, was

experienced by a significant number of the participants (Carlson et al.

2003).
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Linked to empowerment and to inspiration was engagement with the

learning experience. Those who seemed to be engaged with learning in

practice talked about taking on any learning opportunity in an enthusiastic

manner – taking an active approach to their own learning. They seemed to

make good links between theory and practice (Last and Fulbrook 2003).

When students took control of their own learning, negative practice

experiences did not seem to impact on them as much as on those who

were not so active. Students who took control seemed to learn from the

negative experiences and turned them into positives through their own

motivation and enthusiasm. A positive approach usually led to a successful

learning experience (Andrews et al. 2006). Most students engaged with

learning in practice, but students who did not described feeling like a ‘lost

sheep’, being bored, and feeling that they were undertaking an auxiliary

rather than a student role. Some students found a positive slant on the

latter by recognising the ‘core’ nursing skills that they developed through

the learning process. Those who were ‘bored’ lacked motivation for practice

and these people’s experiences may have been more closely linked to their

personal characteristics rather than to the actual experience.

The questionnaires only asked one question about practice: the level of

expected and experienced enthusiasm for practice. In the ‘traditional’ group

most students (79.5% of those who responded) said that they would be

enthusiastic or would like placement; in the ‘EBL’ group 46.8% of those

who responded said that they would be enthusiastic or would like

placement. With regard to experiences, 96.8% of those who responded in

the ‘traditional’ group, and 97.5% of the ‘EBL’ group, said that they had

been enthusiastic or had liked practice. Those who had left the courses did

not complete the experiences questionnaires so therefore did not contribute

to the latter response. The statistics indicate that a number of the

respondents who did not expect to enjoy the placement experience,

actually went on to like the experience.

The transformative nature of the educational experience as a whole should

enable student nurses to develop into professionals who can deliver care in
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ways that are also transformative for the patient or client. The findings

show that the practice experience may have been more important than the

experiences in the university particularly in relation to the development of

relationships. This may have been because students had the opportunity to

begin to develop friendship networks and make adjustments in the

university over a longer period of time than they did in practice.

Professional education

The personal characteristics of the students were important in enhancing

engagement and empowerment. However, the findings show that the right

conditions can make the development of relationships and other

associations easier and more durable. Importantly, there were intrinsic

factors evident within the student experience that impacted on all the other

themes (people, classroom and practice). These were the bonds that

students made with the course, with the university, and with nursing itself.

The reasons that students gave for being on the course appeared to be

significant in their successful completion of first year. Motivation for

professional education (in this case nursing education) was linked to

students’ approaches to being self-directed, to practice experiences and to

the type of feedback they got, both in the university and in practice. The

findings indicate that, rather obviously, students need to feel motivated in

order that bonds with professional practice can be formed (Steele et al.

2005). Students who demonstrated that they had internal motivations

(Muller and Palekcic 2005) for undertaking the nursing course did so by

talking about their desire to be a nurse, the opportunity for a career, and

for some about it being their ‘last chance’ (While and Blackman 1998).

Stayers demonstrated internal motivation for nursing whereas all the

leavers (except one who was very homesick) had not chosen nursing as

their first choice of career (Grainger and Bolan 2006). The latter

demonstrated a lack of motivation and drive for nursing which seemed to

have been crucial in their decisions to leave. Students who stayed talked

about being ‘determined’ to complete the course, whereas those who left

did not. Leavers did, however, talk about how difficult it was to make the

decision to leave. Students who talked about the ways in which they were

self-directed in their learning (in university and/or in practice) seemed to
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be more highly motivated than those who struggled with being self-directed

and in control of their learning (Booth 1997).

Practice experiences were important in providing motivation, or otherwise.

Some students who described difficult experiences with those practice staff

who did not display good interpersonal skills, expressed feelings of lack of

motivation. While the thesis did not specifically explore stress in first year

student nurses, the findings resonate with other research (Timmins and

Kaliszer 2002). The professional responsibilities of the qualified nurse also

acted as a demotivator for some students who could not see themselves

being able to take on those responsibilities. Finally, in terms of motivation,

students who failed an academic assignment, or who had received a lower

than expected grade for practice, unsurprisingly talked about feeling

demotivated.

Students’ perceptions of their preparedness for university were varied

(Whittaker 2008; Lowe and Cook 2003). There did not seem to be

differences between the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, although there were

some differences between the leavers and the stayers. Some students

expressed the unexpectedness of the ‘jump’ into university and the need

for them to move towards independence and self directedness. This jump

seemed to be more of a challenge for those who chose to leave the course.

The wide entry gate in nursing (with students coming into the course with

anything from 5 standard grades or equivalent, to degrees) may explain

some of the feelings that students had relating to the ‘jump’. Haggis (2004)

suggests that the development of lifelong learning can be threatening and

uncertain for some. It can be seen as an opportunity for ‘renewal’ echoed

within the findings in this research in which a combination of factors related

to the individual experience of the process of learning. Linked to this, some

students talked in negative terms about previous academic experiences

that impacted on their perceptions of education. One student mentioned

arithmetic, and a number of students talked about dealing with computers.

Previous care experience intuitively seemed to be something that would

provide students with a head start in preparation for the course. In many
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ways this was true. However, it did not always seem to allay anxiety about

placements and also did not prevent some students from deciding to leave.

All students had to make adjustments of some sort in their transition to

university (Lowe and Cook 2003; Tinto 1993). The stories that the students

told were very similar across the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups and between

leavers and stayers. However, some people with challenging circumstances

seemed to make the necessary adjustments, while others did not and

decided to leave the course. Many of the students described ‘juggling’

commitments with managing the course requirements (Steele et al. 2005).

The adjustments that students make to undertake study are well

documented and reflect those identified in this research (Harvey et al.

2006; Glackin and Glackin 1998). Commitments included child care, work,

domestic circumstances and finances. The demands of practice alongside

the commitments were challenging for many of the students. Particular

triggers caused some students to make the decision to leave – the ‘straw

that broke the camel’s back’. For example one person found that the

arrangements for child care could not continue. Support from peers, family

and from the university was important during transition. Possibly the type

of support that individuals had, reflected in part their ability to cope with

making adjustments. Students talked about the peer support that enabled

them to offload and discuss circumstances with people who understood.

However, it does seem likely that students’ own attitudes and motivations

were important in making adjustments given that individuals in similar

situations either were, or were not, successful in completing first year.

4.5 Summary and conceptual framework for the findings

The four themes – relationships with people, the classroom experience, the

practice experience and professional education – have been described.

Throughout the process of data analysis the themes and categories

developed in the ways described in chapter 2. The literature was utilised as

a way of reflecting on the findings and considering the relevance of

previous research on the context of the first year experiences of the

nursing students under investigation. As this iterative process progressed,
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it became clearer that the overarching commonality across and within each

of the themes was ‘connectivity’. The findings seemed to indicate that the

students needed to develop connections across aspects of the first year

experience, namely: connections with people, connections with the

classroom experience, connections with the practice experience, and

connections with professional education. Additionally, the quantitative

findings showed that connections between expectations and experiences

were important, as well as the connections between aspects of the

curriculum. The categories then seemed to express the connections and the

extent to which students created these connections within and across the

themes. For example, within the ‘relationships with people’ theme, the

ways in which the participants described their experiences indicated that

some students felt supported and valued whereas others did not. The

extent of the connection could therefore be expressed along a continuum –

a student felt supported and valued at the positive end of the continuum,

or a student did not feel supported and valued at the negative end of the

continuum. This process of reflection on the findings and on the existing

literature led to the development of a conceptual framework within which

the findings could be located – the ‘Connections Continuum’.

The next chapter takes the Connections Continuum as its framework and

draws together the overall findings so as to develop the discussion on the

first year experience of the undergraduate nursing students.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

5.1 Introduction

In chapters 3 and 4 accounts were provided of the findings that flowed

from the data. Section 4.4 presented an overview of the findings and the

links between the qualitative and quantitative data with the aim of

illuminating the experiences of the participants and providing a ‘thick’

description of the phenomenon (the first year undergraduate experience).

The factors that affected the first year experiences of participants in the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups were described and some comparisons made.

Specific attention was paid to the influence that curriculum development

(enquiry-based learning) had on the first year experience. Additionally, the

factors that influenced successful completion of the first year or their choice

to leave, were described. The importance of the relationship between

student expectations and experiences was accentuated.

In addition to the findings of the research, the literature review assisted in

the overall development of the argument that is laid out here in the

discussion. In particular, a synthesis of the literature review led to a

description of the quality of the first year student experience summarised

as follows:

i. Pre-entry experiences

Preparedness, match between expectations and experiences, high priority

of course choice, previous family at university.

ii. Transition arrangements

Adjustment, academic and social integration, student commitment and

attitudes, self-esteem, preparedness, match between expectations and

experiences.
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iii. Support

Adjustment, academic and social integration, teaching quality and

approaches, course organisation, match between expectations and

experiences.

iv. Expectations

Adjustment, academic and social integration, student commitment and

attitudes, self-esteem, teaching quality and approaches, preparedness,

match with experiences, high priority of course choice, previous family at

university.

All of these facets featured within the research itself as part of the

undergraduate nursing students’ experiences in relation to both the

practice experience and the university experience. Particular attention was

given to the importance of the quality of the educational experience in

terms of the match between expectations and experiences.

Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the research within the framework of

the ‘Connections Continuum’. Social capital theory is drawn on to develop

the theoretical argument that, usually, it is beneficial to make connections

and that connections are vital for a good student experience. In this

research, when students started to become disconnected from one or more

of the aspects of their experience, they were less likely to be successful in

completing first year. Communities of learning (the EBL groups) provided,

in part, the vehicle for the development of connections. It is likely that the

communities of learning facilitated movement from disconnectedness to

connectedness and increased the likelihood of persistence.

5.2 The Connections Continuum (i)

As previously stated, the conceptual framework within which the findings of

the research are framed is a ‘Connections Continuum’. It takes into account

the match between expectations and experiences and the four themes

within this research. The latter are the areas in the first year experience of

student nurses to which, I argue, they need to feel connected in order to
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enhance the likelihood of success. At one end of the continuum, students

are ‘becoming disconnected from the experience’ whereas at the other end

of the continuum, students are ‘staying connected to the experience’ (see

figure 3).

The four themes are renamed in the terms of ‘connections’ thus: creating

connections with people, creating connections with the classroom

experience, creating connections with the practice experience and creating

connections with professional education. The Continuum shows that

students may feel more, or less, connected across the categories within the

themes. The themes are interlinked, with one or more potentially impacting

on another. The Connections Continuum facilitates a holistic approach to an

understanding of the experience, and should provide a focus for

interventions to address disconnectedness or to facilitate connections.

The Connections Continuum also emphasises the importance of

expectations and experiences. As previously stated, it is not always

appropriate for experiences to meet expectations (if expectations are low,

one would hope that experiences exceed them). However, the relationship

between expectations and experiences is important and usually there

should be a ‘coming together’ of both in relation to all aspects of the

Continuum. Where there is a lack of understanding of expectations on the

part of the student and/or the lecturer, there can be an impact on

persistence (Smith and Wertleib 2005). Their position in the Connections

Continuum reminds us that students’ expectations should be explored with

a focus on determining how the experience will relate to expectations

within the context of the first year experience and across the Continuum.
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Figure 3: The Connections Continuum

Narrow horizons Broad horizons
Not knowing self and others Creating connections with people Knowing self and others
Not supported or valued Supported and valued

Uninspired Inspired
Disempowered Creating connections with the classroom experience Empowered
Disengaged Engaged

Uninspired Inspired
Disempowered Creating connections with the practice experience Empowered
Disengaged Engaged

Demotivated Motivated
Unprepared Creating connections with professional education Prepared
Disengaged Engaged
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Much has been made of Tinto’s (1993) academic and social integration

theory within this thesis. A holistic view of integration is required if one is

to come to an overall understanding of the student experience, and thus

determine ways in which student retention and persistence can be

improved (Black and MacKenzie 2008; Yorke and Longden 2008; Zepke

and Leach 2005). The Connections Continuum is rooted in the concept of

integration both across and within the themes. The reading that took place

around Tinto’s and others’ work, and reading of social capital theory led to

a view that social capital is useful as a means of adding weight to many

aspects of the Connections Continuum. I am not suggesting that Tinto has

been writing about social capital. However, my reading of the Durkheimian

framework in which Tinto (and others who are interested in integration)

operates should easily lend itself to social capital theory. So as to

contextualise Tinto’s work within social capital theory, it is helpful here to

define the theory and discuss its broadest concepts. Seeing the connections

through the lens of social capital allows for a stronger contribution to the

theoretical debate that relates to enhancing the first year and, in particular,

to propose policy changes within the HE sector that may improve retention

rates.

5.3 Social capital: overview

While there is no suggestion that social capital is a ‘cure-all for the

maladies affecting society’ (Portes 1998, p. 2), it is a useful theory that

enables explanation and exploration of the Connections Continuum. Social

capital is defined in Putnam’s (1995, pp. 664-5)) work as “Features of

social life – networks, norms and trust – that enable participants to act

together more effectively to pursue shared objectives”, or, as Field (2003,

p. 1) puts it, “relationships matter”. There is some disagreement within the

literature about what should and should not be classed as social capital

(Halpern 2005), but basically it means that the social connections that

people make and have, develop into networks of shared understanding and

ways of being (Halpern 2005).
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What follows is a historical perspective of social capital initially with a view

of the ways in which social capital is significant within higher education.

The subsequent section will, in part, then apply the theory to the research

undertaken for the thesis.

5.3.1 Historical perspective on social capital

Social capital theory does not have its roots in education although it has

become more widely used within an educational policy context (Office of

National Statistics (ONS) 2001) particularly in relation to primary and

secondary education. Instead, its roots lie within economics. In the 18th

century Adam Smith noted the importance of networks and similar values

for the sustainability of economic markets. Later, in the 19th century, Alexis

de Tocqueville observed the intellectual and moral links in America that

enabled people to work collectively towards similar goals (Halpern 2005).

He saw that voluntary bonds (rather than formal bonds) were those that

glued people together and he worried about the shift towards individualism

(Farr 2004). De Tocqueville’s writings displayed the concept of social capital

without using the term (which is perhaps what Tinto has done). Around the

same time, Emile Durkheim asserted that for a nation to be maintained

there must be a series of interconnected groups linking the state and

individuals to assure social connections. His work on suicide (described in

appendix 3 in relation to Tinto’s arguments) was a stark example of his

view that where there was a lack of social cohesion, suicide rates were

higher (Halpern 2005). In other words, people who linked and connected

with others were more likely to be protected from some of life’s challenges.

Marx, on the other hand, focused on the tentative links between the

dominant social classes rather than on the links between individuals (Field

2003). His interest was in the ways that the ‘elite’ appeared to gain

advantages through the networks that were in existence within the class

structure.

In 1916 Hanifan used the term social capital (possibly the first person to do

so) to express the ways in which social relationships developed between

people within particular communities (Field 2003). His use of the term was

to facilitate discussion with economists and others about the usefulness of
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‘soft’ skills (such as developing goodwill) in a hard-nosed business

environment. His work also related to developing solutions relating to social

isolation and urban migration (Farr 2004).

Social capital became a mainstream interest in the 1980s in Europe (Pierre

Bourdieu) and USA (James Coleman). Pierre Bourdieu noted that

economists had been dominating social science and policy thinking with

economic capital but that there were two other missing ‘capitals’, namely

cultural capital and social capital (Halpern 2005). Cultural capital referred

to the ways in which some groups enjoyed particular cultural tastes

reflecting status (Field 2003). Cultural capital was not just shaped by

finances, but also by family background and education. Although Bourdieu

focused mainly on cultural rather than social capital he asserted that the

latter was important for support, resources and respectability. He was

interested in inequalities, and much of his writings reflected the work of

Marxist sociology. He argued that social capital belonged to the elite classes

and was a way of ensuring that they maintained their position (Field 2003).

James Coleman’s work was a broad conceptualisation that suggested that

without social capital, achievement of a goal would not be possible (Halpern

2005). He has been more influential than Bourdieu (Field 2003), and made

a case that social capital was not the preserve of the elites. Rather, it was

useful for the poor and those on the margins of society in terms of the

expectation of reciprocity. In his view, social capital was part of the social

structure that allowed for collective action. Field (2003, p. 28) sums up his

view on Bourdieu and Coleman thus:

“Bourdieu’s treatment of social capital is somewhat circular; in

summary it boils down to the thesis that privileged individuals

maintain their position by using their connections with other

privileged people. Coleman’s view is more nuanced in that he

discerns the value of connections for all actions, individual and

collective, privileged and disadvantaged. But Coleman’s view is also

naively optimistic; as a public good, social capital is almost entirely

benign in its functions, providing for a set of norms and sanctions
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that allow individuals to cooperate for mutual advantage and with

little or no ‘dark side’. Bourdieu’s usage of the concept, by contrast,

virtually allows only for a dark side for the oppressed, and a bright

side for the privileged.”

Current thinking on social capital is profoundly influenced by Robert

Putnam. He compared different regions of Italy and found that the

effectiveness of regional governments was based on mutual trust and the

vibrancy of social interactions (rather than budget levels or policies). He

then considered the concept in his study of social connections in America

where he noted a decline in social capital since the 1940s (Putnam 1995).

He drew upon a wide range of theory (from de Tocqueville to Coleman) and

saw social capital as a means for people to act collectively through

reciprocity, information flow, collaboration, and learning for future co-

operation. It was therefore seen as a trait of communities rather than of

individuals (ONS 2001). The discourse on social capital and health has

taken these arguments further with claims that where there are good

connections between people and communities, then health is positively

affected (Caperchione et al. 2008; Pearce and Smith 2003). It is thought

that social capital facilitates access to better resources and networks and

can act as a ‘buffer’ to life challenges, thus enabling people to take more

control over their own health.

There are three kinds of social capital and these were originally defined by

Woolcock (2001) who was a social scientist with the World Bank:

 Bonding sub-type is found inside families and small communities in

which norms develop through care and reciprocity (Gittell and Vidal

1998). Integration takes place within communities (Woolcock 2001)

and bonding social capital has the tendency to reinforce similarities.

It is good for ‘getting by’ (Putnam 2000).

 Bridging sub-type is found between relative strangers and norms are

developed externally, possibly through state action (Gittell and Vidal

1998) across extra-community networks (Woolcock 2001). Bridging
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social capital tends to widen social networks and introduces

differences. It is good for ‘getting ahead’ (Putnam 2000).

 Linking sub-type is found between very different people in very

different situations and communities up and down the social scale

(thus allowing for greater sharing and creation of resources)

(Woolcock 2001).

High levels of bridging and bonding social capital indicate that there is high

interconnectivity through which resources and power can be shared.

However, social capital can have a darker side when networks and

connections are not used for good (for example, terrorist networks that

work together to the detriment of others).

Trust is a key concern within social capital theory (Farr 2004; Field 2003;

Haezewindt 2003; Fukuyama 1999). Fukuyama (1999) went as far as

saying that without trust, communities would not arise. Trust facilitates a

number of things that are important for social capital: access to information

and resources, and problem-solving without the need for external

interventions (e.g. the law).

5.3.2 Social capital and education

The positive view of social capital that exists within much of the literature

and has been taken on board by policy makers (Halpern 2005) enables one

to consider its importance for education, and in particular to form an

opinion on its relationship with academic and social integration theory.

Social capital tends to be associated with positive educational outcomes,

and education appears to be associated with the development and

maintenance of networks (Field 2003; Haezewindt 2003). Those with high

social capital are more likely to engage with extracurricular activities, and

are more likely to trust other people (evidence of higher social capital). This

may be because of living away from home, developing a shared

understanding of a particular intellectual and cultural identity, and learning

to work together on shared pursuits. Fukuyama (1999) stated that

educational institutions pass on social capital through social norms. This is

important when one considers that a student may be entering higher

education with no experience or understanding of the prevailing norms
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within an institution. This Durkheimian perspective on social capital is

particularly important to the work of theorists within education who note

the imperative of enabling students to form bonds within new communities

so as to enhance integration. Great interest has been shown in the theory

of social capital for educational policy (Babb 2005).

It is argued that activities or interventions need to be in place for social

capital to develop (Hobbs 2000). In other words, people need to undertake

a process of learning that leads to the development of social capital. This

view is particularly relevant to learning communities and to the

development of academic and social integration within the university

environment linking to the idea that students need to form relationships

within the university community, and to join communities within their new

environment in order to adjust and to feel supported. Creating connections

through networks enables people to achieve things that they might not

otherwise have been able to achieve (Field 2003). Networks where people

share values facilitate co-operative links, and the more people that one has

these connections with, the higher is the social capital.

For the purposes of exposing the links between social capital theory and

Tinto’s arguments, the recent conceptualisation of the theory within the

sociological world is useful. Tinto’s (1993, 2005a) work highlighted the

necessity of making bonds across and within communities in order to

facilitate integration into particular communities. The emphasis within

social capital on networks, norms and trust is particularly relevant within

the higher education context when considering Tinto’s integration theory.

Tinto (1993) utilised ecological theory to describe the bonds that students

developed with an institution through the personal ‘fit’ or integration into

the new environment. When this ‘fit’ did not take place, students were less

likely to persist and achieve as their expectations had not been met. When

students did not make the transition from their pre-university ‘community’

to the new community or communities within the university, they were at

risk of choosing to leave.
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Field (2003, p. 144) tells us that relationships are changing, and “our

relationships with relationships is changing”. Western society is more

secularised, more focused on the individual, less formal, and with more

networks. Habit can create disillusionment, with people feeling taken for

granted. There may be a need to enable people to develop the skills for

good social capital: the social literacies (for example, interpersonal skills).

It is the development of social literacies that relates to the argument that

students can be facilitated to move from disconnection to connection along

the Connections Continuum.

5.4 The Connections Continuum (ii)

The holistic experience of participants in this research comprised of

connections which were described in chapter 4. This section takes a

theoretical stance and applies it to the findings of this research. The

relationships that students created, and the social literacies developed as

part of their transition and integration into first year, were what facilitated

connections across the Continuum and the development of social capital.

Students need to ‘get by’ and ‘get on’ in life and in their education (as in

bonding and bridging social capital) (Woolcock 2001). This happened in this

research when students integrated into the community of peers, practice

and others (knowing self and others). It led to a number of benefits

including the acquisition of resources (support) and to a feeling of ‘fitting in’

to the overall experience of being a nursing student. In particular, the

social capital associated with fitting in to practice was of great consequence

to the practice experience. The need for mentors and others in practice to

value students and to develop relationships with them was critical to the

overall first year experience of the student nurses. Participants described

many examples of times when they felt that they did not understand what

was expected of them in terms of their role as a student nurse. Positive

role modelling was one of the keys to promoting acculturisation into

practice and determined the strength of the connections that students

developed.
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It appeared that the most important aspect of social capital for many of the

students were the benefits gained through the connections that existed

outside of the family and thus within the experience (the classroom and

practice contexts) (Portes 1998). So, the students who felt empowered

with, and engaged in, the classroom experience did so for a number of

reasons: the connections with the academics that led to students feeling

valued and which enabled them to engage fully with the educational

experience at the time; the interactions with peers within the learning

groups (particularly the EBL groups) that enabled them to not only develop

their learning potential but also to develop friendship groups (Black and

MacKenzie 2008); and their own characteristics that led them to either ‘fit

in’ or, conversely, to feel some dissonance with the prevailing culture within

the institutional habitus (i.e. “a set of dispositions created and shaped by

the interaction between objective structures and personal histories,

including experiences and understanding of reality” (Thomas 2002, p.

430)). The latter was particularly relevant to the students’ success at

creating connections and thus impacted on their ability to work towards the

achievement of learning goals through empowerment (Putnam 1993). In

particular, many students described their ‘juggling’ roles and their impact

on their ability to engage with the courses. In part, those who successfully

completed first year seemed to have stronger connections across the

Continuum themes.

Those students who ‘stayed connected’ across the academic, practice and

peer communities had a greater range of networks. Rather obviously,

students who became disconnected from the experience appeared to have

fewer networks. For some the disconnectedness contributed to their

decisions to leave the courses. It is likely that those who did not develop

strong networks were disadvantaged in terms of the resources that they

may not have accessed (e.g. academic support, friendships). When

students’ connections widened through extra-community networks (such as

their relationships with mentors and patients), this process introduced

differences in terms of social identity and broadened their horizons (Szreter

and Woolcock 2004). This is ‘bridging’ social capital and was influenced by

the characteristics and attributes of the students through their interactions,
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enthusiasm for learning and approach to experiences in practice. For

example, those who talked about being keen to learn were much more

likely to create connections and build ‘bridging’ social capital. The

differences in social identity are important in developing connections,

particularly when there are differences in the dominant social and cultural

norms.

When an institution is biased towards a set of dominant social and cultural

norms, the relationship that takes place between peers and academics can

be detrimental for some students to the point that some may choose to

leave (Thomas 2002). Where diversity is valued and relationships enacted

in a relevant manner, the overall first year experience is likely to be

improved (e.g. staff attitudes, inclusivity, development of relationships,

flexibility, and valuing difference). Thus, the commitment from the HEI to

the student experience and to enhancing success is associated with student

persistence (Tinto 2005a).

The widening participation agenda which is so much a part of the nursing

students’ experiences has strong links with social capital (through the

discourse relating to elite access to networks – Field 2003). Given the

diversity within the student groups (in terms of the age range, social

circumstances and the numbers of first generation students) connections

did not seem to be made so readily by some, particularly those who chose

to leave (Brooks 2008). It is likely that the dominant culture of HE was not

familiar to some of the students in this research. Some students identified

difficulties with the transition to university (creating connections with

people and with the classroom experience). Adjustment to, and transition

into, the overall educational experience depended on the formation of

relationships and connections (Harvey et al. 2006). Some of them felt

unprepared for HE both academically and culturally and these were the

ones where the connections with professional education (and often with

people) were weaker. They may have found it difficult to make the

transition from one community to another leading to a lack of motivation

and disengagement from the experience (Tinto 1993). Connections across

the Continuum seemed to facilitate the potential for successful completion
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of first year and potentially protected people against isolation and stress (a

Durkheimian perspective) (Field 2003). However, many of the participants

in the research who connected with professional education had similar

demographic profiles to those who did not. Those who successfully

completed first year were strongly connected through their motivation for

nursing. In particular, it may be that some students did not have the

characteristics and values that enabled them to fit easily into HE given their

‘social location’ (Brooks 2008). It may also be that the students in the ‘EBL’

group were helped to develop their ‘fit’ (or connection) through the

supportive framework of the EBL learning community.

The findings show that connections brought advantages to individuals

through access to resources (such as support and knowledge), while at the

same time bringing positive outcomes to the whole community of students.

If the ‘EBL’ group connected better across the Continuum, and thereby had

higher social capital, the advantage within the ‘EBL’ group was that fewer

students chose to leave the course than those in the ‘traditional’ group. By

creating environments in which student engagement can thrive and

empowerment is facilitated (such as the ‘EBL’ groups) HEIs can play a role

in mitigating against factors such as a lack of preparedness for HE (Candela

et al. 2006). Through a process of collaboration between students and the

HEI, there is a possibility of providing a transformational learning

experience (Freire et al. 1994). So, the support that the students received

seemed to be vital to the development of social capital across the groups

(Tinto 2005b). Academic and social support were articulated as aspects of

the relationships across the Continuum within the context of the first year

experience (Beder 2001). The connections that people developed served a

number of functions including reciprocity (peer to peer connections

provided a focus for reciprocal support), information flow

(student/academic tutor connections), collaboration (between students)

(Putnam 1995) and learning for the future (connections with practice and in

the classroom) (Fukuyama 1999). For the students under investigation, the

development of connections (and social capital) was related to success and

persistence.
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The connection (match) between expectations and experiences is an area

in which HEIs can positively impact on the student experience (Smith and

Wertlieb 2005). Participants’ descriptions of their experiences showed that

there were times when experiences did not match expectations in relation

to preparedness for HE, the realities of practice, the experience of being

inspired (or not) in the classroom and in practice, and the expectations of

support in the university and (most importantly) in practice. Responding to

student expectations by examining practice in relation to the phases of the

first year experience is central to a proactive approach to enhancement.

The findings have shown that in two groups of nursing students

connections determine, in part, the experience of the first year and impact

upon the potential for success. In fact, the comparison between the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups demonstrates that when opportunities for

connection creation and social capital building are integral to the student

experience (as with the ‘EBL’ group), the student experience is enhanced.

Additionally, the comparison between the experiences of those who

successfully completed first year and those who chose to leave

demonstrates that connections are vital for success. Although most of the

participants experienced some sense of disconnection in one or more

aspect of the Continuum, the connectedness within other aspects enabled

persistence and success. It is likely that the connections with professional

education and with people were most important in staying connected

overall given the experiences of those who chose to leave, some of whom

were ambivalent about their reasons for being on the course for example.

The determination of the level of connectedness (or social capital) across

each of the aspects of the Continuum will assist in the development of

interventions that will facilitate the move along the Continuum towards

better connectedness.

The Connections Continuum provides a conceptual framework for

explanation and is underpinned, in part, by the theoretical ‘backbone’ of

social capital. The themes and categories that were identified from the

findings feature within the Connections Continuum. They are, therefore,

important for the explanation of the experience and the reader can refer
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back to chapter 4 for more details. However, when taking a holistic view of

the experience, and when utilising the Connections Continuum in this

process, the themes and categories are not as important as the need to

consider the overall principles relating to connectedness and

disconnectedness. It is in relation to this that social capital theory assists in

an understanding of the overall first year experience, and enables one to

draw conclusions, and make recommendations, that may have a wider

impact on those working on the student experience (rather than relating

only to the particular context of the thesis).

Social capital is all about developing connections within a particular

context. In this case, the context is the first year experience – described

through themes and categories and expectations/experiences within the

findings chapters. While the nature of the connections is of course

important it is the development of social capital that remains the key. The

Connections Continuum draws on the concept of social capital by identifying

where the connections (the social capital) should lie in order to enhance the

first year experience. It seems that social capital does, indeed, facilitate

greater engagement with communities (in this case communities of peers,

communities within the university, communities in clinical practice, and

external communities), and perhaps provides a better environment in

which to flourish towards success in first year. Crucially, the connection

(match) between expectations and experiences influences the first year

experience. For nursing students, the specific issues associated with

undertaking practice placements (e.g. perceptions of mentors as role

models, ‘fitting in’ to a clinical area) can potentially be addressed through

scrutiny of the Connections Continuum and its relationship to groups of

students’ and individuals’ experiences. Finally, reflecting on the substantive

points within the literature and the research, the need to shape the overall

first year student experience to facilitate engagement is an imperative for

enhancement (Pascarella and Terenzini 2005).
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CHAPTER 6: LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the limitations of the research prior to presenting

conclusions, recommendations for practice and recommendations for

research. The strengths of the research are inherent within the conclusions

and recommendations.

6.2 Limitations of the research

The research has a number of limitations which need to be taken into

account when determining the value of the findings for practice. The

limitations relate to the researcher (myself), the methods, and the scope of

enquiry. As highlighted within the ethics section, my role as a Programme

Leader had to be taken into consideration and may have impacted on the

experiences interviews in particular. Great care was taken to ensure that

participants did not feel coerced into taking part, and that the interviews

were conducted effectively so that students felt comfortable within the

interview situation. While my own perspectives influenced the research, this

was in line with the philosophical approach as described in chapter 2.

Issues related to sampling and response rates were discussed in chapter 2.

The questionnaire response rate was satisfactory. Additionally, the

interview and diary participants were representative of the larger groups,

although the numbers of students who agreed to complete the diaries and

the leavers who agreed to be interviewed were lower than expected. The

questionnaires were useful in determining expectations and experiences of

the university experience, but did not provide much scope for the practice

experience.

The focus of enquiry was on one School of Nursing at a particular point in

time. The research has shown that there are findings that should be
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relevant to other Schools of Nursing as well as to other disciplines within

higher education. The nature of the research is such that it is context

specific and bounded in time and place. The ‘thick’ description of the case

study attempts to enable others to take something from the research for

their own purposes and for wider application.

6.3 Conclusions

The aim of the research was to explore the first year experience in an

undergraduate nursing course. Two types of curricula provided the vehicle

through which the investigation took place. The ways in which the

objectives of the research were achieved are identified in the following

paragraph.

The first year experiences of the undergraduate nursing students were

examined through the use of experiences interviews, diaries and an

experiences survey. Expectations and experiences were compared between

the groups using expectations and experiences surveys. The overall

findings indicated that there were many similarities between the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups and between leavers and stayers in relation to

their experiences. However, there were some important differences. The

key difference between the experiences of the ‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups

was that the ‘EBL’ group made better connections across what was termed

the Connections Continuum, particularly in relation to the connections with

people. It seems that the ‘EBL’ learning communities provided the context

in which social capital could be built, and academic and social integration

could take place in a structured and useful way. The key difference

between those who successfully completed first year, and those who chose

to leave, related to their connection with professional education. The

students who chose to leave appeared to be less motivated and to have

less of a reason for being on the course than the others. The leavers were

also less likely to have made good connections with people across the

academic, practice and peer communities and thus did not have the same

levels of social capital as those who successfully completed first year.
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The curriculum change, the rationale for the curriculum change and the

context within which the change occurred were described. This process was

essential to the case study approach in which the context is required for a

‘thick’ description of the phenomenon, and to enable the reader to make

judgments about the usefulness of the findings to their own context. As

part of the process of setting the context, a literature review was

undertaken that identified the key issues relating to the first year

experience, and to the retention of students. On completion of the

research, it seems clear that the experience of undergraduate nursing

students is very similar to that of other students, notwithstanding the fact

that student nurses have practice experiences that many others do not.

A comparison was made between the demographic profiles of the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, and between students who successfully

completed first year and those who chose to leave. The comparison

demonstrated that there were no significant differences between the

‘traditional’ and ‘EBL’ groups, except that the ‘EBL’ group had fewer

students who chose to leave. Also, there were no significant differences

identified between the leavers and those who successfully completed first

year. These findings were useful as it enabled comparisons to be made

between the groups within a context of similarity.

The enquiry-based learning groups facilitated speedy interactions and the

development of connections with peers and academic staff. In particular,

these groups enabled students to build social capital and develop friendship

groups. Friendship groups were of great importance for support in the first

year for many students. The use of EBL may have assisted in the transition

to a more self-directed, independent approach to learning than more

‘traditional’ approaches by providing a framework for enquiry-based

independent learning. However, the success of EBL, like all other teaching

methods, depended on the enthusiasm, motivation and skills of the

facilitator, who needed to provide an engaging context for learning.

Additionally, EBL as a learning community appeared to facilitate social, as

well as academic, integration and thus the building of social capital.
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The roles of academics and mentors15 were important to the first year

student experience and the building of social capital. Student engagement

and empowerment were facilitated through empathy, by demonstrating

caring, respect and warmth, by providing a safe environment and respect,

by being approachable and accessible, and by helping students to take

control of their own learning. Some of the lecturers inspired students partly

through their ‘performance skills’ (use of humour and active approach to

teaching) thus promoting engagement and facilitating the development of

connections with the classroom experience. The academics and mentors

who built connections with students (particularly in relation to the branches

of nursing) enabled students to feel valued in the university and in practice.

Role models in the university, and particularly in practice, made a

difference to the student experience. Students needed to connect with what

they perceived as the kind of people they would aspire to as professionals.

Negative role modelling, again particularly in practice, had a hugely

negative impact on the overall student experience for some students (to

the point that some students chose to leave). The connections that were

created with practice were crucial to the overall student experience. While a

difficult experience did not necessarily lead to total disconnection from the

course, students found these situations hard to cope with. Positive group

and team relationships in practice were crucial. Additionally, students

needed to understand their role in practice, and feel valued and respected

both as individuals and as professionals. Empowerment hinged on being

trusted to take on relevant responsibilities, and relevant student

characteristics (such as interest in the learning opportunities and a positive

approach to learning) that led to engagement with the learning experience.

Students, generally, wanted to learn (and wanted to be active in their

learning), and wanted to contribute to care (even if they were thrown in at

the deep end – with support). Being active in their learning enabled

students to overcome negative practice experiences and turn them into

positive learning experiences. However, some students did not expect to be

15 Mentors are currently required to undertake an educational package for

preparation for the role and annual updating. Registered nurses are normally
expected to act as mentors to students.
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enthusiastic about, or enjoy, placement or university. The Connections

Continuum would be a useful tool to identify these students early on and to

provide opportunities for interventions that shift the expectations towards

connection with professional education.

Acculturisation into nursing with the professional expectations that go along

with this was important and related directly to differences between

expectations and experiences. Therefore, nursing students’ expectations of

practice should be explored, and experiences discussed to create

connections between the classroom and practice experiences, as well as

managing expectations. Internal motivation appeared to keep students

going and helped them to be successful in first year. Intrinsic reasons for

undertaking a nursing course were important for sustaining motivation and

overcoming challenges in working towards success. Identification of the

intrinsic motivations may be useful in selection processes. It is also

something that academics and students should work towards within the

learning communities. Many students juggled a variety of responsibilities

and led complex lives. Some of these people successfully completed first

year, while others did not. While flexibility of curriculum provision may

enable more students to successfully complete first year, appropriate

review processes for students as part of their ongoing transition to

university and the course may enable students and academics to identify

when they are ‘at risk’. Additionally, staff development programmes to

assist in transition, induction and review of risk will assist in an

enhancement approach to developing the student experience. The use of

the Connections Continuum will allow for the creation of opportunities to

intervene, in order to facilitate shifts towards the positive end of the

Continuum.

The Connections Continuum is a tool that provides a focus for academics,

mentors, curriculum developers and others when considering the first year

(and possibly other years) experience. For academics and mentors, the

Continuum allows for focused discussion on, and observation of the student

experience so as to determine where on the Continuum the student sits. It

is likely that many students will be at different points along the Continuum
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in relation to the four themes. However, the Continuum provides a

qualitative approach to determining what is taking place for the student,

and whether there are risks to the student experience. The point is that for

some students, a slip towards disconnection on one aspect of the

Continuum could be a slip towards total disconnection. This will be different

for all students, but provides a focus for intervention. It would be a useful

tool for students to assess their own connections, and useful as a way for

academics to determine if a student is ‘at risk’ within aspects of the overall

first year experience. The Continuum would also be useful in the

management of student expectations as it will allow for discussion about

the realities of the course. In particular, it would also assist in the

development of professional attitudes – the elusive connection with

professional education. Students possibly do not need to fully connect

across the whole Continuum all of the time. What they do need to do is feel

a sense of connection to the whole experience.

6.4 Recommendations for practice

The first year lays the foundations for the whole undergraduate experience

and, importantly, there are key areas that educators can influence to

address the needs of individual students and groups of students. This can

be through curriculum design using a “coherent and comprehensive

approach” (Bovill et al. 2008, p. 29) to provide the means for engagement.

As Davis (2003, p. 245) asserts, “if the higher education ethos is to provide

education for all, the education provided must be suitable for all”.

Connections are two-way: the university has to reach out and make

connections with the student and the student has to feel able to make

connections with the university – a transformative experience for both in

terms of building social capital across the wider community.

At a macro level, universities need to recognise the possibilities of

developing social capital for both individual students and the whole

university community. In doing so, it seems likely that everyone will benefit

– financially through increased success (and thus retention), academically,

and socially within the context of the student experience. University policy
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could welcome the concept of social capital as the means for framing the

interventions that aim to enhance the first and subsequent years’

experiences. The Connections Continuum could be used as a positive tool

for staff development to enable an institutional approach to enhancement

of the student experience, and improvement of student retention rates. Its

use as a staff development tool would enable staff who are working with

students to examine the component parts of the Continuum, determine

their relevance and application, and subsequently to develop approaches

and interventions for enhancement.

At a meso level, curriculum developers need to recognise the importance of

academic and social integration through the building of social capital and by

developing opportunities within the curriculum to facilitate their

development. Additionally, the Connections Continuum provides a

conceptual framework within which the whole student experience can be

explored while undertaking curriculum development including the need to

explore the match between expectations and experiences. Thus the means

to address the issues that have been identified as being important to the

first year experience can be determined as part of curriculum development.

At a micro level, staff who work with students to support their learning,

whether in practice or in the university, should appreciate the relevance of

the Connections Continuum (and the development of social capital) to the

student experience. It is likely that a positive approach to creating

connections across the student experience will benefit everyone. The use of

a tool such as the Connections Continuum facilitates a structured and

systematic approach to the detection of risk, and thereby to the

identification of interventions so as to move from disconnection to

connection. This should be through academic/student discussion and

through supported self-reflection. The tool will be useful for students to use

as a way of reviewing their own perceptions of their connections across the

Continuum. This will offer students the opportunity to take control of, and

responsibility for, their own first year experience.
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6.5 Recommendations for further research

Further systematic research on the first year experience of student nurses

(and others) is required. The accumulation of findings will strengthen the

pedagogical research base (Yorke 2000c) and limit the risk of any

fragmentation of evidence.

In particular the area that would benefit from further research is the theory

of social capital and its application to HE in general, and to the first and

subsequent years in particular. The research should be focused on areas

identified within the Connections Continuum.

Creating connections with people

We already know a great deal about the first year experience of students

and the issues that affect individuals in general. The evidence in the

literature is limited in relation to the first year experience of student

nurses. However, this research shows that the experiences of these

participants broadly reflect the wider literature though additional research

into the experience of student nurses would be valuable. There is a need to

be more focused on the ways in which HEIs (at the top level and at course

and support level) can shift their cultural perspective to fit the needs of a

diverse range of students. Research should look at the ways in which

students can be helped to integrate and assimilate: to make connections

and to build social capital.

Creating connections with the classroom experience

There may be a need to more fully investigate the impact that learning

communities have on the first year student experience, and in particular

that of student nurses within the context of UK higher education.

Additionally, it would be useful to investigate how well learning

communities assist in the development of social capital.

Creating connections with the practice experience

It may be interesting to investigate the impact of role models in practice on

the first year student experience, and the ways in which connections and
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social capital building takes place for students. A focus on the mentor

perspective would enable a fuller picture to be developed.

Creating connections with professional education

The ways in which connections with professional education can be

developed should be investigated to come to a greater understanding of

what keeps people on a nursing course, and what can lead to complete

disconnection. It may also be possible to undertake some quantifiable

research to establish where a student is positioned on the Connections

Continuum, and from there to determine how to move a student who is

‘disconnected’ towards ‘connection’.

6.6 Summary

Higher Education Institutions need to work towards the improvement of the

overall first year student experience through the building of social capital,

connections and the development of academic and social integration.

Integration into HE is a challenge and is important, but academic and social

integration should not be the sole responsibility of the student as he or she

moves into the new environment. The need for institutions to change and

adapt to the increasingly diverse student population is essential if

assimilation is to take place (Zepke and Leach 2005). Central to this is the

absolute right of students to retain their identity culturally, socially, and

psychologically, and their cultural capital should be valued by HEIs.

Universities who use the Connections Continuum to be creative in their

approaches to working with students will provide them with a learning

experience which exceeds expectations through the recognition and value

placed on them as individuals.

Although developed through research that investigated the experiences of

student nurses, the Connections Continuum (or modification thereof) could

be used more widely, especially in professional courses, but in every sphere

where acculturation is an issue. Importantly, the Connections Continuum is

a conceptual framework that provides a practical and grounded approach

for policy makers at all levels, be it macro, meso or micro. The range
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includes government (particularly the SGHD in the context of this

research), the HE sector generally, academics and others working with

students. Most importantly of all perhaps, the Connections Continuum could

be used by students themselves as a means of self evaluation and

empowerment, resulting not only in higher levels of academic achievement

but also in greater personal, professional and social satisfaction.
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Appendix 1: Databases and search engines and search criteria

CINAHL

British Nursing Index
OVID
SAGE Journals Online
ERICS

Internet sources included:
Google
Google Scholar
University websites
QAA Scotland
HEA
UK and Scottish Government

The Cumulative Index of Nursing
and Allied Health Literature

Quality Assurance Agency Scotland
Higher Education Academy

First year Education
Pedagogy
Experience
Retention
Withdrawal
Attrition
Transition/induction/orientation
Adjustment
Integration
Assimilation
Expectations
Empowerment
Engagement
Learning communities

Academic, social

Student As above

Education
Higher Education

Nurs*
Policy
Enquiry-based learning
Problem-based learning
Curriculum
First year
Empowerment/engagement

Design

Nurs* Policy
Enquiry-based learning
Problem-based learning
Curriculum
Education
Pedagogy
Retention
Attrition
Withdrawal

Design
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Appendix 2: Scottish Executive Facing the Future Group Remit

 “To explore the evidence about student retention improvement;

 To ensure a common definition of attrition is in place throughout

Scotland, and accords with the other three UK countries;

 To share best practice and evidence with all HEIs and NHS Scotland;

 To consider the need for additional research into student retention;

 To assist in the development of tools to measure effectiveness of

measures to improve retention;

 To assist in the development of tools to measure effectiveness of

measures to improve retention;

 To oversee the interrogation of attrition data;

 To link with the Student Nurse Intake Planning process; and

 To explore issues around mentoring.” (SEHD 2006)
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Appendix 3: A summary of theories of student departure (Tinto 1993)

There is a range of theories of departure and Tinto (1993) described these.

He informed us that psychological theories implicated the student

characteristics and personality as the ‘cause’ for attrition but did not

consider the context and its impact on behaviour. Environmental theories

emphasised the wider socioeconomic and organisational forces but without

considering the role that an institution played. On the other hand,

organisational sociology explored the impact of institutional structures,

resources and policies on student retention. However, Tinto asserted that

the theories did not explain how these institutional issues impacted on

students’ decisions. Tinto, instead, turned to the field of social anthropology

and studies that explained the processes of establishing membership within

societies to explain student retention. His work was based on that of two

key sociologists which he described as follows:

 Arnold van Gennop undertook a study on the rites of passage in

tribal societies and found that life was composed of a number of

passages from birth through to death, and from membership of one

group to another. Movement from one group to another was found to

be made up of three distinct phases: separation from past

associations which was marked by a reduction in contact with the

previous group; transition which was the development of

interactions, and an understanding of one’s own role, with the new

group; and incorporation where new interaction patterns were taken

on, and often linked to special ceremonies. Separation and transition

could be associated with feelings of vulnerability and isolation, so

ceremonies or rituals were important as a way of providing some

stability. Van Gennop’s work was said, by Tinto, to reflect the stages

of entering and experiencing higher education.

 Emile Durkheim undertook the study of community and suicide

where suicide represented a person’s decision to withdraw from a

community. The decision to commit suicide was said to be as much a

reflection of the community as of the person. Durkheim wanted to
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explain why suicide rates differed between and within countries over

time, and to describe how the characteristics of the social

environment impacted on the level of suicide. He described four

‘types’ of suicide: altruistic where suicide was seen as morally

appropriate within a particular situation; anomic where temporary

disruptions to society (e.g. war) resulted in isolation; fatalistic where

excessive normative control resulted in suicide; and egotistical where

there was a lack of integration into membership of a community. The

latter was important for Tinto’s purposes and related to social and

intellectual integration, and a lack of community membership. Both

social and intellectual isolation were required for egotistical suicide,

and one could lead to the other. Durkheim’s argument was that

where society provided the means for integration, egotistical suicide

could be reduced. Tinto, therefore, argued that we needed to

consider the social and intellectual character of universities, and look

at its communities as a way of preventing attrition.
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Appendix 4: Definitive Course Document extracts, ‘traditional’ group

Course philosophy

“The curriculum focuses on the personal and professional development of

the student, facilitating the acquisition of both professional and lifelong

learning knowledge, attitudes and skills. Personal and professional

integrity, problem-solving, personal effectiveness and research/evidence-

based practice are important areas of student development that support

the use of reflection and portfolios as key strategies for facilitating learning

and development. The curriculum enables the student to develop a sound

knowledge-base that can be applied in practice. Each student is valued and

supported as an adult with individual needs. In addition each student is

believed to possess the capacity to contribute to the course as an active

participant with the potential to maximise the learning opportunities

provided.

The programme has been devised to ensure that not only are the

requirements of Fitness for Practice (UKCC, 1999) incorporated but also the

views of consumers i.e. students and service staff have been incorporated

within curriculum planning and delivery.

Course aim

The aim of this programme is to provide educational experiences that

facilitate each student’s personal and professional development towards the

achievement of, and eligibility for admission….to the UKCC Professional

Register and an academic award. In addition the programme will afford the

students a stimulating and challenging learning experience that prepares

them for practice at the point of registration and fosters a positive attitude

towards self-development and lifelong learning.

Teaching, learning and assessment strategy

As an overview teaching and learning within the programme are aimed

primarily at enabling the students to develop the skills to become

autonomous learners in both clinical and academic settings. In the initial

stages the student will be guided and advised on the range and depth of
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topics that require to be covered. This will be undertaken by lectures

(masterclasses and modified lectures), teacher-led tutorials and practical

demonstrations and supervised practice of clinical skills.

As the programme progresses, the student will be encouraged and

facilitated to develop the skills of the autonomous learner with tutorial

sessions, problem solving approaches and seminars being led by the

student and facilitated by lecturers. Within clinical practice the student is

expected to take more responsibility for identifying their own lack of skills

and to seek the advice of Practice Supervisors in achieving their required

outcomes and clinical competencies.

In addition care has been taken to ensure that the student considers the

programme as a whole and, therefore, they are required throughout to

maintain a structured reflective portfolio of their learning experiences”

(RGU, 2001).
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Appendix 5: Definitive Programme Document extracts, ‘EBL’ group

Programme overview and philosophy

“The programme has been designed to prepare students to operate

effectively within ever-changing health and social care environments.

Contemporary practice requires competent, creative nurses who are critical

thinkers and can adapt and respond to the demands of the profession. The

profession is expanding and evolving. Students therefore need to be

resourceful with a desire to continue to learn and develop. The ability to

work in partnership with patients, clients and their families as part of multi-

professional teams is essential. To ensure the curriculum is focused,

nursing is explicit in all modules and where appropriate the theory of

associated disciplines is applied to nursing.

The programme is structured to ensure theory and practice components

alternate throughout each stage with each comprising 50% of the total

programme. This facilitates preparation for practice and reflection on and

analysis of practice experiences. In each stage, the length of theory and

practice periods are organised differently with the B Nursing and DipHE

Nursing differing from the Honours route. This is a key distinction between

these routes. The flexible route follows the same principles but students

attend the university for the contact time for theory modules and undertake

practice placements as part-time hours. This results in flexible route

students taking longer to complete each stage. Students undertaking the

2nd to 1st level conversion will undergo an Accreditation of Prior Learning

process for stage 1. During stages 2 and 3 the 2nd to 1st level students will

attend the university for two study days for each theoretical module.

These contact days will be supported by open and distance learning

materials primarily available on the university intranet. Clinical practice

outwith the student’s own area of work will be determined on an individual

basis.

In stages one and two of the programme, theoretical module content is

scheduled to be delivered within semesters one and two for all students. In

semester three, B Nursing/ DipHE Nursing students continue to have
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theoretical input through enquiry-based learning. This allows for ongoing

integration of learning and academic support for these students. For B

Nursing (Hons) students, theoretical input is completed prior to semester

three which comprises practice only. The different structures support the

diverse abilities of students who possess a wide range of entry

qualifications.

In stage 2 all students are given the opportunity to select an arts or science

focused module. In stage 3, B Nursing and B Nursing (Hons) students will

undertake a further arts or science module which will build on the module

completed in stage 2. Where students undertaking the B Nursing (Hons)

route exit at the end of stage 3, the award will reflect the arts or science

focus (BA Health Studies or BSc Health Studies).

Programme Philosophy

The curriculum is rooted in a view of learning as an ongoing process of

positive change, growth and development, in which students are affected

personally, socially, practically and intellectually. The fostering of a deep

approach to learning that stimulates the students’ desire for enquiry is

important within the curriculum and informs its delivery. Change is also

acknowledged as a central and enduring characteristic of the professional

life to which students aspire. Preparing students to operate effectively and

confidently, personally and professionally, within this world is a key tenet of

this programme.

Students are valued as unique and motivated individuals each with the

capacity to develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to

achieve fitness for practice and fitness for purpose. Nurturing and enabling

each student to develop their distinctive professional style will realise the

students’ potential and ultimately contribute to the further development of

an innovative and creative nursing workforce. The diverse experiences that

students bring to the student body are embraced as diversity reflects the

real world of professional practice. In the context of the programme, the

variety of cultures, populations, individuals, services and activities that
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students will access is believed to be fundamental to rich and

transformational learning experiences.

The provision of supportive, meaningful and challenging learning

environments and systems is central to enabling students to achieve their

potential. Collaboration and partnership, engagement and enquiry, and

community and dialogue, are concepts that reflect the ethos which

underpins the development and delivery of the curriculum. The

relationships and roles of students and providers of the learning

opportunities are also embodied within these concepts. The process of

assessment is emphasised as a vehicle for the enhancement of learning as

well as a mechanism for measuring achievement.

Transforming the programme philosophy into a lived experience for all

participants is an investment in the future and as such is recognised as an

ongoing and challenging process of personal and professional growth and

development

Programme aim

The programme aims to inspire students to develop as professional and

creative leaders of nursing. It will enable student to become versatile and

resourceful graduates who are relevantly qualified and fit for nursing

practice. The educational environment is designed to stimulate enquiry,

innovation and to foster research-based practice.

The programme also aims to provide students with the opportunity to

enhance and develop their academic, technical and professional skills to

graduate with eligibility for admission to the NMC Professional Register and

to assume responsibility for practice as registered nurses” (RGU, 2004).

Teaching, learning and assessment strategy

The curriculum is written in such a way as to allow for its ongoing

development. This will be informed by local and published research and will

allow for both content and delivery to develop in response to changes in

contemporary practice, the evidence-base informing practice as well as
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shifts in policy drivers. Currently, interprofessional working and learning,

enquiry-based learning and skills development and consolidation, are key

areas that have been emphasised for development. To ensure that all

stakeholders are fully informed of the programme content, a ‘dynamic

syllabus’ will provide a database that specifies in detail the content of the

programme curriculum. The dynamic syllabus will evolve as module teams

develop the taught content and directed learning opportunities in response

to contemporary policy, evidence, research findings and theoretical

perspectives. Its role is to allow for the curriculum to be transparent and

to provide the detail that makes the differences between the branches

explicit.

The alignment of learning outcomes, teaching methods, learning activities

and the assessment strategy to produce an integrated, holistic and

meaningful experience for the student is a key feature of the curriculum.

Constructive alignment of the curriculum is claimed to be crucial for

achieving the optimum conditions for quality learning (Biggs, 2003).

Jackson and Cowan (2003) support this view and advocate the theory as a

useful framework for understanding the systems that are necessary for the

effective delivery of an outcomes-based curriculum. A constructively

aligned curriculum is one in which teaching methods and learning activities

and the assessment tasks are in tune and are true to the learning

outcomes (Biggs, 2002).

The curriculum demands the support of a learning strategy that is

embedded and consistently implemented throughout the whole

programme. Enquiry-based learning (EBL) is the key strategy employed.

Within this approach teachers become facilitators of learning and work with

several small EBL groups of students for the duration of the course. This

allows for the development of positive working relationships, a secure and

open learning environment, and collaborative group work.

EBL is an ongoing process. Students identify areas or issues for exploration

and research following reflection on and discussion about the experiences

gained through engagement with the curriculum. As well as addressing
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gaps in knowledge and understanding, attitudes or skills, enquiry-based

learning enables students to develop key skills such as critical analysis and

self management in relation to learning and development.

Facilitated sessions focus on group dynamics as well as processes such as

analysis and negotiation to agree the focus of enquiry and individual

responsibilities, and the building of action plans. Dedicated time is

programmed for the action plans to be addressed and this is supplemented

by EBL group meetings with and without the facilitator to review progress,

summarise learning, consider application to future practice and the

identification of outstanding or new areas for enquiry. Prior to the end of

each stage of the programme, the EBL groups present their work to the

other EBL groups and wider dissemination and sharing occurs.

Alongside and underpinning the EBL process, delivery of module content by

module teams takes place. A range of teaching methods such as lectures,

small group tutorials, intranet/internet activities and directed study, are

utilised within this teacher-led aspect of the curriculum. Module teams

prioritise content to address contemporary nursing requirements. Where

modules are shared or content is identified as core or generic, different

branch programmes are taught together. Further exploration of the content

in the context of the specific branches of nursing then occurs to ensure

understanding and preparation for application in practice. As the

programme progresses, students are challenged through EBL to make

connections between the theoretical content delivered by module teams

and the experiences they encounter in practice.

The contrast of teaching and facilitation approaches provides balance and

variety in learning activities which are believed to accommodate different

learning styles of students whilst promoting the development of a deep

approach. Students are supported to develop and progress in a variety of

ways. Pastoral support is provided by personal tutors who will also

undertake the EBL facilitator role for their personal tutor group. This will

enable the personal tutor to have a wider understanding of students’ needs.
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In addition, module teams provide specific academic support relating to the

module content and pertinent study skills.

The assessment strategy also reflects the need to integrate the content of

modules, the outcomes of enquiry and the learning that students achieve in

relation to the learning outcomes. Ensuring assessment is a meaningful

experience for students and enhances their learning as well as measuring

their achievement is an important characteristic of the assessment strategy

and will inform its continued development.

Each stage of the curriculum is treated as an integrated whole to ensure

the relationships and connections between modules, including practice

modules, are experienced in a holistic way by students. Students will have

opportunities to play a more active role in the assessment process through

exploration of the nature of evidence that can demonstrate the

achievement of module learning outcomes. Module teams and EBL

facilitators will work together to enable students to understand and address

the summative assessment requirements as part of their ongoing learning

and development.

Students are provided with a range of learning opportunities in practice to

support the development of professional skills and competencies.

Placement locations reflect the branch of nursing that students are

undertaking. Exposure to urban, remote and rural settings, NHS and non-

NHS service providers, also enhances student learning experiences. Within

the programme there are learning opportunities to meet EU requirements

for adult branch students. Within each placement students are supported

by a named mentor who is responsible for providing a quality learning

experience that meets students’ needs.

Portfolios of learning experiences in practice will be developed by students

to reflect the breadth and depth of learning opportunities encountered and

their progress towards achievement of the NMC outcomes and

competencies. The Clinical Assessment Tool enables both formative and

summative assessment of performance to take place during practice
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placements. This is completed by the mentor in the placement areas to

which students are allocated. Students are required to maintain an

ongoing development plan which is agreed and supported by personal

tutors and mentors. Summative assessment of theoretical and practice

modules will be graded using the University Grading Scheme.” (RGU, 2004)
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Appendix 6: Overview of early interpretations of data for participants

Dear Research Participant

You may remember that some time ago I interviewed you for my PhD

research. You may have been a student who was moving into stage 2 of

your programme, or you may have been a student who had chosen to

leave for whatever reason. I have now had a chance to look at all the

interviews together, and have started to analyse the data from these

interviews. It has been a very interesting process!

The purpose of getting back in touch with you is to show you what my

initial findings are. I have come up with five themes and a number of

categories within the themes that seem to encompass the experiences of all

the participants that I interviewed. This letter provides you with those

themes and categories. I am now in the process of describing these more

fully by using the quotes you have given me in your interviews, and by

referring to the literature.

As part of the research process, I would like to ask that you look at the

themes and categories as a system of ‘member checking’. You have already

had the transcript of your interview. This final part of the member checking

process enables you to see whether you think that the themes and

categories are familiar and link to what you told me. If you have any

comments, please feel free to write them on the attached sheet and return

to me in the pre-paid envelope.

I can assure you that this is the last time I will be in touch with you to seek

your views. I hope that it won’t be too long before I complete my thesis

and you will then have an opportunity to see what the findings are.

May I take this opportunity to thank you once again for taking part. Having

sat down with all the interview transcripts and worked with them for the

past few months, I have really appreciated your honesty and the

interesting and thought provoking discussions we had.
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Interviews

A number of themes and categories were identified across all the

interviews, whether they were group one or two students, and whether

they were ‘leavers’ or ‘stayers’. In fact, it was striking how similar the

issues for leavers and stayers were.

The themes are:

1. University experiences.

2. Practice experiences.

3. External experiences.

4. Reasons for leaving (or thinking about leaving).

5. Keeping going (or not keeping going).

Within each of the themes, a number of categories were identified as

follows:

1. University experiences

a. Teaching, learning and assessment.

b. Creating connections between theory and practice.

c. Creating connections with peers.

d. Creating connections with university staff.

2. Practice experiences.

a. Teaching, learning and assessment.

b. Creating connections between theory and practice.

c. Creating connections with patients/clients.

d. Creating connections with practice staff.

3. External experiences.

a. Juggling.

b. Keeping all the balls in the air.

4. Reasons for leaving (or thinking about leaving).

a. University experiences.

b. Practice experiences.

c. External experiences.

5. Keeping going (or dropping the balls).
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a. Internal drivers.

b. External drivers.

Each of these will be discussed separately although it will become clear that

there are definite links between and across the themes and categories. For

example, when discussing the support that students receive, this has an

impact across all the themes and many of the categories. The literature is

utilised to inform the process of the development of the themes and

categories, and to add clarity to the findings. In some cases, the literature

clearly demonstrates that the issues are familiar to a number of

researchers. In others, the dearth of available literature suggests that

further research should, and could, be undertaken in these areas.

Please feel free to comment on the themes and categories. Please return

the sheet in the pre-paid envelope.
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Appendix 7: Reflexive diary extracts

20.05.05: Reflection on group 1 experiences interview

Does internal motivation help some students to stay on the programme

despite other external challenges (emotional intelligence may be

important)? If so, how can we help people develop internal motivation?

Similarities across exit and experiences interviews so why do some leave

and some stay?

Issues relating to not wanting to be socialised into the behaviour of

qualified staff.

Tired. Part time work. Theory ‘irrelevant’.

Acculturisation into nursing? Professional expectations.

Issues with mentorship: positive/negative.

Social networks: differences between ‘mature’ and ‘traditional’ students.

Personal organisation/time management.

Group work: positive/negative experiences.

Support: positive/negative experiences.

18.08.05: Reflection on interviews to date

I always wanted to be a nurse – or did I? (motivation)

Not for the money or the glory!

Internal or external drivers – can have a positive or negative impact.

Support: theory, practice, peers/academics/mentors etc (remember

learning communities).

Juggling – keeping all the balls in the air.

Following the road, or taking a detour (keeping going).

Personal/professional enhancement.

Everyone has challenges, just different ones.

In at the deep end (theory and practice).

All of group 1 had mainly good practice experiences.

All of group 1 like small group work.
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Theory and practice

Theory

Academics

Peers

Mentors

28.08.06: Reflections on themes/categories

Decisions re themes/categories have been iterative. Mind map and other

notes demonstrate this. Reading, rereading and reading the transcripts

again enabled me to develop my understanding of the ‘whole’ while picking

up on some of the differences.

Themes:

People (caring, supporting): peers, university staff, practice staff, patients

etc.

Professional education: theory, practice, motivations.

Staying: making adjustments, motivation (internal/external), juggling
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Appendix 8: Diary letter regarding the nature and purpose of the research

THE ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY

School of Nursing and Midwifery
Faculty of Health and Social Care

Garthdee Campus
Garthdee Road

Aberdeen
AB10 7QG

08 April 2004

Dear

I am writing to ask whether you would be willing to participate in a research study that I
am undertaking for PhD study. I am a student with The Robert Gordon University, a
senior lecturer in the School of Nursing and Midwifery and course leader for the BSc
(Hons) Nursing course.

The purpose of the research is to investigate the first year student experience in two
groups of student nurses. The first group will be the March 2004 intake and the
second group will be the March 2005 intake. As you may know, the pre-registration
nursing curriculum is being developed. A comparison will be made between the March
2004 group (pre-curriculum change) and the March 2005 intake (post-curriculum
change). The research will have three strands:
 A survey of the expectations and experiences of year one nursing students.
 An exploration of the experiences of year one students through the use of

participant diaries.
 An investigation into the reasons that some students choose to leave the

programme through a semi-structured interview or questionnaire.

I hope that the findings will inform the ongoing development of the programme and will
enable the School to develop strategies to improve the student experience and
enhance retention rates. I would like to invite you to complete a diary so that I can
explore your experiences. You will be given detailed instructions on the way in which
the diary should be completed. However, you will still have the opportunity to describe
your experiences of being a first year nursing student in your own way.

I have enclosed a consent form for your perusal. If you are happy to participate, could
you please return the consent form in the envelope provided? I have enclosed the
diary and instructions so that you can start completing it straight away if you choose to
take part. You will see that you have a ‘participant code’. This is important as it
means that I will never know which students are completing the diaries. This will
ensure that your anonymity is assured at all times. When you receive communications
with your name on, this is done through a third party and this information will not
become known to me. Just to emphasise the point again, I will not be able to connect
any information gleaned from your diary with you personally.
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Whilst I hope that you are willing to participate, I appreciate that you may not be able
to do so at this time. If you wish to have further information regarding the study,
please contact me by letter. It is important that you do not include your name and you
should identify yourself within any communication by your participant code. I am
pleased to say that I can offer a book token (£5.00) to you if you complete the diary
over the course of your first year.

Kind regards,

Ruth Taylor
Senior Lecturer
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Appendix 9: Consent Form

Consent Form
The Robert Gordon University

PhD study

Name of researcher: Ruth Taylor
Job title: Senior Lecturer/Pre-registration Nursing Course
Leader
Contact details: 01224 262908

ruth.taylor@rgu.ac.uk

Participant code:

I agree to participate in the following research study:

The first year student experience pre and post curriculum change: a case study in first
year undergraduate nursing students.

I understand the following:

1. I can withdraw from the study at any time with no adverse effects.*

2. The researcher will ensure that I remain anonymous.**

3. The researcher will ensure that confidentiality will be maintained.**

4. The Robert Gordon University and the programme of study will be identified within
the study and in any published papers.

5. All raw data (i.e. tapes, notes, diaries, surveys) will either be destroyed or returned
to the participant once data analysis has been completed.

6. If I am participating in an interview, I can examine the transcript of the interview to
ensure accuracy if I wish.

Signature:

Date:
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Appendix 10: Adapted College Student Expectations Questionnaire (CSEQ)

Thank you for agreeing to complete this questionnaire. Your response will
prove very valuable within the research project that I am undertaking for PhD
study. It is hoped that the data that are collected for the project will inform
continuing curriculum development.

Please include your name. Once your questionnaire has been coded your name
will be removed. Your anonymity is assured. I will never know who has made
particular responses to any of the questions, as the codes that will be utilised
will ensure that you cannot be identified. Unfortunately it will not be possible to
utilise your response if you do not include you name.

Your name:

Researcher details:
Ruth Taylor
Senior Lecturer
The School of Nursing and Midwifery
The Robert Gordon University
Telephone: 01224 262908
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Participant code:

University Student Expectations Questionnaire

Welcome! You have recently started to experience life as a student in the Robert
Gordon University School of Nursing and Midwifery. You will have some ideas about
how you will spend your time, what you will be doing and so on. I am interested in
these ideas and will use the responses to this survey to inform a research study that is
looking at the first year experiences of student nurses. More specifically, what do you
expect to do this year as a student? Please complete the items on the following pages
in a way that answers this question. It takes less than 15 minutes to complete this
survey.

Your responses are confidential. Once your questionnaire has been coded, the front
sheet with your name on will be destroyed. You will be asked to indicate a response
based on a scale as follows:
1 Very often
2 Often
3 Occasionally
4 Never
Please circle the response you wish to make. Erase cleanly any responses that you
want to change. Please answer all the questions.

The benefits of this survey depend on the thoughtful and honest responses of those
who are asked to help. Your willingness to participate is very important and very much
appreciated. Thank you!

UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCES

DIRECTIONS: During the coming year in university, how often do you expect to do the
following? Indicate your response by circling one of the appropriate numbers as
indicated above.

Library and information technology Very Often
Occas- N Often

ionally

Use the library as a quiet place to read or study. 1 2 3
4

Use an index or database (computer, card catalogue etc)
to find some material on some topic. 1 2 3
4

Read recommended materials other than textbooks
in the library (articles etc). 1 2 3
4

Develop a bibliography or set of references for an
assignment. 1 2 3
4

Use a computer or word processor to prepare reports
or papers. 1 2 3
4
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Use email to communicate with a lecturer. 1 2 3
4

Use email to communicate with classmates. 1 2 3
4

Participate in class discussions using an electronic
medium (email, list-serve, chat group etc). 1 2 3
4

Search the World Wide Web or Internet for information
related to a module. 1 2 3
4

Use a computer to retrieve materials from a library not
at this institution. 1 2 3
4

Experiences with academic staff Very Often
Occas- N

Often ionally

Ask your lecturer for information related to a module
you are taking (grades, assignments etc). 1 2 3
4

Discuss your academic programme or course selection
with a member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Discuss ideas for a written assignment or other class
project with a member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Discuss your career plans and ambitions with a
member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Socialise with a member of academic staff outside
the classroom (have a snack, soft drink etc). 1 2 3
4

Ask a lecturer for comments and criticisms about your
academic performance. 1 2 3
4

Module learning

Complete the recommended readings before class. 1 2 3
4

Take detailed notes during class. 1 2 3
4

Contribute to class discussions. 1 2 3
4

Try to see how different facts and ideas fit together. 1 2 3
4

Apply material learned in a class to other areas
(practice placements, relationships with friends,
family, colleagues etc). 1 2 3
4

Summarise major points and information from your
readings or class notes. 1 2 3
4

Use information or experience from other areas of
your life (job, practice placements, interactions
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with others etc). 1 2 3
4

Explain material from a module to someone else (another
student, friend, colleague, family member). 1 2 3
4

Prepare a written assignment or project where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources. 1 2 3
4

Writing

Ask other people to read something you wrote to see if
it is clear to them. 1 2 3
4

Refer to a book or guide about writing style, grammar etc. 1 2 3
4

Revise an assignment two or more times before you
are satisfied with it. 1 2 3
4

Ask a lecturer or staff member for advice and help to
improve your writing. 1 2 3
4

Learning and teaching approaches

Attend lectures. 1 2 3
4

Attend group tutorials. 1 2 3
4

Work in small groups in module classes. 1 2 3
4

Utilise directed activities to support the classroom activities. 1 2 3
4

Campus facilities Very Often
Occas- N

Often ionally

Go to an art exhibition or a play, dance, or other theatre
performance, on or off campus. 1 2 3
4

Attend a concert or other music event. 1 2 3
4

Use a student area to relax or study by yourself. 1 2 3
4

Meet other students at some campus location for a
discussion. 1 2 3
4

Attend a lecture or tutorial. 1 2 3
4

Use the Study Skills Centre to improve study or
academic skills (reading, writing etc). 1 2 3
4

Use recreational facilities (pool, gym etc). 1 2 3
4
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Play a team sport (university, club). 1 2 3
4

Follow a regular schedule of exercise or practice for
some recreational or sporting activity. 1 2 3
4

Clubs and organisations

Attend a meeting of a university club, organisation or
student group. 1 2 3
4

Work on a university committee or student organisation. 1 2 3
4

Work on a non-university committee or organisation
(church group, community event etc). 1 2 3
4

Meet with a member of academic staff to discuss the
activities of a group or organisation. 1 2 3
4

Manage or provide leadership for an organisation in
or outwith the university. 1 2 3
4

Student acquaintances

Make friends with students whose interests are different
from yours. 1 2 3
4

Make friends with students whose family background
(economic, social) is different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Make friends with students whose race or ethnic
background is different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Have serious discussions with students whose philosophy
of life or personal values are very different from
yours. 1 2 3
4

Have serious discussions with students whose religious
beliefs are very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Have serious discussions with students whose political
opinions are very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Have serious discussions with students whose race or
ethnic background is very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Scientific and quantitative experiences

Memorise formulae, definitions, technical terms and
concepts. 1 2 3
4

Express a set of relationships using mathematical terms. 1 2 3
4
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Explain your understanding of some scientific or
mathematical theory, principle or concept to
someone else (classmate, colleague etc). 1 2 3
4

Read articles about scientific or mathematical theories
or concepts in addition to those assigned for a class. 1 2 3
4

CONVERSATIONS

DIRECTIONS: In conversations with others at university during the coming year, how
often do you expect to talk about the following? Indicate your response by circling one
of the appropriate numbers as indicated above.

Very Often Occas-
N

Often ionally

Current events in the news. 1 2 3
4

Social issues such as peace, justice, human rights,
equality, race relations. 1 2 3
4

Different lifestyles, customs and religions. 1 2 3
4

The ideas and views of writers and philosophers. 1 2 3
4

The arts (painting, poetry, theatre, music, films etc). 1 2 3
4

Science (theories, experiments, methods etc). 1 2 3
4

Computers and other technologies. 1 2 3
4

Social and ethical issues. 1 2 3
4

The economy (employment, wealth, poverty etc). 1 2 3
4

International relations (human rights, political differences etc). 1 2 3
4

DIRECTIONS: In these conversations, how often do you expect to do each of the
following? Indicate your response by circling one of the appropriate numbers as
indicated above.

Refer to knowledge acquired in your reading or classes. 1 2 3
4

Explore different ways of thinking about a topic or issue. 1 2 3
4

Refer to something one of your lecturers said about a
topic or issue. 1 2 3
4

Subsequently read something related to the topic or issue. 1 2 3
4

Change your opinion as a result of the knowledge or
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arguments presented by others. 1 2 3
4

Persuade others to change their minds as a result of the
knowledge or arguments you cited. 1 2 3
4

READING/WRITING

DIRECTIONS: During the coming academic year, about how many hours reading and
writing per week do you expect to do? Circle one of the numbers as indicated below:
1 None 2 Fewer than 5
3 Between 5 and 10 4 Between 11 and 20
5 More than 20

Non-recommended books. 1 2 3 4
5

Textbooks or recommended books. 1 2 3 4
5

Journal articles and other recommended resources. 1 2 3 4
5

Written assignments or other assessments. 1 2 3 4
5

Exams for your modules. 1 2 3 4
5

Web-based materials 1 2 3 4
5

OPINION ABOUT UNIVERSITY AND YOUR PROGRAMME OF STUDY

DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following question: How well do you think you
will like university? Please circle one of the numbers as indicated.

I will be enthusiastic about it. 1
I will like it. 2
I will be more or less neutral about it. 3
I won’t like it. 4

DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following question: How well do you think you will
like your clinical experiences? Please circle one of the numbers as indicated.

I will be enthusiastic about them. 1
I will like them. 2
I will be more or less neutral about them. 3
I won’t like them. 4
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THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

DIRECTIONS: During the coming year, to what extent do you feel that each of the
following will be emphasised in your course or programme? Please circle the number
that best represents your impression on each of the following rating scales.

Emphasis on developing academic, scholarly, and intellectual qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing aesthetic, expressive and creative qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing critical, evaluative and analytical qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing an understanding and appreciation of human diversity.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing information literacy skills (using computers, other information
resources).
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing vocational and occupational competence.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on the personal relevance and practical value of your modules.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing group and team working skills.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis
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DIRECTIONS: The next three ratings refer to relationships among people at this
university. To what extent do you feel that each of the following will be emphasised?
The ‘7’ rating refers to the key words next to it, and the ‘1’ rating refers to the key
words next to it. You should circle the number that matches your expectations of
relationships.

Relationships with other students or student groups.
Friendly, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Competitive,
Supportive, Uninvolved,
Sense of belonging Sense of
alienation

Relationships with academic staff.
Approachable, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Remote,
Helpful,

Discouraging,
Understanding,

Unsympathetic
Encouraging

Relationships with administrative and support staff.
Helpful, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Rigid,
Considerate, Impersonal,
Flexible Bound by
regulations

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

DIRECTIONS: Indicate your response by circling the correct answer.

Age
18 or younger 19-23 24-29 30-39 40-55 Over
55

Sex
Male Female

Please indicate what your qualifications were on entry to this course or
programme.
1 Access course
2 5 Standard grades or equivalent
3 5 or more Standard grades, but no Highers or equivalent
4 Between 1 and 2 Highers or equivalent
5 3 or more Highers or equivalent
6 Degree/Diploma
7 Other (please indicate)

Where will you live during this academic year?
1 University accommodation.
2 Residence (house, flat etc) within Aberdeen.
3 Residence (house, flat etc) within 10 miles of the university.
4 Residence (house, flat etc) over 10 miles away from the university.
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What do you expect your average grades to be at the end of your first year?
1 Mainly 6s
2 Mainly 6s and 5s
3 Mainly 4s
4 Mainly 4s and 3s
5 Mainly 3s or lower

Did either of your parents graduate from university?
1 No
2 Yes, both parents
3 Yes, father only
4 Yes, mother only
5 Don’t know

Do you expect to enrol for a higher degree when, or if, you complete your
undergraduate diploma or degree?
1 Yes
2 No

During this coming academic year, about how many hours a week do you expect
to spend outside of class on activities related to your academic course or
programme, such as studying, writing, reading etc?
1 5 or fewer hours a week
2 6-10 hours a week
3 11-15 hours a week
4 16-20 hours a week
5 21-25 hours a week
6 26-30 hours a week
7 more than 30 hours a week

During this coming academic year, about how many hours a week do you plan
to work on a job?
1 None- I won’t have a job
2 1-10 hours a week
3 11-20 hours a week
4 21-30 hours a week
5 31-40 hours a week
6 more than 40 hours

About how much of your university expenses this year will be provided by your
parents or family (including your own contribution and excluding your bursary)?
1 All or nearly all
2 More than half
3 Less than half
4 None or very little
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

DIRECTIONS: Please feel free to make any further comments in this space that you
feel would be useful to provide a full picture of your expectations of your first year as
an undergraduate nursing student.
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Appendix 11: Adapted College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSXQ)

Thank you for agreeing to complete this questionnaire. Your response will
prove very valuable within the research project that I am undertaking for PhD
study. It is hoped that the data that are collected for the project will inform
continuing curriculum development.

You may remember completing a questionnaire at the beginning of the
programme last year about what you expected from your programme. This
questionnaire is designed so that I can find out what your experiences were
actually like.

Please include your name. Once your questionnaire has been coded your name
will be removed. Your anonymity is assured. I will never know who has made
particular responses to any of the questions, as the codes that will be utilised
will ensure that you cannot be identified. Unfortunately it will not be possible to
utilise your response if you do not include you name.

Your name:

Researcher details:
Ruth Taylor
Senior Lecturer
The School of Nursing and Midwifery
The Robert Gordon University
Telephone: 01224 262908
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Participant code:

University Student Experiences Questionnaire

This questionnaire asks about how you spend your time at university with colleagues
and friends and in classes, social and cultural activities, extracurricular activities,
employment, and use of campus facilities such and the library and the student centre.
The information gained from you and other students will help the programme/course
team to improve the conditions that contribute to your learning and development and
to the quality of the experience of those who will come after you. It takes less than 15
minutes to complete this survey.

Your responses are confidential. Once your questionnaire has been coded, the front
sheet with your name on will be destroyed. You will be asked to indicate a response
based on a scale as follows:
1 Very often
2 Often
3 Occasionally
4 Never
Please circle the response you wish to make. Erase clearly any responses that you
want to change. Please answer all the questions.

The benefits of this survey depend on the thoughtful and honest responses of those
who are asked to help. Your willingness to participate is very important and very much
appreciated. Thank you!

UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCES

DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this university, about how often have you done
each of the following? Indicate your response by circling one of the appropriate
numbers as indicated above.

Library and information technology Very Often
Occas- N

Often ionally

Used the library as a quiet place to read or study. 1 2 3
4

Used an index or database (computer, card catalogue etc)
to find some material on some topic. 1 2 3
4

Read recommended materials other than textbooks
in the library (articles etc). 1 2 3
4

Developed a bibliography or set of references for an
assignment. 1 2 3
4

Used a computer or word processor to prepare reports
or papers. 1 2 3
4

Used email to communicate with a lecturer. 1 2 3
4
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Used email to communicate with classmates. 1 2 3
4

Participated in class discussions using an electronic
medium (email, list-serve, chat group etc). 1 2 3
4

Searched the World Wide Web or Internet for information
related to a module. 1 2 3
4

Used a computer to retrieve materials from a library not
at this institution. 1 2 3
4

Experiences with academic staff Very Often
Occas- N

Often ionally

Asked your lecturer for information related to a module
you are taking (grades, assignments etc). 1 2 3
4

Discussed your academic programme or course selection
with a member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Discussed ideas for a written assignment or other class
project with a member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Discussed your career plans and ambitions with a
member of academic staff. 1 2 3
4

Socialised with a member of academic staff outside
the classroom (have a snack, soft drink etc). 1 2 3
4

Asked a lecturer for comments and criticisms about your
academic performance. 1 2 3
4

Worked harder as a result of feedback from a lecturer 1 2 3
4

Module learning

Completed the recommended readings before class. 1 2 3
4

Took detailed notes during class. 1 2 3
4

Contributed to class discussions. 1 2 3
4

Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit together. 1 2 3
4

Applied material learned in a class to other areas
(practice placements, relationships with friends,
family, colleagues etc). 1 2 3
4

Summarised major points and information from your
readings or class notes. 1 2 3
4

Used information or experience from other areas of
your life (job, practice placements, interactions
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with others etc). 1 2 3
4

Explained material from a module to someone else (another
student, friend, colleague, family member). 1 2 3
4

Prepared a written assignment or project where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources. 1 2 3
4

Writing

Asked other people to read something you wrote to see if
it is clear to them. 1 2 3
4

Referred to a book or guide about writing style, grammar 1 2 3
4

Revised an assignment two or more times before you
are satisfied with it. 1 2 3
4

Asked a lecturer or staff member for advice and help to
improve your writing. 1 2 3
4

Learning and teaching approaches

Attended lectures. 1 2 3
4

Attended group tutorials. 1 2 3
4

Worked in small groups in module classes. 1 2 3
4

Utilised directed activities to support the classroom activities. 1 2 3
4

Campus facilities Very Often
Occas- N

Often ionally

Gone to an art exhibition or a play, dance, or other theatre
performance, on or off campus. 1 2 3
4

Attended a concert or other music event. 1 2 3
4

Used a student area to relax or study by yourself. 1 2 3
4

Met other students at some campus location for a
discussion. 1 2 3
4

Attended a lecture or tutorial. 1 2 3
4

Use the Study Skills Centre to improve study or
academic skills (reading, writing etc). 1 2 3
4

Used recreational facilities (pool, gym etc). 1 2 3
4
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Played a team sport (university, club). 1 2 3
4

Followed a regular schedule of exercise or practice for
some recreational or sporting activity. 1 2 3
4

Clubs and organisations

Attended a meeting of a university club, organisation or
student group. 1 2 3
4

Worked on a university committee/student organisation. 1 2 3
4

Worked on a non-university committee or organisation
(church group, community event etc). 1 2 3
4

Met with a member of academic staff to discuss the
activities of a group or organisation. 1 2 3
4

Managed or provided leadership for an organisation in
or outwith the university. 1 2 3
4

Student acquaintances

Made friends with students whose interests are different
from yours. 1 2 3
4

Made friends with students whose family background
(economic, social) is different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Made friends with students whose race or ethnic
background is different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Had serious discussions with students whose philosophy
of life or personal values are very different from
yours. 1 2 3
4

Had serious discussions with students whose religious
beliefs are very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Had serious discussions with students whose political
opinions are very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Had serious discussions with students whose race or
ethnic background is very different from yours. 1 2 3
4

Scientific and quantitative experiences

Memorised formulae, definitions, technical terms and
concepts. 1 2 3
4

Expressed a set of relationships using mathematical
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terms. 1 2 3
4

Explained your understanding of some scientific or
mathematical theory, principle or concept to
someone else (classmate, colleague etc). 1 2 3
4

Read articles about scientific or mathematical theories
or concepts in addition to those assigned for a class. 1 2 3
4

CONVERSATIONS

DIRECTIONS: In conversations with others at university over the past year, how often
did you talk about the following? Indicate your response by circling one of the
appropriate numbers as indicated above.

Very Often Occas-
N

Often ionally

Current events in the news. 1 2 3
4

Social issues such as peace, justice, human rights,
equality, race relations. 1 2 3
4

Different lifestyles, customs and religions. 1 2 3
4

The ideas and views of writers and philosophers. 1 2 3
4

The arts (painting, poetry, theatre, music, films etc). 2 3
4

Science (theories, experiments, methods etc). 1 2 3
4

Computers and other technologies. 1 2 3
4

Social and ethical issues. 1 2 3
4

The economy (employment, wealth, poverty etc). 1 2 3
4

International relations (human rights, political differences etc). 1 2 3
4

DIRECTIONS: In these conversations, how often did you do each of the following?
Indicate your response by circling one of the appropriate numbers as indicated above.

Referred to knowledge acquired in your reading or
classes. 1 2 3

4
Explored different ways of thinking about a topic or issue. 1 2 3

4
Referred to something one of your lecturers said about a

topic or issue. 1 2 3
4

Subsequently read something related to the topic or issue. 1 2 3
4
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Changed your opinion as a result of the knowledge or
arguments presented by others. 1 2 3
4

Persuaded others to change their minds as a result of the
knowledge or arguments you cited. 1 2 3
4

READING/WRITING

DIRECTIONS: Over the past academic year, about how many hours reading and
writing per week did you do? Circle one of the numbers as indicated below:
2 None 2 Fewer than 5
3 Between 5 and 10 4 Between 11 and 20
5 More than 20

Non-recommended books. 1 2 3 4
5

Textbooks or recommended books. 1 2 3 4
5

Journal articles and other recommended resources. 1 2 3 4
5

Written assignments or other assessments. 1 2 3 4
5

Exams for your modules. 1 2 3 4
5

Web-based materials 1 2 3 4
5

OPINION ABOUT UNIVERSITY AND YOUR PROGRAMME OF STUDY

DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following question: How well do you like
university? Please circle one of the numbers as indicated.

I am enthusiastic about it. 1
I like it. 2
I am more or less neutral about it. 3
I don’t like it. 4

DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following question: If you could start again, would
you go to the same university you are attending now?

Yes, definitely 1
Probably yes 2
Probably no 3
No, definitely 4

DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following question: How well do you like your
clinical experiences? Please circle one of the numbers as indicated.

I am enthusiastic about them. 1
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I like them. 2
I am more or less neutral about them. 3
I don’t like them. 4

THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

DIRECTIONS: During the past year, to what extent do you feel that each of the
following were emphasised in your course or programme? Please circle the number
that best represents your impression on each of the following rating scales.

Emphasis on developing academic, scholarly, and intellectual qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing aesthetic, expressive and creative qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing critical, evaluative and analytical qualities.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing an understanding and appreciation of human diversity.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing information literacy skills (using computers, other information
resources).
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing vocational and occupational competence.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on the personal relevance and practical value of your modules.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis

Emphasis on developing group and team working skills.
Strong emphasis 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Weak
emphasis
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DIRECTIONS: The next three ratings refer to relationships among people at this
university. Thinking of your own experience, please rate the quality of the
relationships on each of the following seven-point rating scales. The ‘7’ rating refers to
the key words next to it, and the ‘1’ rating refers to the key words next to it. You
should circle the number that matches your experiences of relationships.

Relationships with other students or student groups.
Friendly, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Competitive,
Supportive, Uninvolved,
Sense of belonging Sense of
alienation

Relationships with academic staff.
Approachable, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Remote,
Helpful,

Discouraging,
Understanding,

Unsympathetic
Encouraging

Relationships with administrative and support staff.
Helpful, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Rigid,
Considerate, Impersonal,
Flexible Bound by
regulations

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

DIRECTIONS: Indicate your response by circling the correct answer.

What were your average grades at the end of your first year?
1 Mainly 6s
2 Mainly 6s and 5s
3 Mainly 4s
4 Mainly 4s and 3s
5 Mainly 3s or lower

Do you expect to enrol for a higher degree when, or if, you complete your
undergraduate diploma or degree?
1 Yes
2 No

During this past academic year, about how many hours a week did you spend
outside of class on activities related to your academic course or programme,
such as studying, writing, reading etc?
1 5 or fewer hours a week
2 6-10 hours a week
3 11-15 hours a week
4 16-20 hours a week
5 21-25 hours a week
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6 26-30 hours a week
7 more than 30 hours a week

During this past academic year, about how many hours a week did you work on
a job?
1 None- I don’t have a job
2 1-10 hours a week
3 11-20 hours a week
4 21-30 hours a week
5 31-40 hours a week
6 more than 40 hours

ESTIMATE OF GAINS

DIRECTIONS: In thinking about your university experience up to now, to what extent
do you feel you have gained or made progress in the following areas? Indicate your
response by circling one of the appropriate numbers as indicated.

Very Quite Some
V

much a bit
lit

Acquiring knowledge and skills applicable to 1 2 3
4
nursing

Gaining a range of information that may be relevant
to a career 1 2 3
4

Writing clearly and effectively 1 2 3
4

Presenting ideas and information effectively when
speaking to others 1 2 3
4

Using computers and other information technology 1 2 3
4

Developing own values and ethical standards 1 2 3
4

Understanding yourself, your abilities, interests
and personality 1 2 3
4

Developing the ability to get along with different
kinds of people 1 2 3
4

Developing the ability to function as a member of a team 1 2 3
4

Developing good health habits and physical fitness 1 2 3
4

Learning on your own, pursuing ideas and finding
information you need 1 2 3
4

Learning to adapt to change (new technologies,
different environments, personal circumstances etc) 1 2 3
4
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

DIRECTIONS: Please feel free to make any further comments in this space that you
feel would be useful to provide a full picture of your experiences of your first year as an
undergraduate nursing student.
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Appendix 12: Themes and categories with participants

Theme and

categories

Group 1, stayers Group 1, leavers Group 2, stayers Group 2, leavers

1. Relationships with people

1.1 Broadening

horizons

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Kim (D), Lynsey (D),

Colin (D), Carol (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

1.2 Knowing self and

others

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Kim (D), Lynsey (D),

Colin (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

1.3 Being supported

and valued

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Kim (D), Lynsey (D),

Colin (D), Carol (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

2. The classroom experience

2.1 Feeling inspired Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin (D), Kim (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)
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2.2 Becoming

empowered

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin (D), Kim (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

2.3 Engaging with the

learning experience

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin(D), Carol (D),

Kim (D), Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

3. The practice experience

3.1 Feeling inspired Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Lauren, Tanya, Laura Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Fiona (D), Colin

(D), Kim (D), Lynsey

(D)

Marie, Gill (D)

3.2 Becoming

empowered

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Lauren Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin (D), Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

3.3 Engaging with the

learning experience

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Lauren Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Carol (D),

Fiona (D), Colin (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)
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4. Professional education

4.1 Motivation Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Louise (D), Linda (D),

Sarah (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Carol (D), Kim (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie

4.2 Preparedness Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Barbara, Lesley, Sarah

(D), Linda (D)

Jane, Laura, Tanya,

Lauren

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin (D), Carol (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)

4.3 Making

adjustments

Aileen, Gail, Craig,

Jenny, Barbara, Lesley,

Sarah (D), Linda (D),

Louise (D)

Jane, Lauren, Tanya,

Laura

Karen, Mark, Rebecca,

Alex, Tessa, Fiona (D),

Colin (D), Carol (D),

Lynsey (D)

Marie, Gill (D)
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